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SUMMARY

This thesis concerns the demonstration of infrared (IR) finiteness of a thermal theory of

neutrals interacting with charged fermions and scalars to all orders in perturbation theory

specifically in the context of theories involving dark matter (DM). DM is predominantly

conjectured to be thermally produced in the early Universe, staying in equilibriumwith the

background plasma until the occurrence of freeze-out. The thermal effects being of cru-

cial importance can contribute appreciably while predicting the relic density of DM while

trying to delineate the parameter space of models of viable DM candidates. The IR struc-

ture of the concerned theories are of great importance, playing a pivotal role while trying

to predict the relic density reliably. The IR structure of theories is well known to become

more intricate at finite temperature due to the presence of thermal fluctuations in addition

to already present quantum fluctuations. In addition to this, at finite temperature, both the

emission to and absorption of real particles from the heat bath also become feasible, mak-

ing the situation more involved. To account for all these intricacies, the extension of the

Grammer and Yennie (GY) technique [Phys. Rev. D 8 (1973), 4332] to finite temperature

as was originally prescribed by Indumathi [Annals Phys. 263 (1998), 310] for the case

of thermal purely fermionic QED, is implemented to unambiguously identify the correct

IR divergent and finite pieces. As the theories of DM often involve charged scalars and

fermions, we start by analyzing the IR structure of the thermal theory of scalar QED. The

theory of charged scalars also involve quadrilinear seagull vertices in addition to usual tri-

linear interaction vertices. After applying the extension of GY technique, the IR divergent

pieces of both the virtual and real photon contributions are found to factorize, leading to

exponentiation and resummation. The quadrilinear seagull and tadpole diagrams play an

indispensable role to obtain this neat IR factorization and resummation by exactly cancel-

ing out respectively the remnant IR finite linear and quadratic terms in photon momentum

that would otherwise spoil the factorization, at all orders, of the purely IR divergent terms

at finite temperature. The IR divergent pieces arising in the virtual and real contributions

xix



are found to cancel among themselves, making the theory of thermal charged scalars IR

finite to all orders in perturbation theory. We then focus our attention to a theory of DM

involving interactions with charged scalars and charged fermions. The similar analysis

of IR structure for this full theory having different kind of particles, after implementing

the extension of GY technique becomes highly involved. We observe non-trivial double

cancellations among terms after applying GY reduction. The IR divergent terms again

factorize and get resummed into an exponential factor in both virtual and real photon con-

tributions. The IR divergent pieces then cancel among the appropriate virtual and real

contributions making the theory of DM to be IR finite to all orders in perturbation theory

at finite temperature. The IR factorization, resummation and cancellation are found to be

independent of the specific nature of the interaction term of neutrals, charged scalars and

charged fermions making the proof and results of IR finiteness to be well applicable for

a general thermal theory of neutrals interacting with charged fermions and scalars. This

proof of IR finiteness was only possible after accounting for both the real photon emission

to and absorption from the heat bath. Hence in this thesis, we establish, for the first time,

the all-order proof of the infra-red finiteness of thermal field theories relevant to the study

of dark matter. The effect of the heat bath is found to become perceptible at observable

energy resolution giving rise to discernible temperature dependent finite corrections above

soft limit. This finite contribution has been studied upto next-to-leading (NLO) order by

Beneke and collaborators [JHEP 10 (2014), 045] but is beyond the scope of this thesis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Quantum Field Theory (QFT) has emerged as one of the cornerstones of contemporary

physics having its applicability in a wide range of physical phenomena. Perturbative quan-

tum field theory has proved its predictive power regarding phenomena related to physics

over a vast range of energy scales; even predicting extremely accurate theoretical predic-

tions such as anomalous magnetic dipole moment of electron [1–3], which can be regarded

as the epitome of predictable accuracy in the field of physics or rather in the field of em-

pirical sciences. Often, when predicting these results from theoretical calculations one

is riddled with divergent expression owing to Ultraviolet (UV) and Infrared (IR) diver-

gences. The origin and the implication of these divergences has to be interpreted correctly

and carefully to predict any sensible results in QFT. The origin and treatment of UV di-

vergences are more readily discussed and understood in the literature.

The origin of UV divergences pertains to the fact that, while calculating higher order

corrections to the related quantity of interest using QFT effects, all the possible quantum

states1 of the system have to be included as internal virtual states. These states also include

some high momentummodes at the higher energy scale much beyond the low energy scale

1According to the framework of quantum mechanics while calculating higher order corrections in per-
turbation theory all possible feasible states, may it be all possible states in the Universe have to summed
over as the internal states.
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of the theory2 at which calculations are being performed. The effect of inclusion of these

high energymodes requires an understanding of high energy (small distance) physicsmuch

beyond the reach of the relevant theory, resulting in troubling divergences. For a sensibly

written QFT at low energy scale, considering the QFT as an effective theory, these high

energy modes can be integrated out, absorbing the effect of these modes by modifying the

coupling constant, mass and field strength renormalization of the theory after performing

matching calculations of deep IR quantities. The theory is then said to be UV renormalized

and these renormalized theory can be used perturbatively to predict sensible results.

In the QFT having massless particles we often face another kind of divergences known

as IR divergences. In the theories involving massless particles, those particles can simul-

taneously become both on-shell (or near on-shell) and soft carrying vanishing energy. In

those scenarios those massless particles can propagate indefinitely carrying information

at minuscule energy cost resulting in soft IR divergences. For theories involving interac-

tions where onlymassless particles couple among themselves, there can be another kind of

singularity which may arise. This kind of singularity arises (even with involved particles

having finite momenta) when massless particles get converted into other massless ones

while the momentum of both the initial and final particles are in the same (or opposite)

direction, and is famously known as collinear singularities in the literature.

In practical scenarios, as any scattering experiment is performed during a finite time inter-

val, hence emission of soft photons with vanishing momentum is highly non feasible, thus

alleviating soft IR divergences in real experiments. It was initially shown by Bloch and

Nordsieck [4] that carefully constructed sufficiently inclusive observable cross sections

in QED are free from any infrared divergences. The subject of IR finiteness of QED has

been also discussed by several authors in the literature, see Ref. [5–12]. A general theo-

rem related to IR behaviour of field theories was proved by Kinoshita, Lee and Nauenberg

(KLN) [13, 14] finding IR divergences to cancel for any unitary theory when all the de-

2Like any other theories of nature, QFT is also an effective theory with an inbuilt energy scale associated
with it.
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generate initial and final states are summed over. The KLN theorem turned out to be

of formal interest, as in real settings one usually does not sum over initial states. In real

situations one often manages to avoid IR singularities, understanding that a real detector

has a finite energy and angular resolution.

The works of Weinberg [15] further shed light on the universal properties of leading soft

structure of amplitudes for theories involving massless particles (generalized to gravity).

Realization of the fact that scattered charged particles are always accompanied by a cloud

of soft photons, has also led to reformulation of QED in terms of dressed coherent asymp-

totic states [16–24]. The seminal work of Faddeev and Kulish [24] then provided a pre-

scription for construction of IR finite amplitudes for massive abelian gauge theories. This

was followed by a similar construction for nonabelian gauge theory [25, 26] and gravita-

tion [27] in literature. In recent times there have been important observations of ‘asymp-

totic symmetries’ [28–32] and ‘memory effect’ [33–36] related to the infrared dynamics

of the field theory for both abelian and non-abelian gauge theories.

The IR structure plays a crucial role in the discussions of collider physics, Yang-Mills the-

ories and field theories at finite temperature also. In this regard, IR behaviour of theories

has been widely studied in the development of soft collinear effective theory (SCET) [37]

which has been related in connection to soft theorems [38]. IR structure also plays a very

important role in the studies of Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP) Ref. [39]. For field theories

at finite temperature the IR divergent structure of the theories have been found to be more

severe due to the presence of thermal fluctuations. The IR finiteness of the theory of ther-

mal fermionic QED has been shown to all orders in perturbation theory, using eikonal

approximation by Weldon [40] followed by an exact calculation by Indumathi [41].

In this thesis we discuss the proof and results of IR finiteness of theories of charged

fermions and scalars interacting with neutrals at finite temperature, specifically in the con-

text of gauge theories involving dark matter. We start by proving IR finiteness for scalar

quantum electrodynamics [42] to all orders, and then generalizing to the case of theories
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of dark matter [43] at finite temperature. The IR divergent structure was found to have an

universal behaviour independent of the exact nature of the interaction terms.

1.1 Motivation

To explain the results of the observations ranging over amultitude of length-scales, starting

with Zwicky’s observations of Coma Cluster [44, 45], galactic rotation curves [46–48],

gravitational lensing (strong lensing) [49], Microlensing [50, 51], observations of Bullet

cluster [52], recent observations of galaxies and clusters of different sizes [53–55], to

finally the observations of cosmic microwave background (CMB) [56–58] the existence

of DarkMatter (DM) is necessitated [59], which overwhelms [58] the ordinary component

of matter in the known Universe. Although the prominent evidences till now in favour of

DM have arisen only from the gravitational effects, the theories simply trying to modify

gravity (MOND) [60] or theories with cosmic fluid [61] have, so far, failed to successfully

account for all the relevant observations.

The various non-baryonic and baryonic candidates such asWIMPs, Axions and axion-like

particles (ALP), sterile neutrinos, particles from dark sectors, particles in universal extra

dimensional theories to primordial black holes, can be feasible candidates for the DM, and

details of the properties of these candidates have been extensively reviewed in literature

[62–67]. Before moving to our particular model of interest, we will briefly discuss about

some general properties concerning DM. As CMB is sensitive to the baryonic and the total

matter densities respectively through the height of the first peak and through the ratio of the

heights of the first and the second peaks, it can be inferred (from results of CMB) that not

all matter in the Universe can be baryonic. In fact from the latest results of PLANCK [58]

it has been noted that DM is dominated by non-baryonic component,

σmh2 = 0.1430±0.0011 , σch2 = 0.1200±0.0012 , σbh2 = 0.02237 ± 0.00015 , (1.1)
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whereσm,σc andσb are respectively the density of total matter, cold dark matter and bary-

onic matter; and h is the reduced Hubble’s constant with h = H0/100 = 0.6736±0.0054

[58]. The masses of the DM also can vary over a wide range of values. The lower bound

of mass for the fermionic DM has resulted from Tremaine-Gunn limit [68] using results

of the Fornax dwarf [69], to be 70 eV < mF . The lower bound for bosonic DM masses

corresponds to a value 10−22eV ≲ mB [70–74]. The upper limit of masses of DM have a

bound of 5M⊙ [75,76]. The DM candidate should be electrically neutral3 and should not

interact strongly, and must be stable on cosmological time scales [77].

DM particles can be classified in different ways. Depending on how relativistic DM can-

didates were when they decoupled from thermal plasma (falling out of thermal equilibrium

in the early Universe), the DM candidates can be classified into three categories, i.e., Hot

dark Matter (HDM), Cold Dark Matter (CDM) and Warm Dark Matter (WDM). HDM

and CDMwere respectively relativistic and non-relativistic at the time of decoupling, and

the WDM represents to a scenario in between HDM and CDM. The Large Scale Structure

formation of the Universe strongly supports the dominant contribution to DM to be CDM

in nature. The DM candidates also can be classified according to their formation mech-

anism, i.e., thermal, non-thermal, freeze-in, asymmetric, primordial black hole formation

etc.

In this thesis we will focus on the case of thermally produced CDM. The most natural and

well studied production mechanism of CDM candidate to meet the current day abundance

of DM is through the production of the CDM thermally in the post-inflation reheating

phase. The relevant number density of CDM is then determined by coupled Boltzmann

equations in the expanding Lemaitre-Friedmann-Robertson-Walker Universe [59]; until

when due to the expansion of the Universe, the interaction rate of CDM falls below the

Hubble expansion rate, resulting in the CDM component to fall out of equilibrium, and

number density of CDM freezes out.
3Although some ‘milli-charged’ DM candidate (obtaining effective charge through kinetic mixing with

a dark photon field, producing very suppressed coupling with photon field) can be feasible, it is severely
constrained from the data.
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In the current era of precision cosmology this relic density of DM is being measured with

high precision [56–58]; and only an order of magnitude calculation of relic densities from

theoretical point of view is not any more justifiable. Efforts to include higher order cor-

rections to annihilation cross-section from theoretical calculations [78–85] have already

been implemented, resulting in non-negligible contribution with respect to leading order

at zero temperature. As the DM component was in thermal equilibrium with background

plasma interacting with it until the freeze out, thus thermal effects become of crucial im-

portance while performing relic density calculations. Hence, predictions of relic density at

finite temperature including the higher order NLO corrections are highly preferable. The

suitable efforts along this direction were taken in Refs. [86, 87]. Specifically in Ref. [86]

Beneke et al. have implemented relic density calculations at NLO in thermal field theory

obtaining finite thermal corrections. IR divergences related to the corresponding process

were found to completely cancel at order NLO at finite temperature, when both absorp-

tion of particles and emission of them to the heat bath were allowed. This NLO result of

Beneke et al. thus motivated us to look into an all order IR behaviour of the corresponding

theory at finite temperature.

In this thesis, among various potential candidates of CDM, we will be interested in the

discussions concerning weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP). Minimal Supersym-

metric Standard Model (MSSM) [88–92] naturally has particle contents which can corre-

spond to eligible candidates [93–99] related to the WIMP paradigm. We are interested in

the neutralino particles as the Lightest Supersymmetric Particle (LSP) playing the role of

WIMP CDM particle in the context of MSSM. Although the neutralino is a linear combi-

nation of the bino, the neutral wino and the two neutral higgsinos, we will be interested in

the thesis regarding a simplified model of bino (bino-like) dark matter candidate.
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The corresponding Lagrangian density related to the model is expressed as

L = − 1

4
FµνFµν + f

(
i /D − m f

)
f +

1

2
χ
(
i/∂ − mχ

)
χ

+ (D µϕ)† (Dµϕ) − m2
ϕϕ
†ϕ+

(
λ χPL f −ϕ+ + h.c.

)
, (1.2)

which has been extensively studied in the literature [100–103] at zero temperature. The

model is an extension of Standard Model (SM) containing left handed SM fermion dou-

blets f = ( f 0, f −)T along-with an additional scalar doublet ϕ = (ϕ+, ϕ0)T which are

super-partners of SM fermions f . Majorana fermion χ which is a S U(2)×U(1) singlet is

also contained in the corresonding model as the concerned dark matter candidate, having

a mass at TeV scale, mχ ≈ O (0.1–1 TeV), and mass of sfermion ϕ is mϕ > mχ. As gener-

ically for CDM candidates freeze-out occurs at a temperature T f reeze−out ≈ mχ/20, thus

in this model freeze-out of DM occurs after the electro-weak transition, making only the

electromagnetic interactions to be the relevant one at this scale, while having the discus-

sion of IR behaviour of the corresponding theory. In the current model the DM candidate

χ interacts with SM particles f via Yukawa interaction. In addition to interactions of

charged components, there is the feasibility of the an interaction term coupling the neu-

tral components as λ χPL f 0ϕ0 . But, we have discounted writing such an expression in

Eq. 1.2 as although the neutral particles play an important role in the calculation of in-

clusive cross-section they are not important in the analysis of IR behaviour of the theory

being non-interacting to photon.

We would also note here that although the model Eq. 1.2 may look like too specific a

choice but it fruitfully captures the spirit of a wide class of models. As it has been already

explained, though neutralino can be an admixture of bino, neutral wino and two neutral

higgsinos, for a very large class of supersymmetry breaking scenarios, we find the the

higgsino mass parameter µ to be much larger than the soft terms (M1,2) for the gauginos,

suppressing the higgsino component to a negligible level. And as bino-winomixing is also

dependent on the value of µ, a large value of higgsino mass parameter also suppresses the
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wino-component in the DM. The consideration of bino-like DM further simplifies the cal-

culations as additional diagrams can be safely neglected, e.g., with s-channel gauge bosons

or Higgs4. Therefore restricting ourselves to the specific case of the bino (bino-like) DM

does not represent the neglect of subtle issues while still allowing for considerable space

for simplifications, both algebraic and in bookkeeping.

The IR structure of this theory of bino (bino-like) DM is then analyzed at finite tempera-

ture, starting with the proof of IR finiteness of the theory of scalar QED at finite temper-

ature, and then generalizing to a full theory of DM with all the particle content. The final

total cross-section for the theory of DM turns out to be IR finite to all orders in perturba-

tion theory giving an exact closed form expression. The IR divergent pieces are found to

be universal, and to be independent of the specific interaction terms, making the results

useful for any complete theory for charged scalars, fermions and neutrals. The exact sym-

bolic expression of the cross-section at finite temperature can be used order by order to

calculate finite corrections. The calculation of such results of finite corrections are beyond

the scope of the current thesis.

1.2 Outline of the thesis

The thesis has been organized as follows.

In Chapter 2 the basics of thermal field theory have been discussed. Starting with a brief

discussion of general features of thermal field theory, we have quickly moved towards and

discussed about the real time formulation of thermal field theory. Following the introduc-

tion of the Schwinger-Keldysh contour, we have found the thermal fields to be doubled,

with thermal type-1 and type-2 fields correspondingly playing the role of respectively

‘physical’ and ‘ghost’ fields. The infrared structure of a field theory (especially involv-

ing massless bosons) at finite temperature is found to become more intricate and more
4Although for pure binos, such couplings only arise at the one-loop level, and are only of little conse-

quence.
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violently IR divergent. The leading IR divergence is found to be linear due to the ef-

fects of thermal fluctuations, in contrast to only logarithmic IR divergence present at zero

temperature. In addition to leading linear IR divergence, the existence of an additional

sub-leading logarithmic IR divergence arising due to thermal fluctuations is also found to

be present at finite temperature.

The subject matter of Chapter 3 is to correctly identify and separate out the IR diver-

gent and finite contributions for field theories. Identification and separation of IR finite

and divergent contributions are performed using the technique of Grammer and Yennie

(GY) [12]. The technique of GY is reviewed for zero temperature fermionic quantum

electrodynamics (QED) to make readers familiar with the main features of it at zero tem-

perature to start with, which will be generalized in the following chapters to field theories

at finite temperature for more complicated theories. To achieve the goal of correctly sep-

arating out the IR divergent and finite pieces, the polarization sums of both the virtual and

real photon contributions will be rearranged into modified polarization sums; respectively

denoted by K and G polarization contributions (for virtual photons), and K̃ and G̃ polar-

ization contributions (for real photons). All the IR divergent contributions are then found

to be contained inside K and K̃ terms; and the contributions of G and G̃ terms are found

to be IR finite. The notations regarding the use of GY rearrangement related to a general

diagram having multiple photon interactions, is also set up in this chapter. These notations

will be extensively used in the following chapters to fruitfully interpret the results arising

from more general theories.

At finite temperature the IR structure of the field theories is more complicated due to the

presence of additional leading linear and sub-leading logarithmically divergent terms due

to the effects of thermal fluctuations. Thus a generalization of GY technique is required

at finite temperature to correctly identify IR divergent and finite contributions. We start

Chapter 4 by reviewing the generalization of GY technique at finite temperature as men-

tioned in Ref. [41]. After reviewing the technique for fermionic QED at finite temperature
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we focus our attention on scalar QED at finite temperature. The original results and find-

ings of the thesis begin at this section. To apply the GY rearrangements the generalized

Feynman’s Identities (Ward Identities) have been derived for scalar QED at finite tem-

perature. In scalar QED in addition to trilinear (scalar-photon-scalar) interaction vertices

(similar to fermionic QED) additional quadrilinear (scalar-scalar-photon-photon) seagull

interaction vertices are also found to be present. To manage proliferating number of the

Feynman diagrams, particular contributions from these set (trilinear and quadrilinear) of

diagrams are clubbed together and are denoted by ‘circled vertex’. These circled vertices

will turn out to be of extreme importance to collect similar types of contributions while

correctly identifying the IR divergent and finite contributions in discussions of the chap-

ters following.

The proof technique and results regarding the IR finiteness of scalar QED at finite tem-

perature is elaborately discussed in Chapter 5. Using the generalized Feynman identities

all the IR divergences are found to be contained inside virtual K and real K̃ polarization

contributions. The IR divergent parts are found to factorize leading to resummation and

exponentiation to all orders in thermal field theory. After including subtle arguments and

proper phase space factors for real photon emission and absorption the virtual G and real

G̃ polarization contributions are found to be IR finite. The IR divergent factors are found

to cancel between K and K̃ contributions order by order to all orders in perturbation theory

at finite temperature, resulting in a IR finite cross section. The presence of seagull and

tadpole contributions is indispensable to achieve this result, canceling exactly remnant

IR finite sub-contributions linear and quadratic in photon momentum, arising from GY

rearrangement, making possible factorization and resummation of IR divergent pieces.

The proof and results of IR finiteness of the theories involving dark matter at finite tem-

perature is the subject matter of Chapter 6. The particular theory inspected in this chapter

is expressed by the Lagrangian of Eq. 1.2. Due to the presence of different species of

particles (charged scalars, charged fermions, neutrals and photons) the applications of the
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GY technique at finite temperature becomes an extremely involved one. Again all the IR

divergences are found to be contained within virtual K and real K̃ polarization contribu-

tions, and virtualG and real G̃ polarization contributions are found to be IR finite. The IR

divergent factors again get factorized leading to resummation for K and K̃ contributions

and then getting canceled among K and K̃ terms. In contrast to all previous cases, the

IR factorization in this case is rather non-trivial, which results due to non-trivial ‘double-

cancellation’ of sub-contributions. This kind of non-trivial ‘double-cancellation’ could

not in any way be speculated starting from individual thermal theories of either fermionic

or scalar QED. The ‘double-cancellation’ leading to IR factorization and resummation was

found to be independent of the particular interactions of charged particles and neutrals, im-

plying the universality of the IR divergent structure at finite temperature. It should be also

noted here, that the IR finite contributions are certainly model dependent and depend on

the details of particular theories. Using all these we obtain a closed form exact expression

for the IR finite cross section to all orders in perturbation theory at finite temperature.

The key findings of the thesis, future prospects and the concluding remarks have been

summarized in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Introduction to thermal field theory

2.1 Prologue

Thermal field theory provides us a framework to discuss about the physics of systems

comprising of multiple relativistic and quantum mechanical particles interacting among

themselves. In addition to the quantum fluctuations, statistical fluctuations (arising due

to the particles interacting among themselves and with the medium) also play crucial role

in these scenarios. The effect of the medium (pertaining to statistical fluctuation) to a

relevant process of interest is often non-negligible and brings out interesting physics. Most

appropriate way to describe such system involving many degrees of freedom is through

ensemble description. The ensemble consists of all the second quantized states belonging

to the Fock space of the relevant system. The properties of the ensemble specifying the

system, is suitably described by the density matrix (density operator) ρ̂. The density matrix

is defined as

ρ̂(ti) ≡
∑

n

pn(ti) |n(ti)⟩ ⟨n(ti)| , (2.1)
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where |n⟩ , n = 1, 2, . . . are the complete set of states belonging to the ensemble, andwe are

working in the Schrödinger picture. The probability of finding the quantum mechanical

system in the state |n⟩ at time ti is given by pn(ti), with
∑

n

pn(ti) = 1. Hence, incorporating

both effects of the quantum and statistical fluctuation, the expectation value (ensemble

average) of an operator Ô at time ti can be written as

⟨Ô(ti)⟩ =
∑

n

pn(ti) ⟨n(ti)| Ô |n(ti)⟩ = Tr
(
pn(ti) |n(ti)⟩ ⟨n(ti)| Ô(ti)

)
= Tr ρ̂(ti)Ô(ti) .

(2.2)

The expectation value of the same operator Ô at some later time t f is given by

⟨Ô(t f )⟩ = Tr ρ̂(t f )Ô(t f ) . (2.3)

The ability to predict the expectation value of operator Ô at a time t f given the expectation

value of the same operator at some earlier time ti, completely specifies the dynamics of

the system. In the Schrödinger picture it is well known that the quantum states (describ-

ing the system) evolve with time (and the operators do not). Hence, the density matrix

(encapsulating the properties of the states) evolve with time, and the time evolution of the

density matrix is described by the Liouville-von Neumann equation written as,

i
∂ρ̂(t)
∂t

=
[
Ĥ, ρ̂(t)

]
. (2.4)

The explicit solution of the above Eq. 2.4 can be rather challenging for particular systems,

where the Hamiltonian Ĥ is time dependent or even the Hamiltonian being time indepen-

dent if that does not commute with the density matrix. The solution of the Eq. 2.4 can be

generically (implicitly) given by,

ρ̂(t f ) = U(t f , ti) ρ̂(ti)U†(t f , ti) = U(t f , ti) ρ̂(ti)U(ti, t f ) , (2.5)
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where U(t f , ti) is the unitary time translation operator,

U(t f , ti) = T exp
[
−i

∫ t f

ti
Ĥ(t′) dt′

]
. (2.6)

In the above expression T represents the time ordering of the corresponding operator.

Using the result of Eq. 2.5 in Eq. 2.3 the expectation value of operator Ô at some later

time t f is given by1,

⟨Ô(t f )⟩ = Tr
(
U(t f , ti) ρ̂(ti)U(ti, t f ) Ô(t f )

)
. (2.7)

Evaluating the above expression by inserting complete set of states in the field basis2 we

obtain

⟨Ô(t f )⟩ =
∑

a, b, c, d

⟨
φa

∣∣∣ U(t f , ti)
∣∣∣φb

⟩ ⟨
φb

∣∣∣ ρ̂(ti)
∣∣∣φc

⟩ ⟨
φc

∣∣∣ U(ti, t f )
∣∣∣φd

⟩ ⟨
φd

∣∣∣∣ Ô(t f )
∣∣∣∣φa

⟩
=

∑
a, b, c, d

⟨
φa

∣∣∣ U(t f , ti)
∣∣∣φb

⟩
ρbc

⟨
φc

∣∣∣ U(ti, t f )
∣∣∣φd

⟩
Oda . (2.8)

The matrix element of the unitary time evolution operator can be represented using path

integration formulation. The corresponding expression for time evolution operator thus

reads as,

⟨
φa

∣∣∣ U(t f , ti)
∣∣∣φb

⟩
=

⟨
φa

∣∣∣∣∣∣ T exp
[
−i

∫ t f

ti
Ĥ(t′) dt′

] ∣∣∣∣∣∣φb

⟩
=

∫ φ1(t f )=φa

φ1(ti)=φb

Dφ1 e iS (φ1) , (2.9)

1Note that this expression is same and independent of different pictures used, i.e., for Schrödinger,
Heisenberg and Interaction picture. As, in the Heisenberg picture density matrix (states) does not evolve
with time and operators evolve with full Hamiltonian; and in Interaction picture density matrix (states)
evolve with interaction Hamiltonian and operators evolve with free Hamiltonian producing same result.

2We have applied φ to represent generic field in this discussion. For particular discussions relating to
different fields (scalar ϕ, fermion ψ and gauge Aµ) we will use corresponding notations and use other related
subtleties.
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and,

⟨
φc

∣∣∣ U(ti, t f )
∣∣∣φd

⟩
=

⟨
φc

∣∣∣∣∣∣ T exp
[
−i

∫ ti

t f

Ĥ(t′′) dt′′
] ∣∣∣∣∣∣φd

⟩
=

∫ φ2(t f )=φd

φ2(ti)=φc

Dφ2 e−iS (φ2) . (2.10)

Using the results of Eq. 2.9 and Eq. 2.10 in the Eq. 2.8 we obtain the expectation value of

the operator Ô to be,

⟨Ô(t f )⟩ =
∑

a, b, c, d

∫ φ1(t f )=φa

φ1(ti)=φb

Dφ1
∫ φ2(t f )=φd

φ2(ti)=φc

Dφ2 e iS (φ1)−iS (φ2) ρbcOda . (2.11)

In the above equation (unlike for pure states) the matrix elements of the density matrix is

usually very hard to predict for an ensemble (mixed state), where multiple particles are

interacting among themselves. For the special case of thermal equilibrium this problem

can be mitigated. For a system in thermal equilibrium the density matrix takes up the

form,

ρ̂eq =
e−β Ĥ

Z
, where Ĥ =


Ĥ for canonical ensemble .

Ĥ − µiN̂i for grand canonical ensemble .

(2.12)

In the above expression β corresponds to the inverse temperature of the system, β = 1/T

(where T corresponds to the temperature of the system and we are working in the natural

unit so that Boltzmann constant kB = 1). In Eq. 2.12 for the case of grand canonical

ensemble, N̂i corresponds to the operator related to conserved commuting Noether charge

of the system, and µi refers to the chemical potential associated with the respective global

conserved charge N̂i. In Eq. 2.12, Z refers to the partition function and is expressed as,

Z = Tr e−β Ĥ =


Tr e−βĤ for canonical ensemble .

Tr e−β(Ĥ−µiN̂i) for grand canonical ensemble .

(2.13)
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We note here that the density matrix in the thermal equilibrium Eq. 2.12 has a formal

analogy with the time evolution operator in Eq. 2.6, with time interval traded off with −iβ.

With this consideration, the matrix element of the equilibrium density matrix expressed in

the path integral representation is written as

(ρeq)bc =
⟨
φb

∣∣∣ ρ̂eq ∣∣∣φc

⟩
=

⟨
φb

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ e−β(Ĥ−µiN̂i)

Z

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣φc

⟩
=

1

Z

∫ φE(t f−iβ)=±φb

φE(ti)=φc

DφE e−S E(φE) , (2.14)

where S E corresponds to the Euclidean action,

S E =

∫ β

0

dτ(LE − µiNi) , (2.15)

where τ corresponds to imaginary time, τ = it and µi’s vanishes for calculations in the

canonical ensemble. In Eq. 2.14, φE(t f − iβ) corresponds to the field at time t f − iβ, which

is equal to ±φb; where plus and minus sign respectively refer to the boundary conditions

corresponding to bosonic and fermionic fields. Using the results of Eq. 2.14 with the

results of Eq. 2.11 we find the partition function Z for the ensemble can be expressed in

the path integral representation as

Z[β] =
∫
DφE e−S E(φE)

∫
Dφ1 Dφ2 e iS (φ1)−iS (φ2) . (2.16)

Let us spend a few moments appreciating the final expression of the partition function as

obtained in the above expression. From the structure of the equilibrium density matrix

Eq. 2.12 it is evident that it is time translation invariant (see Eq. 2.4); as it commutes

with the Hamiltonian Ĥ, [ ρ̂eq, Ĥ ] = 0. Hence, for a system in equilibrium the choice

of initial time ti is completely arbitrary. Thus for a local operator in time, the final time

t f can be chosen to be t f = ti (without loss of any generality). This renders the Dφ1

and Dφ2 integrals dropping out individually, leaving only the Euclidean DφE integral as

the surviving one in Eq. 2.16. The above argument is also valid for a set of operators,
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Ô = Ô1(x⃗1) . . . Ôn(x⃗n) having all the same time arguments (or if they are separated in

spacelike intervals and are situated on a Cauchy surface). The above result is formally

known as the imaginary time formulation [104–108] in literature.

For the case where the set of operators are separated in timelike intervals (in real time),

Ô = Ô1(t1, x⃗1) . . . Ôn(tn, x⃗n) with t1 < t2 < . . . < tn; then the first operator Ô1(t1, x⃗1)

acting on the equilibrium density matrix matrix ρ̂eq creates a new density matrix ρ̂(t1) =

ρ̂eq Ô1(t1, x⃗1), which no longer commutes with Ĥ the Hamiltonian. Therefore theDφ1 and

Dφ2 integrals do not trivialize as before and gives non-vanishing contributions over the

real branches of time integral in Eq. 2.16. This contour which is formed in the complex

time plane having two real branches (C1 and C2) and imaginary branches (C3 and C4) is

known as the Schwinger-Keldysh contour, and is shown in Fig. 2.1. The corresponding

formalism is known as real time formulation [107–116] in literature.

The expectation value of set of operators separated in real time can be evaluated by defin-

ing the generating functional Z[β, J1, J2] as

Z[β; J1, J2] =
∫
DφE e−S E(φE)

∫
Dφ1 Dφ2 e i

[
S (φ1)−S (φ2)+

∫
d4x

(
J1(x)φ1(x)−J2(x)φ2(x)

)]
,

(2.17)

where J1 and J2 are the sources defined respectively on theC1 andC2 part of the contour in

Fig. 2.1. The technique to evaluate (perturbatively) of the generating functional Z[β, J1, J2]

will be discussed in more details in the next Section 2.2.

There are mainly three formalisms which are widely used to study thermal systems in liter-

ature. These are respectively known as imaginary time formalism [104–108], real time for-

malism [107–116] and thermo field dynamics [117–121]. The imaginary time formalism

is best suited to describe a system in thermal equilibrium, making it most suitable to cal-

culate time independent bulk thermodynamic quantities (inherently Euclidean quantities).

By analytically continuing the time into real domain, and after incorporating fluctuation-

dissipation theorem using Kubo-Martin-Schwinger (KMS) relations [122, 123] few time
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dependent quantities also can be evaluated in this formalism. But, imaginary time formu-

lation is usually not well suited to calculate expectation values of operators which are well

separated in real time, due to their inherent Minkowskian nature. This problem of evalu-

ating expectation values of formally Minkowskian quantities is mitigated in the real time

formulation. The real time formulation is well suited for estimating the quantities which

are well separated in real time (inherently Minkowskian) and separates out the effect of

the medium (thermal fluctuations) from the beginning. It is also applicable to describe

non-equilibrium phenomena in real time formalism, which become crucial while estimat-

ing transport coefficients of thermodynamic systems. The other real time approach which

is based on the operator field theory is known as the thermo field dynamics (TFD). This

formulation is most suitable to describe the algebraic structure of thermal systems, includ-

ing doubling of the Fock space involved. And being operator field theory approach, TFD

is also extremely useful involving calculations related to the symmetry arguments of the

systems.

In this thesis we are interested in the processes involving real time separations. Thus we

will use the real time formulation in upcoming discussions. We will briefly review the

aspects of the real time formulation in the next section, and will discuss only about the

subtleties which will be of importance in the context of following chapters.

2.2 Introduction to real time formulation of thermal field

theory

From the discussion of the previous sections, we have noticed that the Boltzmann operator

in the density matrix Eq. 2.12 has a formal similarity with the unitary time evolution oper-

ator Eq. 2.6 identifying inverse temperature with imaginary time. Thus the allowed values

of time can now have complex values, that is t ∈ C . The formal quantities of interest for
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the thermal system are the Green functions defined as,

GC(x1, . . . , xn) = ⟨TC (φ̂(x1), . . . , φ̂(xn))⟩ . (2.18)

In the above equation ⟨. . .⟩ refer to the thermal (ensemble) averaged quantities. The time

arguments in the above equation can now have complex values. So to make sense of the

time ordering, TC is only defined along a path in complex time. The path can be paramet-

rically defined as t = z(w), where w is real and monotonically increasing parameter along

the path, such that ordering in w corresponds to the ordering along the path. With this

definition in mind, the step function θ and delta function δ along the path can be defined

as

θC(t − t′) = θ(w − w′), δC(t − t′) =
(
∂z
∂w

)−1
δ(w − w′) . (2.19)

We can also generalize the notion of functional differentiation along the path as,

δJ(x)
δJ(x′)

= δC(t − t′)δ(x⃗ − x⃗ ′) . (2.20)

With the definitions of Eq. 2.19 and Eq. 2.20we can define a generating functionalZC[ β; J ]

to obtain the Green’s functions,

GC(x1, . . . , xn) =
1

ZC[ β ]

δ nZC[ β; J ]
(i)nδJ(x1) . . . δJ(xn)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
J=0

. (2.21)

The formal and obvious solution for the generating functional is given by

ZC[ β; J ] = Tr
e−β Ĥ TC exp

(
i
∫

C
d4xJ(x)φ̂(x)

)
=

∫
Dφ exp

[
i
∫

C
d4x

(
L(φ(x)) + J(x)φ(x)

)]
, (2.22)
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where the pathC must pass through all the arguments of xi in the relevant Green’s function.

In Eq. 2.22 the expression for the generating functional is finally expressed in terms of the

path integral representation, such that the boundary conditions are given by φ(ti, x⃗ ) =

±φ(ti − iβ, x⃗ ), where plus and minus sign respectively refer to the bosonic and fermionic

field.

C1

C3

C4 C2

Re t

Im t

ti tf

ti − iσ

tf − iσ

ti − iβ

Figure 2.1: Standard time path is shown for real time formulation of thermal field theory.
The type-1 and type-2 thermal fields “live” on theC1 andC2 part of path of the full contour,
and 0 ≤ σ ≤ β. For symmetric choice of path, σ = β/2.

Using the analytic properties of the Wightman functions along with the KMS relations

[122, 123] (relating the Wightman functions in thermal equilibrium), it can be shown

that the formal region of interest for evaluating the Green’s functions lie in the strip of

−β ≤ Im(t − t′) ≤ 0 (we have already used this information to express the path integral

representation in Eq. 2.22). Now, in this strip the pathC must go through all the spacetime

arguments. For drawing a path it has to be noted that the imaginary part of the time must

have a non increasing dependence on the path parameter w, such that the path does not

move upward in imaginary time. The path also must contain real time axis, as we are inter-

ested in Green’s functions with real valued time arguments. These conditions provide us

with many possibilities of pathC, of which the usual standard choice is shown in Fig. 2.1.

The standard time path consist of four main parts,

1. C1 : This part starts from a large negative real value of time ti, (ti → −∞) following
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the real time axis to a large positive real value of time t f , (ti → +∞). The operators

situated along this path are all time ordered.

2. C3 : This part starts from t f and goes to t f − iσ, where 0 ≤ σ ≤ β along a vertical

straight line along imaginary time.

3. C2 : This part starts from t f − iσ and goes to ti − iσ, along a horizontal straight line

in the complex time plane.The operators situated along this path are all anti-time

ordered.

4. C4 : This part starts from ti − iσ and goes to t f − iβ, along a vertical straight line

along imaginary time.

This path is famously known as Schwinger-Keldysh [111,112] path in the literature.

Following the path the action now can be separated out in four distinct parts,

S =

∫
C
dt

∫
d3xL(φ(x))

=

∫ t f

ti
dt

∫
d3xL(φ(t, x⃗ )) − i

∫ σ

0

dτ
∫

d3xL(φ(t f − iτ, x⃗ ))

−
∫ t f

ti
dt

∫
d3xL(φ(t − iσ, x⃗ )) − i

∫ β

σ

dτ
∫

d3xL(φ(ti − iτ, x⃗ )) . (2.23)

In the above equationwe have assumed that the Lagrangian does not contain any derivative

expression for simplicity. Now we define the fields along the parts of the path C1 and C2

respectively as φ1 and φ2,

φ1(t, x⃗ ) ≡ φ(t, x⃗ ), φ2(t, x⃗ ) ≡ φ(t − iσ, x⃗ ) , (2.24)

and sources along parts of the path C1 and C2 respectively as J1 and J2,

J1(t, x⃗ ) ≡ J(t, x⃗ ), J2(t, x⃗ ) ≡ J(t − iσ, x⃗ ) . (2.25)
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Using the results of Eq. 2.23, Eq. 2.24, Eq. 2.25 in Eq. 2.22 we can separate out the gener-

ating functional into different parts. Using the Riemann–Lebesgue lemma for the (spatial

Fourier transformed) Green’s Function [116] it can be shown the generating functional

can be factorized into two parts as in Eq. 2.26 when ti → −∞ and t f → ∞,

ZC[ β, J ] = ZC34 [ β, J ]ZC12 [ β, J ]

=

∫
DφE e−S E(φE)

∫
Dφ1 Dφ2 e i

[
S (φ1)−S (φ2)+

∫
d4x

(
J1(x)φ1(x)−J2(x)φ2(x)

)]
. (2.26)

In the above expression, ZCi j [ β, J ] corresponds to the respective contribution from the

relevant part of the time path, where Ci j = Ci ∪ C j . See the similarity of Eq. 2.26 with

Eq. 2.17.

Now to obtain a perturbative evaluation of Eq. 2.26 we remind ourselves,

ZC[ β; J ] = exp
[
− i

∫
C
d4xV

(
δ

iδJ(x)

)]
ZF

C [ β; J ] . (2.27)

In the above expression ZF
C [ β; J ] is the generating functional corresponding to free part

of the Lagrangian,

ZF
C [ β; J ] =

∫
Dφ exp

[
i
∫

C
d4x

(
L0(φ(x)) + J(x)φ(x)

)]
. (2.28)

and the full Lagrangian is

L(φ(x)) = L0(φ(x)) +Lint(φ(x)) = L0(φ(x)) −V(φ(x)) , (2.29)

where for simplicity again we have considered that the Lagrangian does not contain any

derivative interaction.

Using Eq. 2.29 in Eq. 2.26 and after noting that the effect of ZC34
[ β, J ] can be replaced by
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an overall normalization factor N , the expression for Eq. 2.26 can be written as,

ZC[ β; J ] = N
∫
Dφ1 Dφ2 exp

[
i
∫ ∞

−∞
d4x

(
L0(φ1(x)) − L0(φ2(x))

)
−i

∫ ∞

−∞
d4x

(
V(φ1(x)) −V(φ2(x))

)
+i

∫ ∞

−∞
d4x

(
J1(x)φ1(x) − J2(x)φ2(x)

)]
. (2.30)

The free part of the generating functional after integrating can be written as,

ZC[ β; J ] = N
∫
Dφ1 Dφ2 exp

[
−1
2

∫ ∞

−∞
d4x d4x′φa(x)(G−1F )ab(x − x′)φb(x′)

−i
∫ ∞

−∞
d4x

(
V(φ1(x)) −V(φ2(x))

)
+i

∫ ∞

−∞
d4x

(
J1(x)φ1(x) − J2(x)φ2(x)

)]
, (2.31)

where GF
ab is the Green’s function for the free theory. Now, using Eq. 2.27 into Eq. 2.31

we obtain the perturbative expansion of the generating functional as

ZC[ β; J ] = N ′ exp
[
−i

∫ ∞

−∞
d4x

(
V

(
δ

iδJ1(x)

)
−V

(
δ

iδJ2(x)

))]
exp

[
−1
2

∫ ∞

−∞
d4x d4x′Ja(x)GF

ab(x − x′)Jb(x′)
]
. (2.32)

With the definitions of Eq. 2.20 and Eq. 2.25 the functional derivative can now be written

down as

δJa(x)
δJb(x′)

= δab δ
(4)(x − x′) . (2.33)

The Green’s Function of the theory hence can be written down as,

GF
a,b(x − y) =

1

ZC[ β; J ]
δ2 ZC[ β; J ]

i2 δJa(x) δJb(y)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
Ja, Jb=0

. (2.34)

Now from above equation it can be seen that the thermal propagator takes a matrix form.
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From Eq. 2.31 it can be noted that the doubling of field has happened. The φ1 fields

which live on the C1 part of the contour are ‘physical’ fields, and can occur on both the

internal and external lines of Green’s function. Whereas φ2 fields live on the C2 part of

the contour, and are to be interpreted as ‘ghost’ fields and can occur only on the internal

lines of Green’s function. The off-diagonal elements of the Green’s function refer to the

propagators related to different field types.

2.2.1 The propagators

Using the results of previous section, we express the Feynman rules for the propagators

related to corresponding theories here. We will specify the Feynman rules in metric con-

vention gµν = η µν = diag(1,−1,−1,−1), and for symmetric choice σ = β/2 of the

Schwinger-Keldysh contour. In our future discussions we will be interested in analysis

of the structure of matrix elements involving multiple number of particles. We will use

placeholders for characterizing vertex numbers in those general cases. Let two placehold-

ers for the particular vertex numbers be i and j, with the thermal types ti, t j referring to

the thermal types of particles at vertex i and j respectively; ti, t j = (1, 2) depending on the

particular thermal type. Hence, for those cases with zero chemical potential the Feynman

rules in momentum space are specified as follows.

For a scalar having momentum p and mass mϕ, the Feynman rules for propagators are

given by

iS ti,t j(p,mϕ) =

 ∆(p) 0

0 ∆∗(p)

+2πδ(p2−m2
ϕ)NB(|p0|)

 1 e|p
0 |/(2T)

e|p
0 |/(2T) 1

 , (2.35)
where ∆(p) = i/(p2 − m2

ϕ + iϵ), and NB(|p0|) is the distribution function for bosons,

NB(|p0|) ≡ 1

exp{|p0|/T } − 1 . (2.36)
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After using the gauge fixing and then evaluating the Green’s functions for photon having

momentum k , the photon propagators in the Feynman gauge can be written down as,

i[D µν] ta,tb(k) = −g µνiD ta,tb(k) (2.37)

where,

iD ti,t j(k) =

 ∆(k) 0

0 ∆∗(k)

 + 2πδ(k2)NB(|k0|)

 1 e|k
0 |/(2T)

e|k
0 |/(2T) 1

 . (2.38)

In the above equation ∆(k) = i/(k2 + iϵ), which is written in accordance with Eq. 2.35

for massless photons, and NB(|k0|) is the the distribution function for photons. Therefore,

i[D µν] ti,t j(k) = −g µνiD ti,t j(k) = −g µν iS ti,t j(k, 0) . (2.39)

After using the Grassmann algebra for fermions and then evaluating the Green’s functions

for fermions having momentum p and mass m f , the fermionic propagators in real time

formulation can be expressed as,

iF ti,t j(p,m f ) =

 F 0

0 F∗

 − 2πF′δ(p2 − m2
f )NF(|p0|)

 1 ϵ(p0)e|p
0 |/(2T)

−ϵ(p0)e|p
0 |/(2T) 1

 ,
≡ (/p + m f )

 F−1p G−1p

−G−1p F∗−1p

 , (2.40)

where F = i/(/p−m f + iϵ), and F′ = (/p+m f ). From the above expression it can be noted

that the full fermion propagator is proportional to (/p+m f ). Here NF(|p0|) corresponds to

the distribution function of the fermion,

NF(|p0|) ≡ 1

exp{|p0|/T }+ 1
. (2.41)

In the above Eq. 2.35, Eq. 2.38 and Eq. 2.40, the first and second part respectively corre-
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spond to the quantum fluctuation and the medium induced thermal parts for the relevant

propagators iS ti,t j(p,mϕ), iD ta,tb
µν (k) and iF ti,t j(p,m f ).

2.2.2 The interaction vertex factors

From the expression of Eq. 2.31 it is evident that the internal vertices in the perturbative

expressions can be of two types. The first kind of vertex has all the particles with ther-

mal type-1 and for the second kind the vertex has only thermal type-2 particles. It is also

evident from Eq. 2.31 that a particular vertex has only the fields of one particular thermal

type. The mixing of the fields only happen through the off-diagonal elements of the ther-

mal propagators. It can be also realized from Eq. 2.31 that the contribution for the thermal

type-1 and thermal type-2 vertices are opposite of each other.

In the upcoming discussions we will be interested in charged fermions and charged scalars

interacting with photons. All possible allowed insertion vertices for a theory of fermions

and scalars interacting with photons has been shown in Fig. 2.2 (where fermions, scalars

and photons have been denoted by respectively single solid, dashed and wiggly lines). For

the fermions only trilinear (fermion-photon-fermion) insertion is allowed. For the theories

involving charged scalars, in addition to trilinear (scalar-photon-scalar) insertion vertices,

quadrilinear seagull (scalar-scalar-photon-photon) insertion vertices are also allowed.

p p′

µ

p p′

µ

p p′

µ ν

a. Trilinear Fermionic Vertex b. Trilinear Scalar Vertex c. Quadrliniear Seagull Vertex

Figure 2.2: All possible allowed insertion vertices for charged fermions and scalars in-
teracting with photons.

The fermion-photon-fermion trilinear insertion vertex has a contributing factor

(−ieγµ)(−1)tµ+1, where tµ = 1, 2 according to the thermal type (type 1 or 2) of vertices.
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The scalar-photon-scalar trilinear insertion vertex has a contributing factor

[−ie(pµ + p′µ)](−1)tµ+1, where pµ and p′µ are the four momenta of the scalar entering and

leaving the insertion vertex.

The scalar-scalar-photon-photon quadrilinear seagull insertion vertex has a contributing

factor of [+2ie2gµν](−1)tµ+1. It also has to be noted that the seagull vertices has an overall

opposite relative sign with respect to trilinear scalar-photon-scalar insertion vertices. This

sign, as well as the factor of 2, will play an important role in our calculations.

For the bino-scalar-fermion insertion vertex, the contributing factor at an insertion vertex

V is denoted by ΓV . The Feynman rules for Majorana particles at this kind of insertion

vertex at zero temperature are given in Ref. [124,125]. These Feynman rules apply as well

for type-1 thermal bino vertex; and for type-2 vertices we have to account for an overall

negative sign.

All these Feynman rules are collected in the Appendix A for convenience.

2.3 Infrared structure of field theories at finite tempera-

ture

From Eq. 2.35, Eq. 2.38 and Eq. 2.40 it can be noticed that the medium induced thermal

part of the propagators always accompany a distribution function in accordance to their

spin, as expressed in Eq. 2.36 and Eq. 2.41. Now if the particles are nearly massless and

their momenta are soft, then, for fermions the Infrared (IR) behaviour of the distribution

function becomes

NF(|p0|) ≡ 1

exp{|p0|/T }+ 1

p0→ 0−→ 1

2
, (2.42)

which is finite and converges in the IR limit. But for the massless bosons such as photons

the bosonic distribution function in the photon propagator in the soft limit contributes an
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additional power of |k0| in the denominator

NB(|k0|) ≡
1

exp{|k0|/T } − 1
k0→ 0−→ T

|k0| . (2.43)

The contribution diverges in the IR limit. Thus it can be realized for the theories involv-

ing massless bosons such as photons, the leading IR divergence is linear due to thermal

fluctuations in addition to logarithmic IR divergence which was already present due to

quantum fluctuations Ref. [41, 126]. There is also residual sub-leading logarithmic IR

divergence arising from the thermal fluctuations. Thus taming the IR divergences in the

thermal field theory is much nontrivial and challenging than at zero temperature. The dis-

cussions of following chapters will focus on the issue of mitigating the apparent violent

IR divergence problem.

We also note here that the distribution functions (both fermionic and bosonic) are well

behaved in the Ultraviolet (UV) limit and act as a natural cut-off for any momentum p of

the order of temperature T of the system. Thus the loop integrals involving fermions and

bosons will have an effective cut-off at scale O(T ). As the medium does not invoke any

new UV divergences in thermal field theory Ref. [127], thus the available tools related

zero temperature UV renormalization is well applicable for thermal systems also.

2.4 Summary

Thermal field theory provides a framework for dealing with many body systems where

particles are interacting among themselves. Due to this interaction in addition to quantum

fluctuations, statistical fluctuations also become very important in thermal system. We

briefly discuss the general properties of thermal systems and make a note that the Boltz-

mann operator in thermal equilibrium has a formal similarity with time evolution operator

if inverse temperature can be identified with imaginary time argument. After that, we have

focused our attention to real time formulation of thermal field theory, and have briefly pre-
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sented the formulation of it arriving at the Schwinger-Keldysh contour. It has been found

that field doubling has occurred, resulting in type-1 and type-2 fields. Whereas type-1

‘physical’ field can arise on both the internal and the external lines, the type-2 ‘ghost’

fields can arise only on the internal lines. The propagators have taken 2 × 2 matrix form

where the off-diagonal elements convert the fields of one type to another. The number of

vertices also have doubled, having only similar type fields at a particular type of vertex. In

the real time formulation the effect of the medium inducing thermal fluctuations are found

to be separated out in the propagators. The part corresponding to the medium have been

found to be proportional to distribution functions of the particle type (fermions or bosons)

depending on their spin. The IR behaviour of the fermions were found to be well behaved

in the soft limit, whereas the IR behaviour of massless bosons worsen in the soft limit. For

massless bosons the leading IR behaviour turns out to be linear in thermal fluctuations in

addition to already present logarithmic quantum fluctuations. There is also a sub-leading

logarithmic IR divergence arising due to thermal fluctuation. Managing this violent IR

structure will be our main motive of discussion in the following chapters.
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Chapter 3

The technique of Grammer and Yennie

to identify infrared structures

3.1 Prologue

The subject concerning Infrared (IR) structure of fermionic QED at zero temperature has

a rich history. The conceptual intricacies related to the IR structure have been well un-

derstood in different formalisms. It has been well understood that, a sufficiently inclusive

observable cross-section Ref. [4] in fermionic QED is free from any infrared divergences.

There have been development of separate techniques and formalisms; involving summing

over sets of diagrams (resulting sets of integrals) which when taken together is shown

to be IR finite by Yennie, Frautschi and Suura (henceforth referred as YFS) Ref. [10],

to reformulation of QED in terms of dressed coherent asymptotic states Ref. [16–24] .

Although these techniques and reformulations have certainly increased the foundational

insights about the subject; the results from these are often very hard to incorporate in

practical calculations in perturbative theory. This difficulty has been resolved via a con-

venient technique formulated by Grammer Jr. and Yennie (henceforth referred as GY)

in the classic paper Ref. [12] . GY in their technique have rewritten and rearranged the
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photon polarization sums of both real and virtual photons to a sum of two modified photon

polarizations; namely, K and G type polarization sums.

They have shown that, by construction, all the IR divergent terms are only contained in K

type virtual and real polarization sums. When summed over all possible photon insertions,

these IR divergent pieces factor out and can be exponentiated. Furthermore, the cancel-

lation of those IR divergent pieces of K type polarization sums were shown to happen

order by order to all orders in pertubation theory. The fascinating result that GY have also

proved is, the G type polarization sums for both virtual and real photons for every term

(diagram) are IR finite, which can be readily used in perturbation theory to get IR finite

results. And, qualitatively to see the IR finiteness of these G type polarization sum terms,

the actual momentum integrals need not to be performed; but the IR finiteness of these

terms can be realized simply by gazing at the corresponding terms 1.

We will review the main features of GY technique at zero temperature in the next section,

so that the generalization of this technique to finite temperature in Chapter 4 and then the

use of those finite temperature techniques in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 becomes convenient

to follow.

3.2 Features of GY techniques and modification of polar-

ization sums

We start with an overview of the basic technique of GY for correctly identifying the IR

structure of a general process; beginning with an elastic scattering of a fermion due to

an external local potential (need not be an electromagnetic potential) at leading order (in

local potential) denoted by, f (p)γ∗(q)→ f (p′) shown pictorially in Fig. 3.1 .

1Obviously, to get the quantitative results from these IR finite terms, one has to explicitly perform
momentum integrals.
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Figure 3.1: A typical diagram of nth order for the process f (p)γ∗(q) → f (p′), with par-
ticularly r and s photon vertices on respectively p and p′ leg, with r + s = m.

Fig. 3.1 corresponds to an nth order process 2 in electromagnetic interactions and leading

order in local external potential (denoted by vertex V in Fig. 3.1). Here, in this chapter

the external potential is explicitly an electromagnetic interaction (as we are speaking of

process f (p)γ∗(q) → f (p′)), and that is denoted by wavy photon line bringing in hard

momentum q at the vertexV . Wewill see in later chapters (Chap. 6) that, as the technique of

GY does not depend on the specific nature of external potential, hence we will be provided

the firm-base to use the technique consistently for the applications related to dark matter

in Chap. 6.

We will examine the effect of adding an additional photon (be it virtual or real) in all pos-

sible ways to this nth order process. We will find that after using symmetries (Feynman
2 Here, we define the nth order process in a generic way, where by nth order we mean that the corre-

sponding matrix element should contribute at O(e2n) or O(αn) to the cross-section at the leading order, i.e.,
if all the vertices on Fig. 3.1 should correspond to virtual photons then M†0M all−virtual

n ≈ O(e2n) (where
M0 corresponds to the contribution from tree level diagrams) and if all the vertices correspond to the real
photon insertions then |M all−real

n |2 ≈ O(e2n), and accordingly generalizing this understanding for diagrams
containing an admixture of arbitrary number of real and virtual photons. The bottom-line is that the diagrams
corresponding to a particular order of α which are present in the squared matrix element have to be always
considered together to find and see IR divergence cancellation. This fact will be of fundamental importance
in succeeding chapters when charged scalars are also involved, as then we can have seagull insertions and
tadpole diagrams (in addition to normal fermion-photon-fermion vertex); both of which will contribute a
factor of e2 per vertex to the matrix element.
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identities) of the problem, the higher order matrix element (for K type polarization sums)

will factorize to lower nth order matrix element times IR divergent factors. These, IR di-

vergent factors then can be resummed and will be shown to cancel order by order between

K type virtual and real photon contributions.

Now, we will come to the notations related to Fig. 3.1. The fermion lines can be distinc-

tively classified into two groups depending on whether that line comes before or after

the interaction with external potential exchanging the hard momenta q . The fermion line

which comes before the interaction with external potential at V is denoted as incoming

line or p-leg (to the left of the vertex V) and the one which continues after the interaction

with external potential at V is denoted as outgoing line or p′-leg (to the right of the vertex

V). Henceforth, any additional photon insertion to this nth order diagram will always be

denoted and classified by the insertion on p or p′ leg depending on whether the insertion

is on respectively the initial or final fermion line.

The photons which are already present in the nth order diagram, see Fig. 3.1, leave the p′

leg with momenta l′q at vertices q, with q = 1, · · · , s and enter the p leg with momenta

l j at vertices j, with j = 1, · · · , r 3. We have to also remind ourselves that this choice

of photon momentum direction is just a convenient form of book-keeping without loss of

any generality. According to this notation, the momentum of the fermion line to the left

of the qth vertex on the p′ leg becomes (p′ + Σq
i=1 l′i) ≡ (p′ + Σq); and the momentum of

the fermion line to the right of the jth vertex on the p leg reads (p + Σ j
i=1 li) ≡ (p + Σ j).

Therefore, we will denote Fp+
∑

j−1 for a fermionic propagator on the p leg from vertex

j − 1 to j having momentum p +
∑ j−1

i=1 li; and Fp′+
∑

q−1 denotes a fermionic propagator

from vertex q − 1 to vertex q, corresponding to a momentum flow4 p′ +
∑q−1

i=1 l′i .

Now, if this nth order diagram has one or more virtual photons, which rejoin at some vertex

3We will always use the same notation l′(l) for photon momenta associated with particularly p′(p) -leg
for all the upcoming chapters.

4For the cases of scalar propagators in subsequent chapters F will be replaced by S ; and for thermal
cases these propagators will also carry additional thermal indices denoting thermal type of vertex (denoted
in the superscripts) as F tx,ty and S tx,ty in addition to momentum identifier which will be always denoted in
the subscripts of the propagators.
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in the fermion line; then three possibilities may arise: virtual photon between p and p′ leg,

or virtual photon having both the end points on same leg, i.e., both on p or both on p′ leg.

Now, supposing the virtual photon has k as its momentum, and is inserted at vertices x and

y, the momentum k can be identified depending on the insertions being on the p′ or p legs

as,

• x belongs to p-leg and y belongs to p′-leg then, k = l′y = lx ;

• x and y both belong to p′-leg then, k = l′y = −l′x ;

• x and y both belong to p-leg then, k = ly = −lx ;

where, in the above expression, the photon momenta k, lx and l′y correspond to four vectors

and we have suppressed the Lorentz indices related to l (l′)’s .

p

q

p′V

1

2

j

r
s q 2 1

Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of an nth order process f (p)γ∗(q) → f (p′), which is
exactly same as representing Fig. 3.1, but where already present photon lines have been
suppressed to conveniently focus only on the all possible ways of new photon (real or
virtual) insertions to nth order diagram.

All the notations which have been set up in last few paragraphs will be generically true and

similar for the upcoming chapters. We now want to suppress all already present photon

lines which were dangling in Fig. 3.1 to be newly represented as in Fig. 3.2 where all
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the dots on the fermion line actually and faithfully represent all already present fermion-

photon interaction vertices5. These suppression has been done to conveniently track all

the possible ways of insertions of an additional new photon (real or virtual) to the nth order

diagram. Moreover, whenever an nth order diagram of similar type appear in subsequent

discussion, it should be understood that all the notations that have been set up in last few

paragraphs hold true for those cases also.

3.2.1 Modification and rearrangement of polarization sums

To unambiguously and correctly identify the IR divergent and finite contributions arising

from a virtual photon insertion, the polarization sum −gµν in the photon propagator will

be modified to sum of two rearranged terms, such that all the IR divergent pieces are

contained in one term, and the other term contains the IR finite pieces.

To attain this for the cases of virtual photons the photon propagator will be rearranged as,

−i
g µν

k2 + iϵ
=

−i
k2 + iϵ

{ [
g µν − bk(p f , pi) k µk ν

]
+

[
bk(p f , pi)k µk ν

] }
≡ −i

k2 + iϵ

{
[G] + [K]

}
. (3.1)

Here, bk(p f , pi) is defined as in the following expression, to separate out all the IR diver-

gences correctly only at zero temperature 6,

bk(p f , pi) =


(2p f − k) · (2pi − k)

(k2 − 2p f · k)(k2 − 2pi · k)
, if pi , p f .

1

2

[
(2p f − k) · (2pi − k)

(k2 − 2p f · k)(k2 − 2pi · k)
+ (k ↔ −k)

]
, if pi = p f .

(3.2)

5In the above diagram Fig. 3.2 the dots refer to fermion-photon-fermion vertices. In the upcoming
chapters, in the presence of charged scalars a particular dot will either refer to an already present trilinear
scalar-photon-scalar vertex or to an already present quadrilinear seagull type scalar-scalar-photon-photon
vertex of nth order diagram. Hence, in succeeding chapter we will specify how to tackle this kind of special
situation.

6The definition of bk has to be modified at finite temperature case to correctly identify the IR divergent
pieces.
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In the above expression, bk depends on the relevant photon momentum k and also on the

momenta, p f , pi. Here, pi (p f ) refers to the momentum p or p′ depending on whether the

initial (final) vertex of the (n + 1)th photon is inserted on the p or p′-leg.

In order to incorporate the effect of the rearrangement in Eq. 3.1, every new virtual photon

insertion will now be re-expressed as sum of K andG terms (Henceforth, for convenience

these will be referred to as K and G type photons). These K and G photons have to be

inserted symmetrically, over already symmetrized nth order diagrams. Consider the in-

sertion of an additional virtual photon with momentum k at vertices µ, ν in an already

symmetrised nth order diagram. The factor k µk ν from the K photon insertion combines

with the vertex factors that are proportional to γµγν to give a factor of γρk ρ = /k at each

vertex. These vertex factors can be simplified using Feynman identities. It turns out that

these contributions from a K photon insertion can be expressed as the difference of two

terms. Insertion of K photons in all possible ways will then result in a collection of such

terms. When contributions from all possible insertions of the virtual photon are included,

these terms will have pair-wise cancellation among different contributions. This results

in the higher (n + 1)th order contribution arising due to K photon insertions to be propor-

tional to the lower nth order contribution times the factored out IR divergent contributions

coming from the K photon insertions.

For real photon insertions an analogous rearrangement of polarization sums can be per-

formed in the square of the matrix element. The polarization sums can be denoted as K̃

and G̃ (here tildes have been used to differentiate the real from the virtual photon contribu-

tions) which are identified through the following term arising in the square of the matrix

element, viz.,

∑
pol
ϵ∗µ(k) ϵν(k) = − gµν ,

= −
{ [

gµν − b̃k(p f , pi)kµkν

]
+

[
b̃k(p f , pi)kµkν

] }
,

≡ −
{ [

G̃µν

]
+

[
K̃µν

] }
,

(3.3)
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where b̃k(p f , pi) is defined [12] to correctly identify IR divergent and finite pieces from

real photon insertions:

b̃k(p f , pi) =
p f ·pi

k·p f k·pi
. (3.4)

Here, p f (pi) correspond to the momentum p′ or p based on whether the real photon was

inserted on the p′ or p-leg of the matrix elementM (M†). With similarity to the virtual

photon case it can be shown that the IR divergent pieces are all contained in the K̃ photon

contributions. GY have proved that the cross-section corresponding to the higher order

K̃ photon is proportional to the lower order cross-section times factored out IR divergent

pieces. The IR finiteness of the cross section is then proven by showing that the IR diver-

gent factors coming from virtual K and real K̃ photons cancel among themselves order by

order in perturbation theory.

The matrix element corresponding to virtual G photons, and the cross-section related to

the real G̃ photons are found to be IR finite for every separate diagram and hence can be

used successfully in the context of perturbation theory.

3.2.2 Effect of rearranging matrix element in terms of K, K̃ andG, G̃

polarizations

We will consider the higher order corrections to the nth order process corresponding to

f (p)γ∗(q)→ f (p′) (where, p+q = p′), which have been represented in both the Fig. 3.1

and Fig. 3.2. To understand the effect of separating the K and G photon polarizations,

we will simply start with an nth order diagram, of which all the already present photon

vertices correspond to virtual photons without loss of any generality (which can be easily

extended to a process having arbitrary admixture of real and virtual photons).

The matrix element related to zeroth order (tree level) process denoting f (p)γ∗(q) →
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f (p′) is represented by the matrix element,

iMfermion
0 = [ūp′ ΓV up] , (3.5)

where ΓV = −ieγµV for the case in which the external potential is the electromagnetic

potential interacting with charged fermion f .

Now, consider the nth order diagram having n virtual photons with s number of vertices

on the p′-leg and r number of vertices on the p-leg, such that r+ s = m = 2n. The matrix

element corresponding to this process can be expressed generically as,

iMfermion
n = (−ie)2n(i)m ×

[
ūp′γµ1Fp′+

∑
1
γµ2Fp′+

∑
2
· · · γµs−1Fp′+

∑
s−1 γµs Fp′+

∑
s

]
× ΓV × [Fp+

∑
r γνr Fp+

∑
r−1 γνr−1 · · · Fp+

∑
1
γν1up] ×D µ1,··· , µs; νr ,··· , ν1 ,

≡ (−ie)2n(i)m ×
[
Cp′

s

]
× ΓV × [Cp

r ] ×Dn . (3.6)

In the above expression, Cp
r and Cp′

s correspond to the contributions to the matrix ele-

ment resulting from respectively p and p′-leg (which are denoted in the superscripts) and

the subscripts on the C contributions denotes the exact number of vertices with photon

insertions present on the related contribution (subdiagram) as pictorially represented in

Fig. 3.2. Here, ΓV factor again represents the contribution arising from interaction with

external local potential. In Eq. 3.6 every vertex contributes a factor of (−ie), and we have

separated out a factor of (i) contributing from each propagator F 7.

While, writing Eq. 3.6 it was assumed all photon insertions were virtual photons8, and

7 Although, in this particular case, m = 2n, i.e., the number of fermionic propagators and fermion-
photon-fermion vertices are equal; but in a generic diagram these numbers can be quite different. For a
case where charged scalars is involved, the number of vertices and propagators can be quite different even
though all the vertices consist of virtual photons, due to the presence of seagull vertices and tadpole diagrams.
Hence, the above notation has been chosen generically in accordance with what is to follow in succeeding
chapters.

8If any real photon insertion was present in the nth order process, the analogous definition still holds,
as the GY technique is performed at the square of matrix element level (in presence of any real photon),
and therefore the number of vertices are still even, and generalisation of the above definition can be readily
obtained in later discussions wherever applicable.
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the contribution arising from photon propagators Dn, is represented by a product over n

terms,

Dn ≡ D µ1,··· , µs; νr ,··· , ν1 =
∏
{αβ}

∫
d4kα
(2π)4

[
−igαβ

k2α + iϵ

]
. (3.7)

Here, α, β denote any two among the dummy indices µ1, · · · , µs; ν1, · · · , νr, designating

the vertices (whether on the p or the p′-legs) where the virtual photon is inserted, and the

contribution is symmetrized over all possible allocations of α and β.

Effect of K photon insertion : A virtual K photon having momentum k is inserted

on the nth order matrix element at vertices µ and ν (the notation µ, ν has to be understood

according to the concerned discussion; it can be used as a placeholder denoting the vertices

where the new photon is inserted; or µ and ν can be also used as Lorentz indices related

to the four vectors (or tensors) such as Jµ, γµ, kµ , gµν etc. denoting currents, photon

momenta, polarization sum related to vertices with vertex number placeholder µ and ν.

This same notation µ and ν has been used, as we do not want produce cumbersome over-

complicated expressions in following chapters, and the notation should be understood

sensibly depending on the particular situation). The photon is inserted in a way so that

momentum k leaves at the vertex µ and enters back at the vertex ν. The new K photon

can be inserted in three possible ways; such that the endpoints of K photon is each on

(different) p and p′-leg, or the other two cases, where the endpoints are on same (both

on p or both on p′) leg. We will start with the first case when the inserted new K photon

vertices are on different legs9.

If the ν vertex is inserted to the left of vertex j on the p leg and µ vertex is inserted to

the right of vertex q on the p′ leg, then the photon momenta flows though all the fermion

propagators in between and all the other propagator momenta are unchanged. That is, all

9Since, it is the simplest of three possibilities, and hence to understand the basic technique involved.
As in other two cases (both the vertices are on same leg) we have to be cautious not to double count the new
vertices, and will discuss about this in upcoming chapters.
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the fermion propagators to the left of vertex ν has unchanged momenta, but all the fermion

propagators to the right of vertex ν are shifted by an amount +kν, i.e., the momenta of the

propagators to the right of vertex a on p-leg is given by p +
∑a

i=1 li + k, for a ≥ j. And,

similarly all the fermion propagators to the right of vertex µ has unchanged momenta, but

all the fermion propagators to the left of vertex µ are shifted by an amount +kµ; i.e., the

propagator momenta for the left of vertex b on p′-leg is given by p′+
∑b

i=1 l′i +k, for b ≥ q.

With this understanding, the matrix element after attaching new photon is represented by,

iMfermion;p′,p
n+1 = (−ie)2n+2(i)m+2×[

ūp′γµ1Fp′+
∑

1
· · · γµq−1Fp′+

∑
q−1γµFp′+

∑
q−1 +k γµq · · · Fp′+

∑
s−1 +k γµs Fp′+

∑
s +k

]
× ΓV ×

[
Fp+

∑
r +k γνr · · · γν j Fp+

∑
j−1 +k γνFp+

∑
j−1 γν j−1 · · · Fp+

∑
1
γν1up

]
×D µ,ν; µ1,··· , µs; νr ,··· , ν1 ,

= (−ie)2n+2(i)m+2 ×
[
C p′; µ

s+1

]
× ΓV ×

[
C p; ν

r+1

]
×D µν

n+1 , (3.8)

Here,C p′; µ
s+1 (C

p; ν
r+1) represents corresponding contributions arising from p′(p)-leg, onwhich

there are now ‘s + 1’ (‘r + 1’) number of vertices, and the new vertex µ (ν) insertion of

photon is on p′(p)-leg.

The contribution from the newly inserted photon propagator is

D µν
n+1 ≡ D µ,ν; µ1,··· , µs; νr ,··· , ν1 =

∫
d4k
(2π)4

[
−igµν

k2 + iϵ

]
×D µ1,··· , µs; νr ,··· , ν1 ,

=

∫
d4k
(2π)4

[
−igµν

k2 + iϵ

]
×Dn , (3.9)

where Dn represents the contribution of the photon propagators from the underlying nth

order matrix element and only the contribution of the (n+1)th photon is explicitly shown.

Using the definition of the K and G photon propagator from Eq. 3.1, the corresponding K
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photon contribution from the Eq. 3.9 reads,

[
−igµν

k2 + iϵ

]K

=

[
(−ibk(p′, p)kµkν) × 1

k2 + iϵ

]
. (3.10)

Inserting the corresponding contribution of K photon from Eq. 3.10 to Eq. 3.8 we see

the contribution to the matrix element for the two legs get factorized and hence can be

evaluated independently of each other,

Mfermion;p′,p
n+1 ∼ bk(p′, p)

[
kµ C p′; µ

s+1

]
× ΓV ×

[
kν C p; ν

r+1

]
×

[
− i

1

k2 + iϵ

]
×Dn . (3.11)

K photon insertion: contribution from the p′-leg : We will now focus on the effect

of the K photon insertion on the p′-leg represented by kµC p′; µ
s+1 in Eq. 3.11. All possible

ways of insertions of µ vertex on the p′-leg will contribute (s + 1) number of diagrams,

which are represented schematically in Fig. 3.3. The first diagram corresponds to the new

photon being inserted to the right of vertex ‘1’. The others correspond to the insertion of

vertex µ to the right of vertex 2, 3, · · · , s,V respectively, giving s+1 number of diagrams

in all.

V p′s s−1 2 1 µ

+
V p′s s−1 2 µ 1

+

+ · · · +
V p′s µ s−1 2 1

+
V p′µ s s−1 2 1

Figure 3.3: All possible ways of insertions of a virtual K photon at vertex µ on p′-leg of
a fermion of an nth order diagram, which on its p′-leg already has s vertices. The shaded
(left most) vertex correspond to vertex V , and the p leg of the diagram is not shown.

Before venturing to calculate the contribution of the whole set of diagrams, let us see the

structure of a generic diagram of the set as schematically represented in Fig. 3.4.
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V p′
s s−1 q µ q−1 2 1

Figure 3.4: A generic diagram of K photon insertion on the p′-leg, where µ vertex is
between vertices q and q − 1 .

The contribution of the diagram when µ is inserted to the left of vertex number q − 1 in

Fig. 3.4 can be expressed as,

kµ C p′; µ right of q
s+1 = ūp′ γµ1 · · · γµq−1

[
Fp′+

∑
q−1 /k Fp′+

∑
q−1 +k

]
· · · ,

= ūp′γµ1 · · · γµq−1

[
Fp′+

∑
q−1 − Fp′+

∑
q−1 +k

]
· · · ,

≡ M′q − M′q−1 , (3.12)

where in the Eq. 3.12 the term in the squared bracket turns into the difference of two terms

using ‘Feynman’s Identity’ [128–130], which reduces the term into a difference of two

propagators as follows,

Fp′+
∑

q−1 (/k) Fp′+
∑

q−1 +k =

 1

/p′ +
∑q−1

i=1 /l
′
i − m f

/k
1

/p′ +
∑q−1

i=1 /l
′
i + /k − m f


=

 1

/p′ +
∑q−1

i=1 /l
′
i − m f

− 1

/p′ +
∑q−1

i=1 /l
′
i + /k − m f


= Fp′+

∑
q−1 − Fp′+

∑
q−1 +k . (3.13)

Looking at the Eq. 3.12 we find that the particular contribution becomes the difference

of two terms. A similar procedure can be performed for other terms also. Hence, the

contribution of the diagrams for which µ vertex is inserted to immediate right of q = 2 to

q = V (last s diagrams of Fig. 3.3) is expressed as,

V∑
q=2

kµ C p′; µ right of q
s+1 ≡ (M′2 − M′1) + (M′3 − M′2) + · · ·+ (M′s+1 − M′s) ,

≡ − M′1 + M′s+1 , (3.14)
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where in Eq. 3.14 ‘V’ is the vertex (corresponding interaction with local external potential)

to the immediate left of vertex number s. And, the contribution of the first diagram in

Fig. 3.3 is,

kµ C p′; µ right of 1
s+1 = ūp′ /k Fp′+kγµ1Fp′+

∑
1 +k · · · ,

= ūp′γµ1Fp′+
∑

1 +k · · · γµq−1Fp′+
∑

q−1 +k · · · ,

≡ M′1 , (3.15)

where we have used the fact that external fermion line is on-shell. This fact gives rise to

a single term in Eq. 3.15 opposed to difference of two terms in Eq. 3.12. With the help of

Eq. 3.14 and Eq. 3.15 we find the total contribution of the K photon insertion in the p′-leg

is reduced to,

kµ C p′; µ
s+1 = (−M′1 + M′s+1) + M′1 = M′s+1 ,

=
[
ūp′ γµ1 · · · γµq−1Fp′+

∑
q−1 · · · Fp′+

∑
s

]
,

= C p′
s , (3.16)

Hence, after adding all the possible contributions of K photon insertion on the p′-leg, the

result turns out to be proportional (apart from factors of bk(p′, p) and e2) to the lower order

contribution C p′
s . A similar exercise can be done for the p-leg, finding then that all the

possible contributions of K photon insertion on the p-leg turns out to be proportional to

the lower order contribution C p
r .

kν C p; ν
r+1 = (MV − Mr) + (Mr − Mr−1) + · · ·+ (M1 − M0) = MV ,

=
[
Fp+

∑
r γνr · · · Fp+

∑
j−1 γν j−1 · · · u(p)

]
,

= C p
r . (3.17)

Hence, the total contribution of all possible K photon insertions in between p and p′-leg
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turns out to be,

MKγ; p′ p
n+1 = −ie2

∫
d4k
(2π)4

bk(p′, p)Mn . (3.18)

After performing a similar exercise when both the insertions are on same leg (for when

both the K photon vertex are on either p or p′-leg) we can write the total contribution

Ref. [12] due to the insertion of K photon as,

MKγ,tot
n+1 =

ie2

2

∫
d4k
(2π)4

[
bk(p′, p′) − 2bk(p′, p) + bk(p, p)

]
Mn ,

≡ ie2

2

∫
d4k
(2π)4

[
J2(k)

]
Mn ≡ [B]Mn , (3.19)

where all the IR divergences are now contained in the factored out B, which solely repre-

sents the contribution of inserted K photon contribution (which is logarithmically diver-

gent for zero temperature case).

Effect of K̃ photon insertion : The contribution from insertions of real K̃ photons to

the nth order diagram can be similarly be factorized using the Feynman’s identity in the

square of the matrix element, giving rise to an expression,

∣∣∣∣MK̃γ,tot
n+1

∣∣∣∣2 ∝ − e2
[
b̃k(p, p) − 2b̃k(p′, p) + b̃k(p′, p′)

]
×

∣∣∣∣∣Mn

∣∣∣∣∣2
≡ − e2 J̃ 2(k)

∣∣∣∣∣Mn

∣∣∣∣∣2 , (3.20)

where all the IR divergences have been now factored out into J̃ 2(k). Now, it can be shown

the IR divergent pieces arising from K and K̃ cancel among themselves order by order in

perturbation theory [12].

Effect of virtual G and real G̃ photon insertions : In the above discussions we have

shown that the K and K̃ photon contributions have IR divergent pieces. Now it is the time

to show that the G and G̃ tilde photons contributions do not have any IR divergent pieces
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and are all IR finite.

GY have shown that, for the insertion of G photon to the nth order matrix element, when

the µ vertex is inserted on p f -leg and the ν vertex is inserted on the pi-leg (where p f ,

pi belong to either p′, p as in earlier discussion), as k → 0, the dominant part of the the

corresponding contribution reduces to terms in the numerator proportional to,

MGγ, p f , pi

n+1 ∼
∫

d4k
(2π)4

{
gµν − b(p f , pi)kµkν

} {
· · · p µ

f · · · p ν
i · · ·

}
(k2)(p f .k)(pi.k)

. (3.21)

Hence, the G photon contributions at zero temperature turn out to be proportional to,

MGγ; fermion
n+1 ∼

{
gµν − b(p f , pi)kµkν

}
× p µ

f p ν
i ,

= 0 + O(k) + higher order in k , (3.22)

where the leading IR divergence behaviour of the lower nth order diagram was already

known to be logarithmic, and can be easily relatable from Eq.3.21. After addition of

virtual G-photon contribution the leading IR divergent term has become zero, as has been

shown in Eq. 3.22. The next important term in numerator is O(k) , which is IR finite

(as at zero temperature the original divergence was only logarithmic making G photon

contributions IR finite). The argument presented here only proves the fact that there are

no leading IR divergences related to G photons, but there can be divergent subgraphs

present in a Feynman diagram. GY have shown in Ref. [12] that the result of IR finiteness

ofG photons can be fruitfully extended to those cases also by looking at controlling set of

momenta in skeletal graphs Ref. [12]. Hence, the G photon contributions are IR finite.

A similar exercise can be carried out to show that the real G̃ photon contributions are also

IR finite.
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3.2.3 Final remarks

It has to be noted that, while rearranging the photon polarizations according to the tech-

nique of GY, we have not worsened the ultraviolet (UV) structure of the propagators. It

should noted that in UV limit when photon momenta k ≫ p(p′) theG photon propagators

resembles the form of the photon propagator in Landau gauge. The K photon propagator

then resembles a gauge transformation leading to zero contribution, after using Feynman’s

Identity Ref. [128].

We also have to note that, here we have only spoken about the simplest scattering due to

external potential at a single vertex. The GY technique is well applicable to the processes

involving multiple scattering from local external potential, to processes where charged

fermionic loops are present and fermion to fermion scattering etc. The interested readers

may look into Ref. [12] to find out that GY technique is well applied for these cases also.

We have presented the technique of GY in detail since we will adapt this technique to

prove the IR finiteness of theories at finite temperature. We will show this systematically

for different theories in the succeeding chapters.

3.3 Summary

The conceptual complexities related to infrared structure of fermionic QED at zero tem-

perature have been understood quite well using different formalisms. In this chapter we

were interested in the technique prescribed by Grammer and Yennie to identify the correct

IR structure of fermionic QED. To identify the IR divergent and finite contributions un-

ambiguously, the contributions of both the virtual and real photons have been rearranged

into two terms. The effects of virtual photons were rearranged into K and G contribution

terms in matrix element level. The effects of real photons were rearranged into K̃ and

G̃ contribution terms in the cross section level. All the IR divergences were found to be
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contained inside K and K̃ terms, and G and G̃ contributions were found to be IR finite. It

has been also mentioned that the IR divergent pieces of K and K̃ contribution terms cancel

in the cross-section in the soft limit, making the theory of fermionic QED IR finite at zero

temperature.
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Chapter 4

Extension of technique of Grammer and

Yennie to finite temperature

4.1 Prologue

In the previous chapter we have discussed about the prescription of the rearrangement of

the polarization sum of the photon due to Grammer Jr. and Yennie [12], which produced

a clear way of identifying IR divergent and finite pieces related to a process involving

fermionic QED in perturbation theory at zero temperature. We have already discussed in

Chapter 2 that the infrared structure of a theory at finite temperature is much more rich

and complicated than the same theory at zero temperature. The complication is due to

presence of thermal fluctuations in addition to the already present quantum fluctuations.

The presence of the thermal fluctuation is manifested by the presence of adequate statisti-

cal factors in both the propagators and in phase space integrals, in the form of distribution

functions (number operator) for bosons (obeying Bose-Einstein statistics) and fermions

(obeying Fermi-Dirac statistics). Although the number operator related to fermions are
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well behaved in the infrared limit,

NF(|p0|) ≡ 1

exp{|p0|/T }+ 1

p0→ 0−→ 1

2
, (4.1)

but, the number operator of the bosons (particularly for massless bosons) diverge in the

infrared limit,

NB(|k0|) ≡
1

exp{|k0|/T } − 1
k0→ 0−→ T

|k0| . (4.2)

This divergence is the source of the non-trivial structure of the IR divergence of theories

of bosons and the theories where the bosons are interacting with fermions and/or bosons

at finite temperature.

Usually, for the theories at zero temperature, if a Feynman diagram related to some process

does not have any divergent subgraphs, then the diagram is known to diverge logarithmi-

cally in IR (in photon momenta for QED). But as seen from Eq. 4.2 in the IR limit, the

number operator of massless bosons diverges as T/|k0| as k0 → 0. Therefore, it can be

easily realized from the Feynman rules of the theories at finite temperature, as mentioned

in Chapter 2 and Appendix A, that now in the IR limit we have linear superficial degree of

divergences from thermal fluctuations, in addition to logarithmic divergence from quan-

tum fluctuations and additional (in finite temperature) logarithmic sub-divergence arising

from thermal fluctuations.

Hence, the IR structure is very much non-trivial at finite temperature. Not only the the-

ories (involving massless bosons) diverge much more severely, i.e., linearly as opposed

to logarithmically as in zero temperature case; but it also has an additional logarithmic

sub-leading divergence from thermal fluctuations which also needs to be tamed.

Apart from all these, as the system is inside a heat bath now and is interacting with it;

hence in addition to the real particle emission the absorption of real particles from the

heat bath is also perfectly feasible. We have to take account of all such possibilities with

correct weight factors. And, it will be shown in upcoming discussions that only with the
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inclusion of absorption of particles from heat bath the IR divergent terms will be shown

to have canceled and perturbation theory can be fruitfully be applied.

Wewill be interested in the processes involving electrodynamics (involving charged scalars

or fermions) in upcoming discussions. From the discussions of the last few paragraphs,

we understand that correct identification of the IR divergent and finite pieces related to

photon polarization is going to be our main focus. Hence, we have to generalize and ex-

tend the technique of GY to the case of finite temperature such that this identification of

IR finite and divergent pieces at finite temperature becomes unambiguous. This can be

done by rearranging and modifying the polarization sum of the photons accordingly, as

mentioned below.

4.2 Extension of the GY technique to finite temperature

To correctly identify the IR divergent and finite pieces arising from the photon insertions

at finite temperature, an extension of GY technique is performed as below. This minimal

extension of GY technique has been shown to correctly identify the relevant IR finite

and divergent contribution initially for thermal fermionic QED in Ref. [41] giving rise

to correct eikonal currents, as was mentioned in Ref. [40]. Later, it was also shown that

the same extension of GY technique also works successfully for theories of thermal scalar

QED in Ref. [42] and for a full theory of charged scalars and fermions at finite temperature

in Ref. [43]. The proof of IR finiteness of these field theories at finite temperature, and the

isolation and exponentiation of the IR divergent terms to all orders using the GY technique

constitute the main results of this thesis. In particular, due to the presence of quadrilinear

vertices, the case of thermal field theories with scalars becomes much more complicated.

However, it will be seen that the proof of IR finiteness is generic and applies to an entire

class of such thermal field theories.

The fact that the factor of −gµν representing photon polarization factor which is used in
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GY rearrangement, is present in all the components of the thermal photon propagator

(see Appendix A), enables us to correctly rearrange photon polarization sum into sum of

two terms in the finite temperature case as well. This is the key step in obtaining the

factorization of IR divergences in the thermal theories.

To correctly obtain and distinguish the IR finite and divergent pieces arising due to virtual

photons, the polarization sum of photons at finite temperature are rearranged as,

−ig µνDta,tb(k) = −iDta,tb(k)
{ [

g µν − bk(p f , pi) kµkν
]
+

[
bk(p f , pi)kµkν

] }
≡ −iDta,tb(k)

{
[G] + [K]

}
, (4.3)

where iDta,tb(k) is the part of the thermal photon propagator which remains after separating

out the −g µν part (see Eq. 2.37, and Eq. 2.38). In Eq. 4.3 bk(p f , pi) is defined so as to

contain all the IR divergences only in the K-photon contribution (henceforth called K

photon term) at finite temperature,

bk(p f , pi) =
1

2

[
(2p f − k) · (2pi − k)

(k2 − 2p f · k)(k2 − 2pi · k)
+ (k ↔ −k)

]
∀ choices of pi , p f . (4.4)

In contrast to Eq. 3.2, it is to be noted that bk(p f , pi) is now always symmetric in the

exchange of (k ↔ −k) for all choices of pi and p f (whether that be related to p and/or p′-

leg). This modification of definition of bk(p f , pi) is sufficient to correctly separate out all

the linear leading and logarithmic sub-leading divergence to only virtual K photon terms,

leavingG-photon polarization sum (henceforth calledG photon term) at finite temperature

IR finite.

For the real photons a similar rearrangement of polarization sums can be obtained in the

square of the matrix element at finite temperature. These new polarization sums are de-

noted as K̃ and G̃ (here tildes have been used to differentiate the real polarization sums

rearrangements from the virtual photons, and these will be referred as K̃ and G̃ photons in
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all upcoming discussions); which are identified through the following equation,

∑
pol
ϵ∗µ(k) ϵν(k) = − gµν ,

= −
{ [

gµν − b̃k(p f , pi)kµkν

]
+

[
b̃k(p f , pi)kµkν

] }
,

≡ −
{ [

G̃µν

]
+

[
K̃µν

] }
,

(4.5)

In the above expression b̃k(p f , pi) is related to bk(p f , pi) as photons become on-shell with

k2 = 0 (real), and is expressed as,

b̃k(p f , pi) = bk(p f , pi)
∣∣∣∣
k2=0

=
p f ·pi

k·p f k·pi
. (4.6)

It is also to be noted that, as the real photons are physical; hence whether real photons are

emitted or absorbed, the real photons will correspond to thermal type 1 only. Therefore,

any insertion vertex due to real photons is only of type 1. Hence, the cancellation of IR

divergence between virtual and soft real photons can only take place, if contributions due

to virtual photons also come out to be proportional to D11. We find that this is indeed the

case in the thermal theories that we consider.

Along with this we also have to note that, the real photon brings in or takes out physical

momentum. In Chapter 5 it will be mentioned in detail, how to tackle this issue. Apart

from this, in thermal field theory the phase space corresponding to emission or absorption

of photons is not symmetric with respect to photon momenta and is expressed as,

dϕi =
d4ki

(2π)4
2πδ(k2i )

[
θ(k0i ) + NB(|k0i |)

]
. (4.7)

Where, ‘k0i > 0’ refers to the photon emission, and ‘k0i < 0’ refers to the absorption of

the photon with photon momentum ki . Thus, the real photon emission is proportional to a

factor of (1+NB(|k0i |)), and the absorption is proportional to a factorNB(|k0i |). Although the

whole phase space is not symmetric in ki ↔ −ki but the concerned part which is appearing
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due to the effect of finite temperature, i.e., NB(|k0i |), is symmetric under ki ↔ −ki. Only

after including both the emission and absorption of real photons, and taking into account

the symmetric nature of NB(|k0i |) it will be shown that all the leading linear and sub-leading

logarithmic IR divergences are contained in K̃ photon contributions, leaving G̃ photon

contributions IR finite.

4.3 Application of extension of GY technique to thermal

fermionic QED

p

q

p′V

1

2

j

r
s q 2 1

Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of an nth order process f (p)γ∗(q) → f (p′) at finite tem-
perature, where the every virtual photon interaction vertices can have both the thermal
types (type-1, type-2) of vertices, except the ones which are just next to the physically ob-
servable particles. Here solid lines represent fermions and the wavy line represents the
photon.

We will start again with an nth order process corresponding to the f (p)γ∗(q) → f (p′)

(where, p + q = p′) as in Chapter 3, but now in thermal field theory1. The higher order

1The IR finiteness of thermal fermionic QED has been shown in Ref. [41] and is reproduced here for
completeness (since it is the simplest thermal case without the complication of quadrilinear vertices as for
scalar QED). In addition, these results for fermionic QED will be used in Chapter 6 when we deal with the
full interacting thermal theory of fermions and scalars.
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corrections to it will generate a similar set of diagrams with some changes due to presence

of finite temperature. To emphasize on the differences between zero and finite temperature

cases, (and also for completeness and convenience of readability) we will again represent

the schematics of the nth order contribution to the process f (p)γ∗(q) → f (p′) Fig. 4.1,

which naively and schematically looks similar to Fig. 3.2; but we will stress on the differ-

ences. Now, in this nth order diagram the virtual photons can have both the types of thermal

vertex type (i.e., both type-1, type-2), except the ones which are immediately next to phys-

ically observable particles which bring in hardmomenta. Hence the thermal type of vertex

immediately adjacent to the in/out states (i.e., vertex number 1) on both p and p′-leg, and

thermal type of vertex V can be only of type-1, i.e., t1(p−leg) = t1(p′ − leg) = tV = 1 (as

always for physical processes involving hard observable photons, the photon being ob-

servable imply tV = 1). With this understanding, and taking the same notation discussed

in Chapter 3 (i.e., already present photon momenta on p′ (p)-leg is taken to be outgoing

(incoming), and is represented by l′i (li) at the i-th vertex on that particular leg), the nth

order matrix element for process f (p)γ∗(q)→ f (p′), with m = r+ s = 2n number of vir-

tual photon vertices (the involvement of any finite number of real photons will not change

any argument) can be written as,

iMfermion
n = (−ie)2n(−1)

∑m
i=1(ti+1)(i)m ×

[
ūp′γµ1F t1,t2

p′+
∑

1
γµ2F t2,t3

p′+
∑

2
· · · γµs−1F ts−1,ts

p′+
∑

s−1
γµs F

ts,tV
p′+

∑
s

]
× ΓV ×

[
F tV ,tr

p+
∑

r
γνr F

tr ,tr−1
p+

∑
r−1
γνr−1 · · · F t2,t1

p+
∑

1
γν1up

]
×D µ1,··· , µs; νr ,··· , ν1

{ti} ,

= (−ie)2n(−1)
∑m

i=1(ti+1)(i)m ×
[
C p′

s

]
× ΓV × [C p

r ] ×Dn . (4.8)

In the expression above, ΓV = −ieγV ; C p′
s and C p

r correspond to the contributions to the

matrix element resulting from respectively p′ and p-leg. Fermion propagators now have

thermal indices (where we represent the thermal type at vertex i by ti. If the thermal vertex

type at vertex number i is of type 1, then ti = 1; and if that is of type 2, then ti = 2) on

their superscripts in addition to momenta being denoted in their subscripts (accroding to

the notations defined in Chapter 3). Here, the factors of (−ie × (−1)(tq+1)) are related to
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vertex factors at interaction vertex q, and all factors of (i)m from propagators have been

separated. And here,

Dn ≡ D µ1,··· , µs; νr ,··· , ν1
{ti} =

∏
{αβ}

∫
d4kα
(2π)4

[
−igαβDtα,tβ

]
, (4.9)

In the above expression, α, β denote any two amidst the dummy indices µ1, · · · , µs; ν1, · · · , νr,

referring to the vertices (can be present on either p and/or the p′-legs) where the ends of

the virtual photon are inserted and then symmetrized over all possible values of α and β.

4.3.1 Effect of virtual K, G photon insertion at finite temperature

Now, let us insert an additional virtual photon having momentum k, on the nth order matrix

element. The direction of the momenta k is outgoing at the new insertion vertex µ and in-

coming at the new insertion vertex ν. Among the three possibilities (first two possibilities:

both insertion vertices are on same leg, third possibility:insertion vertices are on different

legs), in which new vertex µ and ν can be added we will start with the possibility where

the insertion vertices are on different leg; i.e., µ is inserted on the final p′-leg just right to

the vertex q and ν is inserted on the initial p-leg just left to the vertex j. Hence, the matrix

element after attaching the new virtual photon reads,

iM fermion; p′, p
n+1 = (−ie)2n+2(−1)

∑m
i=1(ti+1)(−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)(i)m+2×[

ūp′γµ1F t1,t2
p′+

∑
1
· · · γµq−1F tq−1,tµ

p′+
∑

q−1
γµF tµ,tq

p′+
∑

q−1 +k γµq · · · F ts−1,ts
p′+

∑
s−1 +k γµs F

ts,tV
p′+

∑
s +k

]
× ΓV ×

[
F tV ,tr

p+
∑

r +k γνr · · · γν j F
t j,tν
p+

∑
j−1 +k γνF

tν,t j−1
p+

∑
j−1
γν j−1 · · · F t2,t1

p+
∑

1
γν1up

]
×D µ,ν; µ1,··· , µs; νr ,··· , ν1

tµ,tν;{ti} ,

= (−ie)2n+2(−1)
∑m

i=1(ti+1)(−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)(i)m+2×[
C p′; µ

s+1

]
× ΓV ×

[
C p; ν

r+1

]
×D µν

n+1 , (4.10)
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where the notation and contribution of C p; ν
r+1 and C

p′; µ
s+1 are in accordance with the notation

defined just below Eq. 3.8. AndD µν
n+1 is,

D µν
n+1 ≡ D

µ,ν; µ1,··· , µs; νr ,··· , ν1
tµ,tν;{ti} =

∫
d4k
(2π)4

[−igµνD tµ,tν ] ×D µ1,··· , µs; νr ,··· , ν1
{ti} ,

=

∫
d4k
(2π)4

[−igµνD tµ,tν ] ×Dn . (4.11)

Here we are particularly interested in K andG photon rearrangements, and corresponding

contributions of those from D µν
n+1 is obtained after rearranging the appropriate parts of

thermal photon propagator as mentioned below. The virtual K photon contribution in

Eq. 4.11 can be obtained as

[ − ig µνD tµ,tν ]
K
= [ − iD tµ,tν ] [ bk(p′, p)kµkν ] , (4.12)

and for virtual G photon polarization sum contribution,

[ − ig µνD tµ,tν ]
G
= [ − iD tµ,tν ] [ g µν − bk(p′, p)kµkν ] . (4.13)

We have to replace −ig µνDtµ,tν via the the corresponding virtual K andG polarization sums

in accordance with respectively Eq. 4.12 and Eq. 4.13 while talking in terms of particular

polarization sum. Keeping aside G photon contribution momentarily, let us at first focus

on the K photon contributions. The contribution due to insertion of a K photon to the nth

order matrix element hence yields,

iMfermion;p′,p
n+1 = (−ie)2n+2(−1)

∑m
i=1(ti+1)(−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)(i)m+2×∫

d4k
(2π)4

bk(p′, p)
[
kµ C p′; µ

s+1

]
× ΓV ×

[
kν C p; ν

r+1

]
×

[
− iDtµ,tν

]
×Dn .

(4.14)

From Eq. 4.14 it is seen that the contribution to the matrix element for the p and p′-legs

get factorized in this case, and hence can be evaluated independently of each other.
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Effect of virtual K photon insertion : Wewill start by observing the effect of K pho-

ton insertion on the p′-leg, kµC
p′; µ
s+1 at first. The insertion of the K photon in this case ex-

actly produces (s + 1) number of diagrams. These diagrams when schematically drawn,

look to be exactly same as what was mentioned in Fig. 3.3, except that the vertices now

can have both the types of thermal vertices. The set of diagrams is again presented in

Fig. 4.2 for sake of completeness and readability.

V p′s s−1 2 1 µ

+
V p′s s−1 2 µ 1

+

+ · · · +
V p′s µ s−1 2 1

+
V p′µ s s−1 2 1

Figure 4.2: All possible ways of insertions of a virtual K photon at vertex µ on p′-leg of
an nth order diagram in thermal fermionic QED, which already had s number of vertices
on p′-leg.

A typical diagram when µ vertex is situated in between vertices q and q − 1 is shown

Eq. 4.3 and will be calculated first to emphasize the structure of GY factorization at finite

temperature.

V p′
s s−1 q µ q−1 2 1

Figure 4.3: A generic diagram of K photon insertion on the p′-leg from Fig. 4.2 in thermal
fermionic QED, where µ vertex is situated in between vertices q and q − 1 .

The contribution of Fig. 4.3 can be expressed as,

kµ C p′; µ right of q
s+1 = ūp′ γµ1 · · · γµq−1

[
F tq−1,tµ

p′+
∑

q−1
/k F tµ,tq

p′+
∑

q−1 +k

]
· · · ,

= (−1)(tµ+1) ūp′γµ1 · · · γµq−1

[
δtµ,tq F tq−1,tq

p′+
∑

q−1
− δtµ,tq−1 F tq−1,tq

p′+
∑

q−1 +k

]
· · · ,

≡ M′q − M′q−1 , (4.15)

where the rearrangement (which looks quite similar to its zero temperature counterpart
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Eq. 3.12) of the part of the matrix element in the square bracket is due to application

of the ‘Generalized Feynman’s Identity’ at finite temperature (see Eq. B.3), which are

mentioned in Appendix B.We also want to mention that the factor (−1)(tµ+1) highlighted in

the above equation is also a result of the Grammer and Yennie (GY) reduction after using

‘Generalized Feynman’s Identity’. This is an extra factor what we have obtained after

performing the GY reduction, and has no source related to already present overall factor

of (−ie)2n+2(−1)
∑m

i=1(ti+1)(−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)(i)m+2 which was factored out, see Eq. 4.14.

From Eq. 4.15 we find that the typical term reduces to difference of two terms; this proce-

dure can be performed for each diagram of Fig. 4.2 which will result in series of ‘difference

of two terms’ which will cancel in pairs among themselves. Similar to the zero tempera-

ture case (see Eq. 3.14), the contribution of the diagrams excluding the first one, as shown

in Fig. 4.2 is given by

V∑
q=2

kµ C p′; µ right of q
s+1 ≡ (M′2 − M′1) + (M′3 − M′2) + · · ·+ (M′s+1 − M′s) ,

≡ − M′1 + M′s+1 , (4.16)

Where in above equation ‘V’ is the vertex which is situated at the immediate left of vertex

s (of p′-leg). The contribution corresponding to the first diagram of Fig. 4.2 will look

little bit different, as p′-leg is on-shell and one of the term will become zero, giving the

contribution as

kµ C p′; µ right of 1
s+1 = ūp′ /k F tµ,t1

p′+kγµ1F t1,t2
p′+

∑
1 +k · · · ,

= (−1)(tµ+1)δtµ,t1 ūp′γµ1F t1,t2
p′+

∑
1 +k · · · γµq−1F tq−1,tq

p′+
∑

q−1 +k · · · ,

≡ M′1 , (4.17)

where we have used the ‘Generalized Feynman’s Identity’ as mentioned in Appendix B.

Using Eq. 4.16 and Eq. 4.16 we can write the total contribution of K photon insertion on
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p′-leg as,

kµ C p′; µ
s+1 = (−M′1 + M′s+1) + M′1 = M′s+1 ,

= (−1)(tµ+1)δtµ,tV

[
ūp′ γµ1 · · · γµq−1F tq−1,tq

p′+
∑

q−1
· · · F ts,tV

p′+
∑

s

]
,

= (−1)(tµ+1)δtµ,tVC p′
s . (4.18)

Hence, the term kµ C p′; µ
s+1 becomes equal to the lower order contribution C p′

s times the

multiplicative (−1)(tµ+1)δtµ,tV factor.

Similarly, the contribution kν C p; ν
r+1 from Eq. 4.14 can also be independently calculated. A

similar calculation for K photon insertion on p-leg will produce (r + 1) number of terms.

A typical diagram of that set when ν has been inserted in between j − 1 and j has been

schematically shown below.

p Vr1 2 j−1 ν j r−1

Figure 4.4: A generic diagram of K photon insertion on the p-leg in thermal fermionic
QED, where the new vertex ν is situated in between vertices j − 1 and j .

This particular contribution can be again simplified by the use of ‘Generalized Feynman

Identity’ (see Eq. B.2) as

kν C p; ν left of j
r+1 = F tV ,tr

p+
∑

r +k · · · γν j

[
F t j,tν

p+
∑

j−1 +k /k F tν,t j−1
p+

∑
j−1

]
γν j−1 · · · u(p) ,

= (−1)(tν+1) F tV ,tr
p+

∑
r +k · · · γν j

[
δtν,t j F

t j,t j−1
p+

∑
j−1
− δtν,t j−1F t j,t j−1

p+
∑

j−1 +k

]
×

γν j−1 · · · u(p) ,

≡ M j − M j−1 , (4.19)

where now the GY reduction yields an overall factor of (−1)(tν+1) in place of (−1)(tµ+1)

when compared to Eq. 4.15 as the reduction now occurs at the ν vertex. Now, performing

a similar analysis for other terms of p-leg and after remembering that the contribution
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M j−1 = 0 for j = 1 due to the on-shell nature of p-leg we find that the whole K photon

contribution from the p-leg now simplifies to,

kν C p; ν
r+1 = (MV − Mr) + (Mr − Mr−1) + · · ·+ (M1 − M0) = MV ,

= (−1)(tν+1)δtν,tV

[
F tV ,tr

p+
∑

r
γνr · · · F t j,t j−1

p+
∑

j−1
γν j−1 · · · u(p)

]
,

= (−1)(tν+1)δtν,tV C p
r . (4.20)

From the above equation we find again that kν C p; ν
r+1 reduces to the lower order contribution

C p
r times the multiplicative (−1)(tν+1)δtν,tV factor.

Hence, the matrix element M fermion; Kγ, p′, p
n+1 after taking all possible K photon insertion

contribution in between p and p′-leg evaluates to

M fermion; Kγ, p′, p
n+1 = −ie2

∫
d4k
(2π)4

bk(p′, p) δtµ,tV δtν,tV Dtµ,tν(k)M fermion; p′, p
n . (4.21)

The contributions due to other legs also factorize in a similar manner. The effect of all the

contributions of K photon factorize as shown in Ref. [41]:

M fermion; Kγ, tot
n+1 =

ie2

2

∫
d4k
(2π)4

{
δtµ,t1 δtν,t1 Dtµ,tν(k)

[
bk(p′, p′) + bk(p, p)

]
+ δtµ,tV δtν,tV Dtµ,tν(k)

[
− 2bk(p′, p)

] }
M fermion

n ,

≡ [B]Mn , (4.22)

where

B =
ie2

2

∫
d4k
(2π)4

D11(k)
[

bk(p′, p′) − 2bk(p′, p) + bk(p, p)
]
,

≡ ie2

2

∫
d4k
(2π)4

D11(k)
[

J2(k)
]
. (4.23)

In Eq. 4.22 it was considered that the hard and/or external vertices can be only of type-

1 thermal type; i.e., t1 = tV = 1. From Eq. 4.23 it is evident that B has both leading
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linear and sub-leading logarithmic divergences, and this prescription of extension of GY

technique to finite temperature has separated out IR divergences into the contributions due

to K-photon terms, and is manifested inside B.

Effect of virtual G photon insertion : A similar analysis can be performed for the all

the virtualG photons insertions to nth order process in fermionic thermal QED. The objec-

tive here is then to show that theG photons do not contain any IR divergent terms, and all

the IR divergent terms are contained and separated out in virtual K photon contributions.

After using the Dirac algebra, the G photon contributions for fermionic QED at finite

temperature in the soft limit (irrespective of the choice of final p f and initial pi-leg) turn

out as,

MGγ
n+1 ∼

∫
d4k

[
i

k2 + iϵ
δtµ,tν ± 2πδ(k2)NB(|k|)Dtµ,tν

]
×


{
gµν − bk(p f , pi)kµkν

}
× pµf pνi

O(k2)

 .
(4.24)

Looking at Eq. 4.24 naively it seem that the corresponding matrix element has both the

linear leading and logharithmic sub-leading divergence. We have to prove that G photon

contributions are actually IR finite. The proof of IR finiteness of these contributions are

quite complicated and was shown for the case of thermal fermionic QED in Ref. [41].

At this juncture, we simply point out that the proof of IR finiteness of the thermal field

theory thus comprises two parts. One is to prove that the G photon insertions (and so also

the real G̃ photon insertions) are IR finite. The second is to show that the IR divergences,

which are completely contained in the K and K̃ photon contributions, cancel against each

other, order by order in perturbation theory. This then constitutes an all-order proof for

the IR safety of the corresponding thermal field theory.
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4.3.2 Effect of real K̃, G̃ photon contributions at finite temperature

In order to compute the contributions arising from the real K̃ and G̃ photons for the thermal

fermionic QED, we have to rearrange the polarization sum in the square of matrix element

as mentioned in Eq. 4.5. We also have to make note of the fact that, in addition to photon

emission to the heat bath the absorption of photon from the heat bath is also perfectly fea-

sible (which is not the case in vacuum field theory). And, it has been shown in Ref. [41]

that, only with the inclusion of the photon absorption the IR divergent pieces cancel be-

tween real and virtual cross-sections. The phase space related to the photon absorption

and emission comes with different weight factor and has been discussed in Eq. 4.7.

Hence, taking into account these facts it was shown in Ref. [41] that the square of the

matrix element for the K̃ photon contribution factorize and become,

∣∣∣∣M fermion; K̃γ, tot
n+1

∣∣∣∣2 ∝ − e2
[
b̃k(p, p) − 2b̃k(p′, p) + b̃k(p′, p′)

]
×

∣∣∣∣∣M fermion
n

∣∣∣∣∣2
≡ − e2 J̃ 2(k)

∣∣∣∣∣M fermion
n

∣∣∣∣∣2 , (4.25)

apart from the relevant phase space factors which contain the number operator for the pho-

ton; see Eq. 4.7. It can be shown in accordance with Ref. [41] that, all the leading linear;

and leading and sub-leading logarithmic IR divergence contributions are now completely

contained in these real K̃ photon terms. These IR divergent contributions will cancel with

virtual K photon contributions order by order, while the G̃ photon contributions turn out

to be IR finite.

We have used this section to record the already available results for thermal fermionic

QED, as well as highlighted how the Generalized Feynman identities can be used to sim-

plify the K photon contributions resulting a factorization of the IR divergent part. We

now proceed to address the same problem, but for a thermal theory of charged scalars

interacting with an electromagnetic field.
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4.4 Application of extension of GY technique to thermal

scalar QED

As in the thermal fermionic QED case, to identify and separate out the relevant IR finite

and divergent contributions in thermal scalar QED, we have to the consider effects of

adding virtual/real photon expressed in new polarization sums (K,G, K̃, G̃), in all possible

ways to the nth order diagram related to the process, ϕ(p)γ∗(q) → ϕ(p′), where ϕ is the

charged scalar.

p

q

p′V

1

2

j

r
s q 2 1

Figure 4.5: Schematic diagram of an nth order process ϕ(p)γ∗(q)→ ϕ(p′) in scalar QED
at finite temperature. ϕ is the charged scalar, represented by dashed lines. Here, any
dotted vertex can now represent either a seagull or a trilinear vertex; hence even for an
nth order diagram with all virtual photon vertices, n ≤ s + r = m ≤ 2n.

The nth order diagram related to the process ϕ(p)γ∗(q) → ϕ(p′) at finite temperature

scalar QED has been expressed schematically in Fig. 4.5. Here, now the difference is,

in scalar QED, in addition to normal trilinear scalar-photon-scalar interaction vertex, the

quadrilinear (seagull) scalar-scalar-photon-photon interaction vertices are also possible.

The immediate contrast from fermionic case due to the presence of seagull vertices is

that, in the schematic Feynman diagram (as shown in Fig. 4.5) related to nth order process

ϕ(p)γ∗(q)→ ϕ(p′) in scalar QED, the dots can represent either a trilinear or a quadrilinear
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(seagull) vertex. In previous schematic diagrams of nth order in fermionic QED (as in

Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 3.2); if the dotted vertices were all virtual, then the number of vertices

m = 2n (where n is the order of the diagram). But, in the case of scalar QED (whether

at finite or zero temperature) a seagull vertex contributes ‘e2’ factor to matrix element

and a trilinear vertex contributes a factor of ‘e’ to matrix element. Hence, as the nth order

all-virtual matrix element should contribute at order e2n (as in the definition of Footnote 2

of Chap. 3); hence the number of vertices (represented by dots in schematic diagram)

for an all-virtual nth order diagram can vary from n (implying that all the dotted vertices

are seagull) to a number 2n (implying that all the dotted vertices are trilinear). For an

admixture of already present trilinear and seagull vertex m can be any number in between

n to 2n, i.e., generically for an nth order all-virtual diagram n ≤ s + r = m ≤ 2n as shown

in Fig. 4.5. Taking this into account, matrix element for an nth order all-virtual diagram for

process ϕ(p)γ∗(q) → ϕ(p′) at finite temperature, which have all trilinear vertices (these

can be generalized to an arbitrary mixture of seagull and trilinear vertices and will be

discussed elaborately in Chapter 5) can be represented by the following expression,

iM scalar
n =(e)2n(−i)m(−1)

∑m
i=1(ti+1)(i)m ×

[
(2p′ + l′1)µ1S t1,t2

p′+
∑

1
· · · ×

(2p′ + 2Σs−2 + l′s−1)µs−1S ts−1,ts
p′+

∑
s−1
(2p′ + 2Σs−1 + l′s)µsS

ts,tV
p′+

∑
s

]
× ΓV×[

S tV ,tr
p+

∑
r
(2p + 2Σr−1 + lr)νr S

tr ,tr−1
p+

∑
r−1
· · · S t2,t1

p+
∑

1
(2p + l1)ν1

]
× D µ1,··· , µs; νr ,··· ,ν1

{ti}

=(e)2n(−i)m(−1)
∑m

i=1(ti+1)(i)m ×
[
C scalar p′

s

]
× ΓV ×

[
C scalar p

r

]
×Dn , (4.26)

where the matrix element has been written in accordance with all previously defined

notations, i.e., the photon momenta at the vertices on the p′(p)-leg are always outgo-

ing(incoming) (without loss of any generality), and are denoted by l′i(li). And for nota-

tional convenience the momenta of scalar propagators on respectively p′ and p-leg are

written as, (p′+Σq
i=1 l′i) ≡ (p′+Σq); (p+Σ j

i=1 li) ≡ (p+Σ j)which is in accordance with

all the notation used previously (for more details on notations see Chapter 3). ΓV = −ieγV

in Eq. 4.26; and C scalar p′
s and C scalar p

r respectively correspond to the contributions to the
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matrix element of scalar QED resulting from p′ and p-leg. Here, S corresponds to the

scalar propagator.

Now, let us focus on the similarities and the differences between Eq. 4.26 with similar

expressions written for thermal fermionic QED as in Eq. 4.8. As both the expressions

correspond to nth order all-virtual matrix element hence, both have correct number of ‘e2n’

in their expression. But, as the number of vertices, m (in general) varies in scalar QED

case, thus we have separately written the factors of i’s coming from vertices in this case as

(−i)m in Eq. 4.26. In this case if the schematic diagram has ‘m’ number of vertices, then

there are m number of internal scalar propagators, and we have separately written the (i)m

factors coming out of them in the expression of matrix element.

4.4.1 Effect of insertion of K, G photon contributions

We will examine now the effect of insertion of an additional virtual photon having mo-

mentum k to the nth order matrix element. The virtual photon can be inserted in three

possible ways, corresponding to both the insertion vertices being inserted on the same leg

(two cases), and the other possibility (third case) where the new insertion vertices are on

separate legs. The first two cases, where both the insertion vertices of photon are inserted

on the same leg is far more complicated than the fermionic QED case; as there can be tad-

pole diagrams arising from seagull insertions. The full fledged discussion of that is worth

a separate chapter. We will discuss in detail on this issue in Chapter 5, which comprises

one of the main results of this thesis. Therefore, to be able to recognize the basic technol-

ogy involved in the GY factorization in thermal scalar QED we will start with the third

case where the new insertion vertices are inserted on separate legs. We will only present

the basic GY rearrangement and the notations used for this case in this section, and will

reserve the main results for Chapter 5.

To instruct the basic technology involved, we will begin with an nth order diagram, where
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all the already present dotted vertices represent trilinear ones. The matrix element af-

ter adding a new virtual photon between p and p′-leg is written symbolically below in

Eq. 4.27. The explicit expression for it (which is analogous to explicit expression Eq. 4.10

for fermionic QED) is very cumbersome; as the new vertices can be trilinear one, or the

new photon can add to an already present trilinear vertex making it a seagull one. Hence,

we have presented only an symbolic expression here, and will confront the particular cases

separately in subsequent discussion.

iM scalar; p′, p
n+1 = (e)2n+2(−i)m+2(−1)

∑m
i=1(ti+1)(−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)(i)m+2×[

C scalar p′; µ
s+1

]
× ΓV ×

[
C scalar p; ν

r+1

]
×D µν

n+1 . (4.27)

We will explain on the notation used in the above equation, before moving to further

discussions. Although it may naively seem as if the above expression only considers the

insertions of trilinear diagrams (after counting of overall factors of (i) and (e)), but it is

not actually the case. It also contains information about the diagrams with quadrilinear

(seagull) insertion vertices, corresponding to the cases when the new additional photon is

inserted at an already existing trilinear vertex.

If the new insertion vertex on either of p or p′-leg correspond to seagull insertion then,

on that leg we have one less number of insertion vertex, and one less number of scalar

propagator. Suppose for now, if the leg is the p′-leg, and if the new insertion vertex µ was

a trilinear vertex inserted between vertex number (q−1) and q then, corresponding overall

charge and thermal factors would be

[
(−1)

∑s
i=1(ti+1)(−ie)s

] [
is+1

] [
−ie(−1)(tµ+1)

]
= (−1)

∑s
i=1(ti+1) (−1)(tµ+1) (e)s+1 , (4.28)

for the contribution corresponding to that leg (p′-leg). The exact factor corresponds to

factors arising from [s numbers of already present trilinear vertex] times [ (s+1) number of

scalar propagators on p′-leg] times [vertex factor coming due to new µ trilinear insertion].
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Now, if the new µ insertion vertex becomes a seagull vertex at already present vertex

number q on p′-leg then, the corresponding overall factor coming due to that case is,

[
(−1)

∑s
i=1,i,q(ti+1)(−ie)s−1

] [
is

] [
2ie2(−1)(tµ+1) δtµ,tq gµµq

]
=(−1)

∑s
i=1(ti+1) (−1)(tµ+1) (e)s+1 ×

[
(−1)(tµ+1) δtµ,tq (−2gµµq)

]
.

(4.29)

The above factor correspond to [(s − 1) numbers of trilinear vertices] times [s number of

scalar propagators on p′-leg] times [the vertex contribution of µ = q seagull vertex on the

p′-leg]. We have also manipulated the delta function as,

δtµ,tq = (1) × δtµ,tq = (−1)(tµ+1) (−1)(tµ+1) × δtµ,tq = (−1)(tµ+1) (−1)(tq+1) × δtµ,tq (4.30)

in Eq. 4.29. Therefore we find presence of a [(−1)(tµ+1) δtµ,tq(−2gµµq)] extra factor for the

case of seagull insertion at q = µ with respect to new trilinear insertion between (q − 1)

and q , which will be absorbed inside C scalar p′; µ
s+1 contribution in Eq. 4.27 when written

symbolically, making the separated out overall factors arising due to new insertion vertex

to be similar for the both cases, corresponding to seagull and trilinear vertex.

By convention, the contribution C scalar p′; µ
s+1 in Eq. 4.27 now suggest that this refers to the

contribution of p′-leg in scalar QED, when new insertion vertex µ has been inserted on

the p′-leg. The (s + 1) factor in subscript is to correctly track the factors of electron

charge e coming out of this higher order contribution with respect to C scalar p′
s . In any case,

whether the new vertex is trilinear or seagull the C scalar p′; µ
s+1 always contributes an extra

factor of electric charge, e with respect to C scalar p′
s ; and hence suggesting the notation

(s + 1) in subscript. It should be also noted that (s + 1) does not always represent the

number of dotted vertices on a higher order schematic diagram truthfully for scalar QED ;

as now both seagull and trilinear vertices are possible. A trilinear new vertex will certainly

increase the number of vertices on p′-leg to (s + 1); but if the new vertex is of seagull

type then number of vertices on p′-leg will not increase and will be ‘s’ (but the number
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of electron charge factors will be same for both the cases, as seagull vertex contributes a

factor of e2 in contrast to a trilinear vertex that contributes a factor of e). Hence, in the

subscript, the number (s + 1) for C scalar p′; µ
s+1 have to be taken with a pinch of salt. The

difference between fermionic and scalar case hence is that in fermionic case C fermion p′; µ
s+1

contribution suggest that there are exactly (s + 1) number of dotted vertices on the p′-

leg, but in scalar case C scalar p′; µ
s+1 contribution does not always imply (s + 1) numbers

of dotted vertices on the p′-leg. For scalar QED there are some diagrams (where every

dotted vertices are trilinear), where there are exactly (s + 1) number of dotted vertices

on the schematic diagram; but then in that contribution C scalar p′; µ
s+1 there also exist such

diagrams (where seagull vertices are present) for which the number of vertices are less

than (s+1). Hence, for the scalar case it should be understood that the maximum number

of dotted vertices on schematic diagram for contribution C scalar p′; µ
s+1 can be (s + 1); but

then each diagram which belongs to this contribution C scalar p′; µ
s+1 , contributes a factor of

es+1 (which has exactly one more charge ‘e’ factor than C scalar p′
s ) to the matrix element,

and this notation is a matter of book-keeping. A similar argument can also be spoken

about C scalar p; ν
r+1 in Eq. 4.27 .

With the understanding of the all the above discussion and with the help of Eq. 4.12, the

relevant part of the higher order matrix element corresponding to the virtual K photon

insertion in the Eq. 4.27 can be written symbolically as

iM scalar; Kγ,p′,p
n+1 = (e)2n+2(−1)

∑m
i=1(ti+1)(−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)×∫

d4k
(2π)4

[
kµ C scalar p′; µ

s+1

]
× ΓV ×

[
kν C scalar p; ν

r+1

]
× [bk(p′, p) × −iDtµ,tν ] ×Dn .

(4.31)

where the effect from K photon insertions has been separated out. From the above ex-

pression we can see that, now kµ C scalar p′; µ
s+1 and kν C scalar p; ν

r+1 contributions can be evaluated

independently of each other.
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Effect of virtual K photon insertion : We will discuss about the fundamentals of the

kµ C scalar p′; µ
s+1 contribution here (the full sophisticated discussion2 about K photon insertion

for thermal scalar QED is mentioned in detail in Chapter 5) at first, and then will discuss

about kν C scalar p; ν
r+1 contribution.

The kµ C scalar p′; µ
s+1 contribution comprises of two distinct sets of diagrams shown respec-

tively in Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7 below.

V p′s s−1 2 1 µ

+
V p′s s−1 2 µ 1

+

+ · · · +
V p′s µ s−1 2 1

+
V p′

µ s s−1 2 1

Figure 4.6: (s + 1) number of diagrams, which are schematically representing all the
possible trilinear insertions of a virtual K photon at vertex µ on the p′ leg in thermal
scalar QED. These figure is analogue of Fig. 4.2 of thermal fermionic QED.

These diagrams in the Fig. 4.6 above correspond to the, new trilinear insertion vertices.

All possible ways of inserting the trilinear vertices on the p′-leg (which already had s

number of vertices) in thermal scalar QED generates (s + 1) number of diagrams which

are exactly the analogue of similar diagrams in Fig. 4.2 of thermal fermionic QED.

In addition to these diagrams, there are also a set of (s) number of diagrams arising due to

seagull insertions of a virtual K photon at vertex µ to one of the already existing vertices on

p′-leg. Those set of diagrams3 are unique to this scalar QED and have been schematically

drawn in Fig. 4.7.

2We have restricted the discussions here, to a point where the Generalized Feynman Identities (Ap-
pendix B) for scalars are used to reduce the expressions of particular K photon diagrams producing differ-
ence of two terms (similar to the thermal fermionic QED case of Eq. 4.19).

3Note that we have assumed all vertices of the underlying nth order graph are trilinear so that an addi-
tional photon can be inserted at each one. We will relax this assumption later when we perform the complete
calculation in Chapter 5.
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V p′s s−1 3 2 1=µ

+
V p′s s−1 3 2=µ 1

+

+ · · · +
V p′

s=µ s−1 3 2 1

Figure 4.7: s number of diagrams, which are schematically representing all the possible
seagull insertions of a virtual K photon at vertex µ to one of the already existing vertex,
on the p′-leg in thermal scalar QED. These are extra contributions for scalar QED case,
analogue of which does not exist in fermionic QED.

We will schematically define now the circled vertex, which will be a convenient group

of typical diagrams from the set of trilinear diagrams from Fig. 4.6, and from the set of

seagull (quadrilinear) diagrams from Fig. 4.7. On the p′-leg for a new K photon insertion

at vertex µ we will combine the insertion of trilinear µ vertex to the right of a generic

vertex number q, with the seagull µ vertex at the vertex number q. These two generic

diagrams are schematically shown in Fig. 4.8. Contribution from the addition of these

two diagram is also shown in Fig. 4.8, and is schematically pictured by a circled vertex,

which is denoted and labeled by notation qµ .

V p′
s s−1 q µ q−1 2 1

+
V p′

s s−1 q=µ q−1 2 1

=
V p′

s s−1 qµ q−1 2 1

Figure 4.8: A generic diagram having trilinear new µ insertion located to the immediate
right of vertex number q from Fig. 4.6, and new seagull µ insertion at vertex number q from
Fig. 4.7; is combined together to produce a single circled vertex, which is denoted and
labeled by qµ . The photon lines have been suppressed in above diagram for the clarity.

This definition of circled vertices will help us a lot in upcoming discussion, to schemati-

cally represent of higher order diagrams, when the number of these diagrams proliferate

considerably.
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The contribution of trilinear diagram shown in Fig. 4.8 can be written as,

kµ C scalar p′; µ right of q
s+1 = (2p′ + l′1)µ1S t1,t2

p′+
∑

1
· · · (2p′ + 2Σq−2 + l′q)µq−1

[
S tq−1,tµ

p′+
∑

q−1

(2p′ + 2Σq−1 + k) · k S tµ,tq
p′+

∑
q−1 +k (2p′ + 2Σq−1 + 2k + l′q)µq

]
×

S tq,tq+1

p′+
∑

q +k · · · ,

= (−1)(tµ+1)(2p′+l′1)µ1S t1,t2
p′+

∑
1
· · · (2p′+2Σq−2+l′q)µq−1

[{
δtµ,tq S tq−1,tq

p′+
∑

q−1
−

δtµ,tq−1 S tq−1,tq
p′+

∑
q−1 +k

}
(2p′ + 2Σq−1 + 2k + l′q)µq

]
S tq,tq+1

p′+
∑

q +k · · · ,

(4.32)

where the separation of the bracketed term is the result of application of ‘Generalized

Feynman Identity’ (see Eq. B.6) as mentioned in Appendix B . And, again (−1)(tµ+1) factor

arises here as a result of GY reduction.

With the understanding of the overall factors mentioned in Eq. 4.29, the contribution of

seagull diagram as shown in Fig. 4.8 can be expressed as,

kµ C scalar p′; µ at q
s+1 = (−1)(tµ+1)(2p′ + l′1)µ1S t1,t2

p′+
∑

1
· · · (2p′ + 2Σq−2 + l′q)µq−1[

S tq−1,tµ
p′+

∑
q−1
δtµ,tq(−2gµµq)k

µ
]
× S tq,tq+1

p′+
∑

q +k · · · . (4.33)

We have to note here that the contribution of this diagram also produces a factor of (−1)(tµ+1).

This exact same factor was also produced in Eq. 4.32 after using Feynman’s identity. This

same overall factor gives us freedom to club together Eq. 4.32 and Eq. 4.33 as a circled

vertex as shown in Fig. 4.8.

The square bracketed term in Eq. 4.33 will produce a factor (−2gµµq)k
µ = −2kµq and will

cancel against a similar term from Eq. 4.32, when adding together the contributions as

circled vertex. Therefore, the contribution of the circled vertex which is shown in Fig. 4.8
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and is given by the sum of Eq. 4.32 Eq. 4.33 evaluates to,

kµ C scalar p′; qµ

s+1 ≡ kµ
(
C scalar p′; µ right of q

s+1 + C scalar p′; µ at q
s+1

)
,

= (−1)(tµ+1)(2p′ + l′1)µ1S t1,t2
p′+

∑
1
· · ·

[
S tq−1,tq

p′+
∑

q−1
δtµ,tq

(
2p′ + 2Σq−1 + l′q

)
µq

−S tq−1,tq
p′+

∑
q−1 +kδtµ,tq−1

(
2p′ + 2Σq−1 + 2k + l′q

)
µq

]
S tq,tq+1

p′+
∑

q +k · · · ,

≡ Mq − Mq−1 . (4.34)

The term having a factor proportional to (2kµq) in Eq. 4.32 has canceled with an opposite

contribution from seagull insertion in Eq. 4.33, in the parentheses of the first squared

bracketed term in expression above. Eq. 4.34 is the analogue of the fermionic QED result

as mentioned in Eq. 4.15 to the scalar QED case, but looks little cumbersome and is not

so clean.

A similar redefinition of circled vertex can be done for kν C scalar p; ν
r+1 contribution term (de-

fined as in Eq. 4.31) for the insertions on the p-leg. A typical diagrams for this case is

shown below in Fig. 4.9.

p Vr1 2 j−1 ν j r−1
+

p Vr1 2 j−1 j=ν r−1

=
p Vr1 2 j−1 νj r−1

Figure 4.9: A generic diagram having trilinear new ν insertion to the immediate left of
vertex number j, and new seagull ν insertion at vertex number j on p-leg is combined
together to produce a single circled vertex, which is denoted and labeled by ν j .

In contrast to Fig. 4.8, here in Fig. 4.9, the new vertex insertion νwhen placed immediately

left to vertex j, is added together with ν at j seagull insertion to form a circled vertex. Such

a clubbing of diagrams is done because, as per our notation themomenta ofK photon enters

at vertex ν and thus flows through the vertex j. Hence, to have a similar cancellation of

(2kν j) term as in Eq. 4.34, the above grouping of diagrams is done.
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With this consideration the contribution of the ν j circled vertex is expressed as below,

kν C scalar; ν j

s+1 ≡ kν
(
C scalar p; ν left of j

r+1 + C scalar p; ν at j
r+1

)
,

= (−1)(tν+1) · · · S t j+1,t j

P+Σ j+k ×[
δtν,t j (2P+2Σ j−1+l j)ν j

S t j,t j−1
P+Σ j−1

− δtν,t j−1 (2P+2Σ j−1+2k+l j)ν j
S t j,t j−1

P+Σ j−1+k

]
×

(2P+2Σ j−2+l j−1)ν j−1
· · · (2P+l1)ν1 ,

≡ N j − N j−1 . (4.35)

The things to note here is that, this contribution is proportional to an overall factor (−1)(tν+1)

as this is related to the insertion of ν vertex. And, in the first parentheses of the square

bracketed term a similar (2kν j) term has vanished. Actually, Eq. 4.35 is an exact analogue

of Eq. 4.34, which will be used in greater detail in Chapter 5 .

Now, before moving onto further discussion; let us take time to say a few words regard-

ing the notations of circled vertices. There are three cases related to the insertion of K

of G photons; corresponding to when µ and ν vertices are inserted on different legs, or

the cases where both of them are inserted on the same leg (two cases). Now, to avoid

double-counting of the vertices, we will always place ν vertex to the left of µ vertex, ir-

respective of whether both the vertices are on same leg of different legs. And, we will

always consider photon momentum k leaving at vertex µ and entering at vertex ν with-

out loss of any generality (as this momenta is anyway integrated over all possible values

ranging from −∞ to+∞). Hence, this photon momentum now flows through all the scalar

(or fermion, as appropriate) propagators which are in between vertex ν and µ , and all the

other outside propagator momenta remain unchanged. Hence, from this perspective as ν

can be the leftmost vertex from where the photon momentum k starts to flow and ends at

the rightmost vertex µ, all the internal scalar vertices now have extra factors depending on

the photon momentum according to the Feynman rules of scalar QED. To counteract this

extra momentum factor of (2k) at trilinear vertex corresponding to ν/µ insertion, they have

been grouped together with adjacent seagull vertex arising due to insertion of ν/µ vertex,
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justifying the definition of Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.9.

Therefore, irrespective of the choice of legs it should be understood4.

• q µ contribution

≡ contribution of (trilinear µ to the right of q) + (seagull µ insertion at q);

• ν j contribution

≡ contribution of (trilinear ν to the left of j) + (seagull ν insertion at j).

For the case where both the insertion vertices of new photon are on the same scalar leg,

there can be a circled vertex denoted by ν µ (as to avoid double count ν is always placed

left to µ insertion). This circled vertex should be understood as follows,

• ν µ contribution ≡ νµ contribution

≡ contribution of (trilinear ν to the left of trilinear µ) + (seagull ν, µ vertex contri-

bution, which is actually a tadpole).

With this understanding, and with all the results of Eq. 4.34 and Eq. 4.35 it can be shown

the K photon contribution factorizes and contains all the leading linear and logarithmic,

and sub-leading logarithmic divergences. The proof of this is rather intricate and involved,

and hence is the discussion material of Chapter 5.

Effect of virtual G photon insertion : The contribution of virtual G photon after in-

corporating correct factors from Eq. 4.3 and Eq. 4.13 can be shown to have superficial

leading linear and sub-leading logarithmic divergences pertaining to thermal fluctuations,

and leading logarithmic divergences due to quantum fluctuations.

4 In special cases, due to the requirement and for convenience related to particular calculation there
may be a need to define µq and j ν contributions; and these have to be understood according to the defined
notations; i.e., 1. µq contribution ≡ contribution of (trilinear µ to the left of q) + (seagull µ insertion at q),
and 2. j ν contribution ≡ contribution of (trilinear ν to the right of j) + (seagull ν insertion at j).
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It will be shown in Chapter 5 that all those divergences in G photon contributions for the

theory thermal scalar QED vanishes, making the G photon contributions IR finite.

4.4.2 Effect of insertion of K̃, G̃ photon contributions

The effects of contributions arising from the real K̃ and G̃ photons for thermal scalar QED

can be computed in the square of matrix element level by noting the effects of Eq. 4.5.

Here in this case, we also have to consider the fact that, in addition to photon emission

to the heat bath, the absorption of photons from the heat bath is also perfectly feasible

with different phase space weight factors as mentioned in Eq. 4.7 . And, only with the

inclusion of the photon absorption the IR divergent pieces cancel between real and virtual

cross-sections.

Considering correct phase space factors, it can be shown (and will be shown in Chapter 5)

that all the leading and sub-leading IR divergences is contained in real K̃ photon contri-

butions. These IR divergences will cancel with virtual K photon contributions order by

order to all orders in perturbation theory.

The G̃ contributions turn out to be IR finite (Chapter 5), after noting that the phase space

factor related to finite temperature is symmetric in photon momenta.

4.5 Summary

The IR structure of a thermal field theory is far more intricate than for the similar theory at

zero temperature due to the presence of thermal fluctuations. Particularly, for the theories

involving bosons the IR structure is much more complicated to tackle as the distribution

function of massless bosons diverge at IR limit. In addition to that, for a thermal field

theory, particles can be both emitted to and absorbed from the heat bath. And, only with

the inclusion of the absorption of particles the cross-section turns out to be IR finite.
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This knowledge was applied fruitfully, to generalize the GY technique to thermal field

theories in Section. 4.2 . We have then applied this generalized GY technique for ther-

mal fermionic QED and thermal scalar QED to show the validity of the technique. The

thermal theory of the charged scalars are complicated to discuss as in addition to normal

trilinear vertices, quadrilinear seagull vertices are also allowed. We define circled vertex

in Section. 4.4 to systematically include this effect. It has been mentioned that all the IR

divergences of thermal scalar QED are contained in virtual K and real K̃ photon contri-

butions, while the G and G̃ photon contributions are finite. The IR divergences cancel

among virtual K and real K̃ photon contributions.

The cross-section related to thermal scalar QED turns out to be IR finite and the intricate

details of that proof is discussed in details in next chapter, i.e., Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5

Infrared safety of scalar QED at finite

temperature

5.1 Prologue

The enhancement of the complexity of the Infrared (IR) structure due to the presence of

thermal fluctuations has been a main topic of discussion in Chapter 4. We have discussed

the effects of the finite temperature in the IR structure particularly in fermionic and scalar

QED. Just like fermionic QED, the IR structure of scalar QED at zero temperature has

been a matter of extreme interest in literature and has been discussed in several of them

using different formulations and techniques.

At zero temperature, Low showed that [7] the IR divergence structure of the soft photons

for processes involving bremsstrahlung has a general structure as given by expression

below,

σbrems =
σ0

k
+ σ1 + kσ2 + . . . , (5.1)

where all the σi have appropriate dimensions; and energy of the photon is denoted by k.

Low has showed that this structure is independent of the spin of the charged particle as long
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as the particle is massive. A generalization of this theorem was proved by Weinberg [15],

showing the leading IR structure to be independent of the spin structure, even for the

theories involving gravitation. To understand and interpret the IR structure of fermionic

QED at zero temperature clearly, a reformulation of fermionic QED in terms of dressed

coherent asymptotic states was performed in Ref. [24]. A similar reformulation was also

performed for scalar QED at zero temperature, using velocity super-selection rules moti-

vated by heavy quark effective theories to obtain on-shell IR finite Green’s functions to

all orders in perturbation theory in Ref. [132,133] . They have also shown that due to spin

structure of scalar QED the asymptotic dynamics becomes more rich, as the charged scalar

particles go massless, turning on the collinear divergences. A more recent discussion on

this rich asymptotic dynamics, and on the phase space of scalar QED at zero temperature

can be found in Ref. [32] .

There have also been discussions regarding the IR finite pieces of scalar QED at zero

temperature, in Ref. [134–136] where factorizing and exponentiation of IR divergent con-

tributions are proved in a translation and gauge invariant fashion. They achieved this IR

factorization after incorporating an order by order agreement with Operator Product Ex-

pansion (OPE). Then, after generalizing Low’s theorem to all orders (which involve both

soft and hard photon term calculations) they were able to produce IR finite contributions

in terms of correlations relating to the photon momentum in the integrands.

Although all these developments have been immensely helpful to understand the founda-

tion of the IR structure of scalar QED at zero temperature, the actual calculation of IR finite

pieces in scalar QED order by order (at even zero temperature) in perturbation theory is

still quite troublesome (often the calculations depend on imposing an IR cut-off by hand).

Hence, inspired by the technique of GY at zero temperature (which does not require IR

cut-off to predict IR finite pieces) for fermionic QED [12] we examine the IR structure

of scalar QED at finite temperature in this chapter using the extension of GY technique

to finite temperature [41–43] . While identifying the intricate IR structure of scalar QED
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at finite temperature, we also consequently prove the IR finiteness of the scalar QED at

zero temperature (T → 0 limit). The identification of correct IR finite contributions

order by order in scalar QED at finite temperature is more difficult due to the presence of

both the trilinear (3-point) scalar-photon-scalar vertices and quadrilinear (4-point) seagull

scalar-scalar-photon-photon vertices; along with the presence of additional leading linear

and sub-leading logarithmic IR divergences present at finite temperature. This identifica-

tion and prediction of IR finite pieces will be of fundamental importance in many different

scenarios involving different physics. We in our future discussions, in Chapter 6 will be

interested in models of Dark Matter (DM), Ref. [86,103] where heavy charged scalars are

involved. The finite temperature higher order corrections to such models of DM are ex-

tremely important to predict the temperature corrections to relic densities of DM. Hence, a

thorough understanding of the thermal scalar QED is indispensable for these calculations.

The relevant Lagrangian for our analysis of scalar QED is,

LsQED = (Dµϕ)
†(Dµϕ) − m2

ϕϕ
†ϕ − 1

4
FµνFµν . (5.2)

In the above expression covariant derivative is, Dµ = ∂µ + ieAµ; and ϕ is the charged

scalar. In Eq. 5.2 we have dropped a quartic scalar self coupling which will be generically

present in theories of charged scalars (like theories involving squarks, sleptons). But,

those quartic couplings does not give us any further new insight regarding GY procedure

involved and therefore has been simply dropped here without loss of any generality of the

upcoming discussions.

From the Lagrangian we can see that in addition to normal trilinear interaction vertex, in

theories of scalar QED we also have presence of quadrilinear seagull vertex as shown in

Fig. 5.1. The presence of these seagull vertices plays a crucial role in the identification

of IR structure. And, it will be seen in upcoming discussions, that only in the presence

of these seagull vertices and tadpole diagrams is an exact and clean IR factorization and

resummation possible.
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p p′

µ

p p′

µ ν

a. Trilinear Interaction Vertex b. Quadrilinear Seagull Vertex

Figure 5.1: Allowed vertices for scalar-photon interactions. Here dashed lines represent
scalars.

5.2 Insertion of virtual K photons

To identify and separate out the relevant IR divergent pieces, the effect of insertion of

virtual K photons have to be taken into account. We will start with inclusion of virtual K

photon to an nth order process corresponding to ϕ(p)γ∗(q)→ ϕ(p′) in scalar QED at finite

temperature as was shown in Fig. 4.5. For completeness and convenience of the readers

we again present the schematic diagram related to above process here in Fig. 5.2.

p

q

p′V

1

2

j

r
s q 2 1

Figure 5.2: The schematic diagram of a nth order process ϕ(p)γ∗(q) → ϕ(p′) in thermal
scalar QED, which was also shown in Fig. 4.5. Here, any dotted vertex can represent
a seagull or a trilinear vertex. Therefore, even for a nth order diagram with all virtual
photon vertices, n ≤ s + r = m ≤ 2n.
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In Fig. 5.2 and in upcoming discussions, all the previously mentioned notations which

were defined in paragraphs below Fig. 4.5 and Eq. 4.26 hold true. Therefore, with the

understanding that the already existing photon momenta at the p′(p)-leg are always out-

going(incoming) (without loss of any generality), and are denoted by l′i(li), we can write

down the matrix element corresponding to the nth order matrix element.

A single dotted vertex in Fig. 4.5 can either represent a trilinear or a seagull insertion

vertex. Here, we will start with a nth order diagram, where all the existing dotted vertices

represent virtual photon trilinear insertions. We will relax the constraints one by one in

the following discussion; i.e., will include seagull and real photons successively.

So, for an nth order diagram with all the already existing vertices representing trilinear

virtual photon insertion the matrix element can be written as,

iM scalar
n =(e)2n(−i)m(−1)

∑m
i=1(ti+1)(i)m ×

[
(2p′ + l′1)µ1S t1,t2

p′+
∑

1
· · · ×

(2p′ + 2Σs−2 + l′s−1)µs−1S ts−1,ts
p′+

∑
s−1
(2p′ + 2Σs−1 + l′s)µsS

ts,tV
p′+

∑
s

]
× ΓV×[

S tV ,tr
p+

∑
r
(2p + 2Σr−1 + lr)νr S

tr ,tr−1
p+

∑
r−1
· · · S t2,t1

p+
∑

1
(2p + l1)ν1

]
× D µ1,··· , µs; νr ,··· , ν1

{ti}

=(e)2n(−i)m(−1)
∑m

i=1(ti+1)(i)m ×
[
C scalar p′

s

]
× ΓV ×

[
C scalar p

r

]
×Dn , (5.3)

which is the same expression which was expressed in Eq. 4.26, and we have mentioned it

here again for completeness and convenience of readability. The new virtual photon can

be added in exactly three ways to this diagram. The first way, where the new insertion

vertices are on different legs; and in other two cases the ends of photon insertions will be

on the same leg. Let us start with the first case.
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5.2.1 K photon insertion between p and p′-leg

Let us start with adding a virtual photon in all possible ways in an nth order diagram be-

tween p and p′-leg. The resulting expression can be written down symbolically as,

iM scalar;p′,p
n+1 = (e)2n+2(−i)m+2(−1)

∑m
i=1(ti+1)(−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)(i)m+2×[

C scalar p′;µ
s+1

]
× ΓV ×

[
C scalar p;ν

r+1

]
×D µν

n+1 . (5.4)

As the new insertion can be trilinear or seagull, the above expression has been only ex-

pressed symbolically. It contains both the trilinear and seagull insertion contributions. The

reader is referred to the discussions below Eqs. 4.27, 4.28 and 4.29 to fully understand the

notation related to Eq. 5.4 .

The relevant virtual K photon insertion from this term is specified in Eq. 5.5, which is

repetition of Eq. 4.31 and the readers are referred to the discussion below Eq. 4.31 for

notational clarity. We have

iM scalar; Kγ,p′,p
n+1 = (e)2n+2(−1)

∑m
i=1(ti+1)(−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)×∫

d4k
(2π)4

[
kµ C scalar p′;µ

s+1

]
× ΓV ×

[
kν C scalar p;ν

r+1

]
× [bk(p′, p) × −iDtµ,tν ] ×Dn .

(5.5)

From the above expression we can find that, now kµ C scalar p′;µ
s+1 and kν C scalar p;ν

r+1 contribu-

tions can be evaluated independently of each other.

The contribution of the p′-leg, i.e., kµ C scalar p′;µ
s+1 consist of two distinct sets of diagrams;

shown in Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7. Fig. 4.6 denotes all new possible trilinear insertions on

the p′-leg and Fig. 4.7 refers to all the new insertion vertices being seagull insertions. For

the sake of convenience a trilinear vertex ‘µ to the right of vertex number q’ and a seagull

vertex ‘µ at the vertex number q’ on p′-leg were grouped together in Fig. 4.8 resulting in

a circled vertex denoted by ‘qµ’ contribution of which is expressed in Eq. 4.34.
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Hence, using the convention of circled vertices on p′-leg, the (s) seagull insertion dia-

grams of Fig. 4.7 can be grouped together with the first (s) number of the trilinear inser-

tion diagrams of Fig. 4.6. The last trilinear contribution of Fig. 4.6 is left un-grouped. The

resulting diagram after this regrouping is shown in Fig. 5.3.

V p′s s−1 3 2 1µ

+
V p′s s−1 3 2µ 1

+

+ · · · +
V p′

sµ s−1 2 1
+

V p′
µ s s−1 2 1

Figure 5.3: The sets of diagrams in Figs. 4.6 and 4.7 are grouped to form the s circled
vertices and one leftover (s+1)th trilinear diagram (where the new µ vertex is inserted to
the left of vertex number s on the p′-leg).

The corresponding contribution kµ C scalar p′; µ
s+1 can be written down symbolically as,

kµ C scalar p′; µ
s+1 =

 s∑
q=1

kµ C scalar p′; qµ

s+1

 + [
kµ C scalar p′; µ left of s

s+1

]
. (5.6)

The terms in the first square bracket in Eq. 5.6 represent the (s) number of circled vertex

diagrams. The contribution of these terms after using Eq. 4.34 can be expressed as

s∑
q=1

kµ C scalar p′; qµ

s+1 = (−1)(tµ+1) ×
( {
0 + δtµ,t1(2p′ + l′1)µ1S t1,t2

p′+
∑

1 +k×

(2p′ + 2Σ1 + 2k + l′2)µ2 · · · S ts,tV
p′+

∑
s +k

}
+

{
(2p′ + l′1)µ1

[
S t1,t2

p′+
∑

1
δtµ,t2(2p′ + 2Σ1 + l′2)µ2

−S t1,t2
p′+

∑
1 +kδtµ,t1(2p′ + 2Σ1 + 2k + l′2)µ2

]
· · · S ts,tV

p′+
∑

s +k

}
+ {· · · }

+
{
(2p′ + l′1)µ1S t1,t2

p′+
∑

1
· · ·

[
S ts−1,ts

p′+
∑

s−1
δtµ,ts(2p′ + 2Σs−1 + l′s)µs

−S ts−1,ts
p′+

∑
s−1 +kδtµ,ts−1(2p′ + 2Σs−1 + 2k + l′s)µs

]
S ts,tV

p′+
∑

s +k

} )
,

=

(
{0 + M1}+ {M2 − M1}+ {· · · }+ {Ms − Ms−1}

)
. (5.7)
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In Eq. 5.7 each circled vertex gives rise to difference of two terms in accordance with

Eq. 4.34 and the first contribution vanishes as scalar p′-leg is on-shell. The terms cancels

among themselves in pairs.

The singled out trilinear contribution (last diagram of Fig. 5.3), which is expressed sym-

bolically as in the second squared bracketed term in Eq. 5.6, can also be expressed as

difference of two terms after using Eq. 4.32 as,

kµ C scalar p′; µ left of s
s+1 = (−1)(tµ+1)

{
(2p′ + l′1)µ1S t1,t2

p′+
∑

1
· · · (2p′ + 2Σs−1 + l′s)µs×[

S ts,tV
p′+

∑
s
δtµ,tV − S ts,tV

p′+
∑

s +kδtµ,ts

] }
,

=
{
Ms+1 − Ms

}
. (5.8)

Here, the contribution Ms of Eq. 5.8 cancels with a similar remnant term from Eq. 5.7,

giving rise to the total contribution kµ C scalar p′; µ
s+1 to be proportional to the lower order con-

tribution C scalar p′
s times the delta function δtµ,tV which resulted due to GY reduction,

kµ C scalar p′; µ
s+1 = (−1)(tµ+1)

{
(2p′ + l′1)µ1S t1,t2

p′+
∑

1
· · · S ts,tV

p′+
∑

s

[
δtµ,tV

] }
= (−1)(tµ+1) δtµ,tV C scalar p′

s . (5.9)

In Eq. 5.9 the external hard photon being physically observable, the thermal type of vertex

V is of type-1, i.e., tV = 1. And, hence, the delta function in above expression constrains

tµ = 1 also.

A similar regrouping of the terms can be performed on the p-leg also regarding the kν C scalar p;ν
r+1

term of Eq. 5.5. The sets of diagrams after using the notation of circled vertices as in

Fig. 4.9 can be schematically represented as in Fig. 5.4. The terms regroup to become r

number of circled vertex diagrams and one leftover (r + 1)th trilinear diagram (resulting

from trilinear ν vertex being inserted to the right of vertex number r on the p-leg).
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p Vrν1 2 r−1
+

p Vr1 ν2 r−1
+

+ · · · +
p Vνr1 2 r−1

+
p Vν1 2 r−1 r

Figure 5.4: The set of diagrams representing K photon contribution of p-leg after using
the convention of Fig. 4.9. There are r circled vertex diagrams and one leftover (r + 1)th

trilinear diagram (where the new ν vertex is inserted to the right of vertex number r on
the p-leg).

The corresponding contribution of Fig. 5.4 is expressed in Eq. 5.10 as,

kν C scalar p; ν
r+1 =

 r∑
j=1

kν C scalar p; ν j

r+1

 + [
kν C scalar p; ν right of r

r+1

]
. (5.10)

After using the contributions arising from circled vertices on p-leg, as was expressed in

Eq. 4.35 and also using the ‘Generalized Feynman’s Identity’ for p-leg as mentioned in

Appendix B, we can write the contribution kν C scalar p; ν
r+1 to be proportional to lower order

contribution C scalar p
r times the delta function δtν,tV which resulted due to GY reduction,

kν C scalar p; ν
r+1 = (−1)(tν+1)

{
[δtν,tV ]S

tV ,tr
p+

∑
r
· · · S t2, t1

p+
∑

1
(2p + l1)ν1

}
= (−1)(tν+1) δtν,tV C scalar p

r . (5.11)

Again the thermal type of vertex V being type-1, i.e., tV = 1, the delta function in above

expression constrains tν = 1.

Hence, after using the results of Eq. 5.9 and Eq. 5.11 with Eq. 5.5 and Eq. 5.3 the total

contribution of K photon insertion between p and p′-leg becomes,

iM scalar; Kγ,p′,p
n+1 =e2(−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)(−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)×∫

d4k
(2π)4

δtµ,tV δtν,tV bk(p′, p)
[
− iD tµ,tν(k)

]
× iM scalar

n , (5.12)
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which after simplification can be written as,

M scalar; Kγ,p′,p
n+1 = −ie2

∫
d4k
(2π)4

δtµ,tV δtν,tV bk(p′, p)D tµ,tν(k) ×M scalar
n . (5.13)

The total matrix element as in Eq. 5.13 turns out to be proportional to the lower order

matrix element with all the contribution due to K photon insertions factored out.

5.2.2 Inclusion of already existing seagull interaction vertices

The calculation of the K photon insertion in between p and p′-leg can be also extended to

the case, when some of the already existing dotted vertices in Fig. 5.2 correspond to the

seagull vertices. If x number of dotted vertices refer to the seagull vertices, and rest of the

vertices refer to the trilinear vertices, then the total number of existing dotted vertices in

the schematic nth order (all virtual photon) diagram will be equal to ‘m = (2n− x)’, where

x ∈ [0, n] .

Now, suppose in the nth order diagram on p′-leg, at vertex numbers (q − 1) and q no sep-

arate trilinear vertices were present. But, rather there is a single seagull vertex in place

of these two trilinear vertices, from which photons with momenta l′q−1 and l′q are coming

out. The vertex element then would have been proportional to a term ‘δtq−1,tq(−2gµq−1µq)’

(apart from some overall factors). Now, a new K photon cannot get inserted at this seag-

ull vertex, making this vertex an inert one. The new K photon can be inserted on the

scalar propagators, which are present on both the sides of this already existing seagull

vertex. The momenta k of the new photon does not alter the seagull vertex contribution of

‘δtq−1,tq(−2gµq−1µq)’. And, it can be shown using simple algebra using ‘Generalized Feyn-

man’s Identity’ (Appendix B) that the pairwise cancellation of terms still holds, from those

two trilinear insertions, which are on each side of already existing seagull vertices.

Therefore, the factor proportional to ‘δtq−1,tq(−2gµq−1µq)’ gets carried along like an inert

factor, and GY reduction still holds. This is also true, if more than one seagull vertices are
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present on a particular leg. In those cases, wewill obtainmore than one inert factors carried

along. And, the argument does not depend on, whether the new K photon is inserted

between different legs, or if it is inserted on same leg. Hence, the presence of already

present seagull vertices in nth order diagram, does not create trouble; and all the above and

following results holds true, after just including the inert factors due to seagull vertices.

5.2.3 Both the K photon insertion vertices being on p′-leg

After discussing the effects of the K photon insertion in between different legs; now we

turn our attention to the cases where both the virtual photon insertion vertices are on the

same leg. We will at first consider the case, where both the photon vertices are inserted

on the p′-leg.

Now, as both the vertices are on the p′-legs; hence by the virtue of seagull insertions, the

tadpole diagrams are also possible. To avoid the double counting of the newly inserted

vertices, we will always insert vertex ν to the left of vertex µ. The new photon momenta

k will be leaving(entering) at vertex µ(ν) without loss of any generality (as four momenta

of virtual photons will anyway be integrated for all possible values of momenta).

We will again start with an nth photon diagram as shown in Fig. 5.2, where all already

existing dotted vertices correspond to the trilinear virtual photon vertices. Therefore, the

contribution of adding both the K photon insertion vertices to p′-leg can be expressed as

in following expression (with the understanding of notation used in Eq. 5.3 and Eq. 5.5),

iM scalar; Kγ,p′,p′

n+1 = (e)2n+2(−1)
∑m

i=1(ti+1)(−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)×∫
d4k
(2π)4

[
kµ kν C scalar p′; µ ,ν

s+2

]
× ΓV ×

[
C scalar p

r

]
× [bk(p′, p) × −iDtµ,tν ] ×Dn ,

(5.14)

where the kµ kν C scalar p′; µ ,ν
s+2 is the relevant part of the matrix element; and the notation has

to be understood in accordance with the discussion of paragraphs below Eq. 4.29.
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[
V sν s−1 2 1µ p′

+
V sν s−1 2µ 1 p′

+ · · · +

+
V sν s−1µ 2 1 p′

]
+

[
V s s−1ν 2 1µ p′

+ · · ·
]

+ · · · +

+

[
V s s−1 2ν 1µ p′

]

Figure 5.5: Set I: Diagrams where at both the µ and ν insertions all are circled vertices.

V ν s s−1 2 1µ p′
+

V ν s s−1 2µ 1 p′
+ · · · +

V ν sµ s−1 2 1 p′

Figure 5.6: Set II: Diagrams where at only µ insertions all are circled vertices, and ν
insertion is kept fixed.

V s=ν µ s−1 2 1 p′
+

V s s−1=ν µ 2 1 p′
+ · · · +

V s s−1 1=ν µ p′

Figure 5.7: Set III: Diagrams where at q = ν are all seagull insertions; and trilinear µ
insertion is at immediate right to all possible ν insertions.

V νµ s s−1 2 1 p′
+

V s νµ s−1 2 1 p′
+ · · · +

V s s−1 1 νµ p′

Figure 5.8: Set IV: Diagrams where all ν µ circled vertices are present. The last diagram
corresponds to the outermost self energy contribution and to avoid double counting, is to
be omitted on similar set of diagram on the p-leg.

V p′s s−1 q ν =µ q−1 2 1

Figure 5.9: A typical tadpole diagram on p′-leg, where the insertion vertices µ, ν due
the new K photon have been inserted in between the vertex number q − 1 and q. These
diagrams are sub-contributions of Set IV of Fig. 5.8.
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Due to the presence of the seagull vertices and tadpole diagrams the concerned numbers

of diagrams contributing to the kµ kν C scalar p′; µ ,ν
s+2 proliferate in numbers. To easily see the

nature of factorization, we regroup these diagrams into 4 sets of diagrams; as shown in

the figures above. The Set-I of Fig. 5.5 consist of diagrams, where at both the µ and ν

insertions all are circled vertices. The Set-II of Fig. 5.6 consist of diagrams, where at only

µ insertions all are circled vertices, and ν insertion is kept fixed to the right of vertex V .

The Set-III of Fig. 5.7 consist of diagrams, where at q = ν are all seagull insertions; and

trilinear µ insertion is at immediate right to all possible ν insertions. And Set-IV of Fig. 5.8

consist of diagrams, where all the possible ν µ circled vertices are present. Fig. 5.8 has sub-

contributions from tadpole diagrams. A typical tadpole diagram is shown in Fig. 5.9. All

these Sets of diagrams can be evaluated using Eq. 4.34, Eq. 4.35 and the ‘Generalized

Feynman Identities’ of Appendix B.

The contribution of Set-I of the diagrams of Fig. 5.5 can be expressed as,

kµkν C scalar p′; µ, ν, I
s+2 = (−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)×( {

(2p′ + l′1)µ1S t1,t2
p′+

∑
1
(2p′ + 2Σ1 + l′2)µ2 · · ·

[
S ts−1,ts

p′+
∑

s−1
(2p′ + 2Σs−1 + l′s)µsδtν,ts−1δtµ,ts−1

−S ts−1,ts
p′+

∑
s−1 +k(2p′ + 2Σs−1 + 2k + l′s)µsδtν,tsδtµ,ts−1

]
S ts,tV

p′+
∑

s

}
+

{
(2p′ + l′1)µ1S t1,t2

p′+
∑

1
(2p′ + 2Σ1 + l′2)µ2 · · ·

[
S ts−2,ts−1

p′+
∑

s−2
(2p′ + 2Σs−2 + l′s−1)µs−1δtν,ts−2

−S ts−2,ts−1
p′+

∑
s−2 +k(2p′ + 2Σs−2 + 2k + l′s−1)µs−1δtν,ts−1

]
δtµ,ts−2 · · · S ts,tV

p′+
∑

s

}
+ {· · · }

+
{
(2p′ + l′1)µ1

[
S t1,t2

p′+
∑

1
(2p′ + 2Σ1 + l′2)µ2δtν,t1δtµ,t1−

S t1,t2
p′+

∑
1 +k(2p′ + 2Σ1 + 2k + l′2)µ2δtν,t2δtµ,t1

]
S t2,t3

p′+
∑

2
· · · S ts,tV

p′+
∑

s

} )
.

(5.15)

For Set-II of diagrams as seen in Fig. 5.6, pairwise cancellation happens between typical
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terms, leaving us with single contributing expression,

kµkν C scalar p′; µ, ν, II
s+2 = (−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)×( {
(2p′ + l′1)µ1S t1,t2

p′+
∑

1
(2p′ + 2Σ1 + l′2)µ2 · · · S ts−1,ts

p′+
∑

s−1
δtµ,ts(2p′ + 2Σs−1 + l′s)µs×[

S ts,tV
p′+

∑
s
δtν,ts − S ts,tV

p′+
∑

s +kδtν,tV

]} )
. (5.16)

Now, the contributions Set-III of diagrams of Fig. 5.7 can be expressed as,

kµkν C scalar p′; µ, ν, III
s+2 = (−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1) ×( {

(2p′ + l′1)µ1S t1,t2
p′+

∑
1
(2p′ + 2Σ1 + l′2)µ2 · · ·

[
S ts−1,ts

p′+
∑

s−1
δtµ,ts

−S ts−1,ts
p′+

∑
s−1 +kδtµ,ts−1

]
δtν,ts(−2k)µs

}
+

{
(2p′ + l′1)µ1S t1,t2

p′+
∑

1
(2p′ + 2Σ1 − 2k + l′2)µ2 · · ·

[
S ts−2,ts−1

p′+
∑

s−2
δtµ,ts−1

−S ts−2,ts−1
p′+

∑
s−2 +kδtµ,ts−2

]
δtν,ts−1(−2k)µs−1S ts,tV

p′+
∑

s

}
+

{
· · ·

}
+

{
(2p′ + l′1)µ1

[
S t1,t2

p′+
∑

1
δtµ,t2−

S t1,t2
p′+

∑
1 +kδtµ,t1

]
δtν,t2(−2k)µ2S t2,t3

p′+
∑

2
· · · S ts,tV

p′+
∑

s

}
+

{
δtµ,t1(−2k)µ1δtν,t1S t1,t2

p′+
∑

1
(2p′ + 2Σ1 + l′2)µ2 · · ·

} )
. (5.17)

We have to note that the contribution of Eq. 5.17 has a similar structure like Set-I of di-

agrams of Eq. 5.15. But, it is also to be noted that all the terms of Eq. 5.17 are linearly

dependent in the K photon momenta via the factors of (−2k)µi . All the particular con-

tributing diagrams of Fig. 5.7 can be written down after applying ‘Generalized Feynman

Identity’ as a difference of two terms. Only the last diagram of Fig. 5.7 contributes a sin-

gle term as p′-leg is on-shell, represented by the last curly bracketed term in Eq. 5.17. It

is to be noted that this term does not have any other dependence on K photon momenta k

expect via the factor (−2k)µ1 .

Before calculating the full contribution of Set-IV of diagrams Fig. 5.8, let us observe the

contribution due to a particular diagram of that set. Let that particular diagram be the
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one where the ν µ circled vertex is placed in between vertex number (q − 1) and q on

the p′ leg. The ν µ circled vertex insertion consist of two sub-diagrams, the first where

‘trilinear ν insertion is at immediate left to trilinear µ insertion’, and the one where ‘µ

and ν insertion make a tadpole diagram’ (shown in Fig. 5.9). The contribution of first

subgraph is expressed inside first square bracketed terms in Eq. 5.18; and the contribution

of the tadpole diagram is expressed in the second square bracketed term in Eq. 5.18. Note

that any typical tadpole contribution has a symmetry factor of 1/2, nullifying the factor of

(−2) coming from seagull vertex.

kµkν C scalar p′; µ, ν, IV,q
s+2 = (−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)×(

(2p′ + l′1)µ1S t1,t2
p′+

∑
1
(2p′ + 2Σ1 + l′2)µ2 · · ·

{[
S tq−1,tq

p′+
∑

q−1 +kδtµ,tq−1δtν,tq

−S tq−1,tq
p′+

∑
q−1
δtµ,tq−1δtν,tq−1 + S tq−1,tµ

p′+
∑

q−1
(2p + 2Σq−1 + k) · k δtµ,tνS

tν,tq
p′+

∑
q−1

]
+

[
S tq−1,tµ

p′+
∑

q−1
(−k2)δtµ,tνS

tν,tq
p′+

∑
q−1

]} )
. (5.18)

In the expression of Eq. 5.18, the O(k2) contributions coming from trilinear self energy

corrections and the tadpole contributions cancel exactly among themselves. Although any

O(k2) contributions in the numerator is IR finite at finite temperature (as the leading IR

divergence is linear in denominator), but without the exact cancellation of these finite

O (k2) terms, the IR factorization and resummation would be impossible. Hence, the tad-

pole contributions are indispensable to achieve the IR factorization and resummation.

With this understanding, the total contribution of Set-IV of diagrams of Fig. 5.8 can be

expressed in detail in Eq. 5.20, and schematically in Eq. 5.19 below,

kµkν C scalar p′; µ, ν, IV
s+2 =

 s∑
q=1

Aq −
s∑

q=0

Bq +
s∑

q=0

Cq

 , (5.19)

where to identify Aq, Bq, Cq clearly with convenience, the contributing terms in Eq. 5.20

have been coloured with same colours. In Eq. 5.20 the last term
{
[−B0 + C0]

}
arises from
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the outermost self-energy contribution on the p′ leg. All the Bq terms are proportional to

C scalar p′
s , and all the Cq terms are odd in photon momenta k.

kµkν C scalar p′; µ, ν, IV
s+2 = (−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1) ×( {

(2p′ + l′1)µ1S t1,t2
p′+

∑
1
(2p′ + 2Σ1 + l′2)µ2 · · ·

[
S ts,tV

p′+
∑

s +kδtµ,tsδtν,tV

−S ts,tV
p′+

∑
s
δtµ,tsδtν,ts + S ts,tµ

p′+
∑

s
(2p′ + 2Σs) · k δtµ,tνS

tν,tV
p′+

∑
s

]}
+

{
(2p′ + l′1)µ1S t1,t2

p′+
∑

1
(2p′ + 2Σ1 + l′2)µ2 · · ·

[
S ts−1,ts

p′+
∑

s−1 +kδtµ,ts−1δtν,ts

−S ts−1,ts
p′+

∑
s−1
δtµ,ts−1δtν,ts−1 + S ts−1,tµ

p′+
∑

s−1
(2p′ + 2Σs−1) · k δtµ,tνS

tν,ts
p′+

∑
s−1

]
· · ·

}
+

{
· · ·

}
+

{
(2p′ + l′1)µ1

[
S t1,t2

p′+
∑

1 +kδtµ,t1δtν,t2 − S t1,t2
p′+

∑
1
δtµ,t1δtν,t1

+S t1,tµ
p′+

∑
1
(2p′ + 2Σ1) · k δtµ,tνS

tν,t2
p′+

∑
1

]
· · ·

}
+

{
−δtµ,t1δtν,t1(2p′ + l′1)µ1S t1,t2

p′+
∑

1
(2p′ + 2Σ1 + l′2)µ2 · · ·

+(2p′) · k S tµ,t1
p′ δtµ,tν(2p′ + l′1)µ1S t1,t2

p′+
∑

1
(2p′ + 2Σ1 + l′2)µ2 · · ·

} )
,

≡ {
[As − Bs + Cs]

}
+ {· · · }+ {

[A1 − B1 + C1]
}
+

{
[−B0 + C0]

}
. (5.20)

kµkν C scalar p′; µ, ν, I+II+III
s+2 = kµkν C scalar p′; µ, ν, I

s+2 + kµkν C scalar p′; µ, ν, II
s+2 + kµkν C scalar p′; µ, ν, III

s+2

= (−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1) ×
( {
(2p′ + l′1)µ1S t1,t2

p′+
∑

1
(2p′ + 2Σ1 + l′2)µ2 · · · S ts,tV

p′+
∑

s
· · · ×[

δtµ,t1δtν,t1 + δtµ,t2δtν,t2 + · · ·+ δtµ,tsδtν,ts

]}
+

{[
(−2k)µ1δtµ,t1δtν,t1

]
S t1,t2

p′+
∑

1
(2p′ + 2Σ1 + l′2)µ2 · · ·+

+(2p′ + l′1)µ1S t1,t2
p′+

∑
1

[
(−2k)µ2δtµ,t2δtν,t2

]
(2p′ + 2Σ1 + l′2)µ2 · · ·+ · · ·

+(2p′ + l′1)µ1S t1,t2
p′+

∑
1
· · · S ts−1,ts

p′+
∑

s−1

[
(−2k)µsδtµ,tsδtν,ts

]
· · ·

}
−

{
(2p′ + l′1)µ1S t1,t2

p′+
∑

1
(2p′ + 2Σ1 + l′2)µ2 · · ·

[
S ts,tV

p′+
∑

s +kδtµ,tsδtν,tV

]
· · ·

+(2p′ + l′1)µ1S t1,t2
p′+

∑
1
(2p′ + 2Σ1 + l′2)µ2 · · ·

[
S ts−1,ts

p′+
∑

s−1 +kδtµ,ts−1δtν,ts

]
· · ·+ · · ·

+(2p′ + l′1)µ1
[
S t1,t2

p′+
∑

1 +kδtµ,t1δtν,t2

]
(2p′ + 2Σ1 + l′2)µ2 · · ·

} )
≡ {X}+ {Y} − {Z} . (5.21)

The Set-I, Set-II and Set-III contributions from Eq. 5.15, Eq. 5.16 and Eq. 5.16 can be
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added together. These result in mutual cancellation of terms within themselves, producing

a final expression as in Eq. 5.21 above, where again the contributing terms have been

colour coded in Eq. 5.21 to correctly identify the X, Y , Z, sets of terms conveniently.

Now, to obtain the kµkν C scalar p′; µ, ν
s+2 the expressions of Eq. 5.20 and Eq. 5.21 have to be

added together. By observing those equations it can be easily noted that the same colour

coded terms of Eq. 5.20 and Eq. 5.21 are of same structure. Hence, the s number of Aq

terms of Eq. 5.20 (or Eq. 5.19) exactly cancels with s number of Z terms fromEq. 5.21. The

Cq terms of Eq. 5.20 (or Eq. 5.19) and Y terms from Eq. 5.21 are odd in photon momenta k

(with no other photon momenta dependence anywhere); hence vanishing upon integrating

photon momenta
∫
d4k. And, s number of X terms of Eq. 5.21 cancels exactly with s

number of Bq terms of Eq. 5.20 (or Eq. 5.19); leaving only a single term from Eq. 5.20

which corresponds to (−B0) which resulted from outermost self energy correction on p′-

leg. Therefore the total contribution of all the Sets of diagrams on p′-leg reduces to,

kµkν C scalar p′; µ, ν
s+2 = kµkν C scalar p′; µ, ν, I+II+III

s+2 + kµkν C scalar p′; µ, ν, IV
s+2

= (−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)

{[
−δtµ,t1δtν,t1

]
(2p′ + l′1)µ1S t1,t2

p′+
∑

1
(2p′ + 2Σ1 + l′2)µ2 · · · S ts,tV

p′+
∑

s

}
= (−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)

[
−δtµ,t1δtν,t1

]
C scalar p′

s . (5.22)

The contribution of K photon insertion on p′-leg, kµkν C scalar p′; µ, ν
s+2 becomes proportional

to the lower order contribution C scalar p′
s times the delta function

[
−δtµ,t1δtν,t1

]
. Note, the

presence of a minus sign (which resulted from Eq. 5.20) in contrast to a similar expression

for the insertion between different legs in Eq. 5.9 and Eq. 5.11. The external scalar being

physical and observable, the thermal type of vertex number ‘1’ can be of type-1 only, i.e.,

t1 = 1. The delta function in Eq. 5.22 hence constrains tµ = tν = t1 = 1 only.

With this understanding and using Eq. 5.14 the effect of adding a virtual K photon to only
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p′-leg can be written as,

iM scalar; Kγ,p′,p′

n+1 =e2(−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)(−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)×∫
d4k
(2π)4

[
−δtµ,t1 δtν,t1

]
bk(p′, p′)

[
− iD tµ,tν(k)

]
× iM scalar

n . (5.23)

which after simplification becomes,

M scalar; Kγ,p′,p′

n+1 = +ie2
∫

d4k
(2π)4

δtµ,t1 δtν,t1 bk(p′, p′)D tµ,tν(k) ×M scalar
n . (5.24)

Note the ‘plus’ sign in the above expression in contrast to ‘minus’ sign in Eq. 5.13 (which

resulted from extra ‘minus’ sign from Eq. 5.22).

5.2.4 Schematic discussion of K photon factorization on p′-leg

In the above section we have discussed in detail the effects of the K photon insertion, when

both the insertion vertices are on p′-leg. Due to presence of seagull diagrams, there arose

the possibility of tadpole diagrams on p′-leg. We have discussed about the technique to

avoid double-counting of insertion vertices, by always placing the ν insertion vertex to

the left-side of insertion vertex µ. Due to presence of seagull and tadpole diagrams, the

number of relevant diagrams proliferate; and we have to regroup the diagrams in terms of

four distinct classes, i.e., Set-I, II, III and IV.

Although we have exhibited the full technical details of the calculation, it is instructive to

understand the nature of the cancellation through a schematic discussion on the effect of

K photon insertion with both vertices on the p′ leg. The matrix element, after insertion of

the K photon, can be schematically expressed as

M scalar; Kγ,p′,p′

n+1 ∝
∫

d4k
(2π)4

[{
O(k)d + Seagull

}
+ O(k)no d +

{
O(k2)no d + tadpole

}
+M scalar

n

]
∝

∫
d4k
(2π)4

M scalar
n . (5.25)
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In Eq. 5.25, O(k) and O(k2) respectively denote the remainder linear and quadratic in k

terms in addition toM scalar
n . The suffixes, ‘d’ and ‘no d’ respectively reflect the depen-

dence and absence of photon momentum (k) in the denominators of particular terms . The

‘O(k)d’ terms exactly cancels against the ‘Seagull’ contributions. The ‘O(k2)no d’ terms

though finite, cancels exactly against ‘tadpole terms’. And, there are some terms which

are represented by ‘O(k)no d’ they being odd under the momentum integral vanishes to

zero. Hence, the ‘M scalar; Kγ, p′, p′

n+1 ’ becomes proportional to the lower order matrix element

‘M scalar
n ’; and the exact result is shown in Eq. 5.24.

Now, from this discussion we see that, without the incorporation of seagull and tadpole

contributions the O(k)d and O(k2)no d terms would not have cancelled; and we would not

have got such a clean factorization as in Eq. 5.24. Hence, seagull and tadpole contributions

are indispensable to achieve this clean factorization.

5.2.5 Both the K photon insertion vertices being on p-leg

Analogous to both the K photon insertion vertices being inserted on the p′-leg, a similar

analysis can be performed when both the K photon insertion vertices are inserted on the

p-leg. The resulting diagrams can again be grouped into four classes of sets of diagrams.

After adding all of them we find analogous cancellation between the contributions leaving

us with a similar expression of (−B0) as in Eq. 5.20 for the p-leg. The origin of this (−B0)

term was the outermost self energy correction. But, according to the method of the GY

this outermost self energy contribution has to be discounted in favour of wave function

renormalization [137]. Hence, on dropping the similar term of (−B0) for the K photon

insertion on the p-leg the total contribution vanishes.

But there is nothing special about the p or p′-leg, as this compensation for wave function

renormalization could have been included in either of the legs. Therefore we symmetrize

the result of K photon insertion with both vertices on the same leg over the two possibilities
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related to different legs. The contributions then can be expressed as,

M scalar; Kγ,p′,p′

n+1 = +ie2
1

2

∫
d4k
(2π)4

δtµ,t1 δtν,t1 bk(p′, p′)D tµ,tν(k) ×M scalar
n ,

M scalar; Kγ,p,p
n+1 = +ie2

1

2

∫
d4k
(2π)4

δtµ,t1 δtν,t1 bk(p, p)D tµ,tν(k) ×M scalar
n . (5.26)

5.2.6 Including the disallowed diagrams

p
k

p′
q

d

V

p

k

p′
q

d

V

p

k

p′
q

d

V

p

k

p′
q

d

V

Figure 5.10: Disallowed diagrams related to nth order diagrams; which becomes possible
allowed diagrams at the (n + 1)th order while inserting virtual photons.

There were certain diagrams which were disallowed at an nth order process to account for

the correct wave function renormalization prescription in GY technique Ref. [12]. These

diagrams refer to the outermost self energy diagrams which were discounted to compen-

sate for the wave function renormalization. However, when we add a virtual photon to

the nth order diagrams by either insertion of K or G photons, these diagrams become al-

lowed in the (n + 1)th order diagrams. Therefore, the contributions of these terms must

be taken into account at higher orders. Now, as we are performing the calculation at fi-

nite temperature the insertion vertices of some (not every diagram) of these disallowed

diagrams (represented by momenta d in Fig. 5.10) can sometimes (not always) have both

the thermal types of insertion vertices at both insertions. As in the first picture of the dis-

allowed diagram in Fig. 5.10 both the insertion vertices related to the photon momenta

‘d’ can be of either be thermal type-1 or type-2. Hence, in those cases of particular (nth

order disallowed but at (n+1)th order allowed) diagrams at the (n+1)th order the thermal

type of vertex number ‘1’ can be of type-2 thermal type also, i.e., ‘t1 = 2’ also. But, the
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thermal type of vertex tν related to the new photon momenta k when inserted on outer-

most leg is always of thermal type-1 (as this is the inserted on outermost physical p-leg),

i.e., ‘tν = 1’ always for outermost insertion. Therefore, taking into account of all these

disallowed diagrams with all possible thermal vertices; we find that, with the addition of

mass counterterm all the contribution of disallowed diagrams vanish to zero, as in zero

temperature GY case. Therefore, the disallowed diagrams does not create any trouble for

the calculation.

5.2.7 The total contribution due to K photon insertions

The total contribution for the K photon insertion to an nth order diagram can be expressed

as,

M scalar; Kγ, tot
n+1 =

ie2

2

∫
d4k
(2π)4

{
δtµ,t1 δtν,t1 D tµ,tν(k)

[
bk(p′, p′) + bk(p, p)

]
+ δtµ,tV δtν,tV D tµ,tν(k)

[
− 2bk(p′, p)

] }
M scalar

n ,

≡ [B]M scalar
n . (5.27)

Here,

B =
ie2

2

∫
d4k
(2π)4

D11(k)
[
bk(p′, p′) − 2bk(p′, p) + bk(p, p)

]
,

≡ ie2

2

∫
d4k
(2π)4

D11(k)
[
J2(k)

]
. (5.28)

In Eq. 5.28 the fact that the thermal type of vertices related to external/hard physically

observable particles must be of type-1, constrains ‘tV = t1 = 1’. With this consideration

B becomes proportional to the ‘(11)’ component of thermal photon propagator. This re-

sult of being proportional to the D11(k) type thermal photon propagator will be of prime

importance while cancelling the the IR divergent pieces in between virtual and real soft

photon contributions.
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It is also to be noted that, by observing the structure of D11(k) in Eq. 5.28 that, the leading

linear and sub-leading logarithmic divergence are contained in B which has been factored

out from nth order matrix element in Eq. 5.27. Both these leading and sub-leading di-

vergences will cancel against real photon contributions as will be shown in upcoming

discussion.

5.3 Insertion of virtual G photons

As we have already discussed, in thermal field theory due to the presence of thermal fluc-

tuations the IR behaviour diverge more violently; i.e., at leading behaviour linearly (as

opposed to leading logarithmic behaviour at zero temperate) and at sub-leading behaviour

logarithmically. We have already proved in Eq. 5.27 that K photon contributions have

both leading linear and sub-leading logarithmic divergence. Now, we have to correctly

identify all the IR finite pieces related to a particular process. It has been already seen in

Chapter 3 and in Chapter 4 that the G photon contributions are completely IR finite. We

know that at zero temperature the contribution of G photon contribution behaves like,

MGγ;T=0
n+1 ∝

{
gµν − bk(p f , pi)kµkν

}
× pµf pνi ,

= 0 + O(k) . (5.29)

The leading divergence for the zero temperature theory (both in fermionic and scalar QED)

was logarithmic in nature and hence any power of photon momenta k in the numerator will

make the corresponding G photon contribution IR finite.

Now in the thermal field theory due to the presence of bosonic number operator, there are

mainly two issues which we have to focus on. These are inclusion of thermal photons and

thermal scalar. Keeping aside the issue of thermal scalar for the moment (we will return

to this issue) we can see that the leading thermal behaviour due to the thermal part of the
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photon propagators for all the components is proportional to,

2πδ(k2)N(|k0|) ≡ 2πδ(k2)
1

exp|k0 |/T −1
. (5.30)

This makes the leading IR divergence to be linear and also produces additional sub-leading

logarithmic IR divergence from any O(k) term in the numerator.

As the zero temperature structure of G photon insertion is well known, we proceed by fo-

cusing on finite temperature part. As thermal part of the photon propagators contain δ(k2)

part hence, there are mainly two modification that happen. First, the bk(p f , pi) modifies

to,

bT,0
k (p f , pi) =

p f · pi

p f · k pi · k
. (5.31)

And then we can drop off any (k2) terms, whether in the scalar propagators or in the

numerators of the matrix element. With this understanding a generic insertion of the G

photon to an nth order matrix element can be written as,

M scalar;Gγ
n+1 ∼

∫
d4k
(2π)4

[
i

k2 + iϵ
δtµ,tν ± 2πδ(k2)N(|k|)Dtµ,tν

T

] [
gµν − bkkµkν

] [
scalar

]
µν

,

(5.32)

where the first square bracketed term comes from the photon propagator (the relative ±

sign is due to different components of the propagators). The second square bracketed term

represents the rearranged polarization sum of G photon and the third square bracketed

term corresponds to the matrix element part of charged scalar (with scalar vertices, scalar

propagator, and already existing photons).

The relevant portion of the scalar matrix element is the part, where the new G photon is

inserted at vertex µ and ν. Hence, contracting the G photon polarization sum with the

relevant vertex factors of scalar matrix element contribution at only the µ and ν vertices
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(assuming µ, ν insertion to be trilinear at first), we obtain from Eq. 5.32,

[gµν − bkkµkν]
{
S tq−1,tµ

p f +
∑

q−1

[
(2p f + 2Σq−1 + k)µ S tµ,tq

p f +
∑

q−1 +k(2p f + 2Σq−1 + 2k + l′q)µq

]}
×{

S t j+1,tν
pi+

∑
j +k

[
(2pi + 2Σ j + k)ν S tν,t j

p f +
∑

j
(2pi + 2Σ j−1 + l j)ν j

]}
=

[
4P f · Pi + 2(P f + Pi) · k − 4bkP f · k Pi · k

] [
S tq−1,tµS tµ,tqS t j+1,tνS tν,t j(· · · )µq(· · · )ν j

]
,

=

[
0(p f · pi) + 2(p f + pi) · k

] [
scalar

]
/µ/ν

, (5.33)

In the above expression, we have used Pi = pi +
∑ j−1

i=1 li, and P f = p f +
∑q−1

i=1 l′i . In

the IR limit, we have replaced Pi → pi and P f → p f , and have also used Eq. 5.31 to

substitute the expression for bk , to obtain the final expression of Eq. 5.33. We find due to

the construction of bk the leading (p f · pi) term vanishes to zero. The [scalar]
/µ/ν
refer to the

remaining scalar matrix element contribution due to the other vertices and propagators.

The /µ and /ν in the subscript has been used to remind us that the contribution of µ and ν

insertion vertices have been contracted with G photon polarization sum. As the momenta

ofG photon flows through all the propagators and the vertices which are in between ν and

µ (here ν vertex is always situated to the left of µ ) insertion vertices, the [scalar]
/µ/ν
term

can be expressed in a power series expansion of photon momenta k in the soft limit as,

[scalar]
/µ/ν
∼

[ O(1) + O(k) + O(k2) + · · ·
(pi.k)(p f .k)

]
∼

[ O(1) + O(k) + O(k2) + · · ·
O(k2)

]
(5.34)

Hence, using the results of Eq. 5.33 and Eq. 5.34 in the Eq. 5.32 we obtain the following

expression,

M scalar;Gγ
n+1 ∼

∫
d4k
(2π)4

[ i
k2 + iϵ

δtµ,tν ± 2πδ(k2)N(|k|)D tµ,tν
T

]
×[

0(p f · pi) + 2(p f + pi) · k
] [ O(1) + O(k) + O(k2) + · · ·

O(k2)

]
(5.35)

Here we see the leading linear divergence ‘2πδ(k2)N(|k|) × (0(p f · pi)) × O(1)’ coming

from finite temperature (T , 0) part, and the leading logarithmic divergence coming from
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zero temperature (T = 0) part ‘(1/(k2+ iϵ))× (0(p f · pi))×O(1)’ vanishes to zero due to

the construction of bk (as bk was constructed such that the coefficient of (p f · pi) vanishes).

At finite temperature (T , 0) there are also other potential logarithmic sub-divergent

contributions due to the term ‘2πδ(k2)N(|k|)×(0(p f ·pi))×O(k)’ which also vanishes as the

coefficient of (p f ·pi) term is zero. There is also other potential logarithmic sub-divergence

at finite temperature (T , 0) due to the term, ‘2πδ(k2)N(|k|) × (2(p f + pi) · k) × O(1)’.

This term is odd under the photon momenta (k), i.e., (k ↔ −k), and hence vanishes upon

the momentum integral. Hence, all the sub-divergences also vanishes.

Therefore, the contribution of theG photon is free of any IR divergences and is completely

IR finite. Here, it was assumed that there were no IR divergences associated with already

existing photon momenta (l′i/li). In reality, IR divergence can arise due to any of these

photon momenta going soft. We also have not discussed about the effects of inclusion of

thermal scalars. We will discuss about these cases in more details in following subsection.

It will be found that after inclusion of all these generalities also G photon contributions

are IR finite.

5.3.1 Insertion of thermal scalars and other subtleties

In the above discussion we had considered many simplifications to show the fundamental

aspects of G photon insertion. We relax those simplifications here, one by one to finally

find again, the G photon contributions to be IR finite.

1. IR divergence due to any of the already existing photon momenta l′i/li :

In the previous discussion we have presumed that there were no IR divergences as-

sociated with the photon momenta li(l′i) of the already existing photons in an nth

order diagram, which is not necessarily the case. A potential IR divergence can be

produced from any of the already existing photons becoming soft in a particular di-

agram. Hence, according to GY, we have to identify the sets of momenta li which
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controls the IR divergence of a particular diagram. If li, i = 1, · · · ,m photon mo-

menta have been identified as the controlling set of momenta for IR divergence, then

it is also known that there is not any divergence related to any subset of these con-

trolling momenta [12]. In literature [12,41] the diagrams with controlling momenta

are often referred to as ‘Skeletal Diagram’.

Now, it has been shown for fermionic QED at zero [12] and finite [41] temperature

that the skeletal diagram cannot create any IR divergence when all of the controlling

momenta correspond to G photon polarization.

This argument can easily be generalized to the case of thermal scalar QED here as

the basic structure due to any of the controlling momenta beingG photon is same as

of the structure of Eq. 5.35. Hence, it can be shown that, any single momentum fac-

tor li among the set li, i = 1, · · · ,m in numerator will make the whole contribution

of skeletal diagram IR finite as all the controlling momenta being G photon, corre-

spond to all of them being virtual photons (asG photon is a rearrangement of virtual

polarization). Thus we have the freedom to symmetrize the skeletal diagram with

respect to all virtual G photon controlling momenta (li → −li) (photon propagators

−iDta,tb(li) are anyway symmetric in li’s). It was shown in Ref. [41] (for fermionic

QED), and also can be shown here with simple algebra that this symmetrization

brings in one or more factors of momenta li from controlling set li, i = 1, · · · ,m,

to the numerator of the corresponding expression. As the leading linear and sub-

leading logarithmic divergence has already been shown to have cancelled from the

construction ofG photons in Eq. 5.35; hence any extra powers of li from the control-

ling set li, i = 1, · · · ,m due to this symmetrization procedure softens and removes

any asociated sub-divergences, making the skeletal diagram with all the G photons

again IR finite.

2. Presence of already existing real photon vertices on nth order diagram: If some

of the dotted vertices in the nth order diagram correspond to the real photon vertices,
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then the diagram is not symmetric in the real photon emission/absorption (absorp-

tion is also possible in finite temperature) due to the presence of weighted phase

space factor (but is symmetric in thermal partNB(k0) of phase space factor) as shown

in Eq. 4.7. But, the diagram has to be only symmetrized in virtual G photon con-

trolling momenta; hence this does to pose any problem. Symmetrizing in virtual

photons again renders skeletal diagram IR finite.

3. The inclusion of thermal scalars: Now the inclusion of thermal scalars can poten-

tially bring in additional divergence due to the presence of the thermal propagators;

which are proportional to ‘delta function times bosonic number operator for scalars’.

Now, if scalars go thermal, for p-leg (for p′-leg also we get an analogous result) we

get additional δ((p +
∑

j +k)2 − m2) factors from scalar propagators. Using the

properties of the delta functions the new photon momenta k can be constrained in

terms of the controlling set of momenta li, i = 1, · · · ,m; for skeletal diagram. And,

as we have already seen that there is no IR divergence related to skeletal diagram,

when all the controlling momenta correspond to G photons, hence the inclusion of

thermal scalars does not worsen the IR structure of matrix element, and the matrix

elements are IR finite.

4. G photon is inserted on a trilinear vertex making that a seagull vertex: Till now

we have only discussed about G photon insertion, where they have been inserted to

make new trilinear µ and ν vertices. But, this is not always true; any one or both

of µ and ν vertices can be inserted at an already existing trilinear vertex making it a

seagull vertex. These kind of insertions produce additional factors such as,

{
S tq−1,tµ

p f +
∑

q−1

[
−2gµ,µq

]}
and

{
S t j+1,tν

pi+
∑

j +k

[
−2gν,ν j

]}
. (5.36)

In the above expression of Eq. 5.36 the terms in the curly brackets replaces similar

terms in curly braces in Eq. 5.33 if the new insertion were to be seagull ones.

At zero temperature it can be shown that the G photon contributions due to seagull
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diagrams have an extra term linearly dependent on the photon momentum k than a

corresponding trilinear insertion.

This can be very easily seen from looking at the circled vertex analogue ofG photon

insertion from Fig. 4.8 where a trilinear µ insertion vertex is inserted at the immedi-

ate right vertex number q, and in a different contribution at vertex number q making

a seagull vertex on p′-leg.

We will concentrate on the zero temperature part at first, before moving to the finite

temperature analogue. The relevant contribution of the analogous ‘Circled G Pho-

ton’ combined expression has the form, (for sake of clarity after dropping the part

of G photon polarization and loop integrations):

Mµ,Gγ
n+1,q ∼ · · ·

1

(p′ +
∑

q−1)2 − m2

[
(2p′ + 2Σq−1 + k)µ

1

(p′ +
∑

q−1+k)2 − m2
×

×(2p′ + 2Σq−1 + 2k + l′q)µq − 2gµµq

]
× 1

(p′ +
∑

q +k)2 − m2
· · · . (5.37)

In the above expression the photon momentum of the already existing trilinear ver-

tex at q is denoted by l′q. A similar contribution can be written down for a sim-

ilar G photon insertion at the ν vertex insertion (which will be the analogous di-

agram of Fig. 4.9) at vertex j. Factoring out the scalar propagator contribution

1/((p′ +
∑

q−1+k)2 − m2) and multiplying with −2gµq contribution of the seagull

insertion, we get the term to be reducing to (2p′ · k + k2) . We note that the leading

power of IR divergence inG photon insertion arises when all the controlling sets of

momenta goes soft together in skeletal diagrams. Thus we have put all l′i = 0 and

and have used the on-shellness of p′-leg in the above expression of Eq. 5.37.

The contribution of the seagull insertion becoming proportional to (2p′ · k + k2),

implies that at the leading order it will contribute linearly in k at zero temperature

and hence is IR finite according to previously mentioned discussions.

Now, for the case when the scalars are thermal then, extra thermal part (delta func-
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tion times number operator) of scalar propagators are also present in the discussion.

The relevant part of the matrix element again looks like [gµν − bkkµkν][scalar]µν.

Where, in [scalar]µν now one or both of the µ, ν insertion can be trilinear/seagull

insertion. A similar analysis analogous to Eq. 5.37 can be performed for both µ and

ν insertions now, but with presence of thermal scalar propagators. The final results

are very messy and we will not write down the explicit expression here.

But, we will point out the main results. The contribution when both the µ and ν

vertices are trilinear has leading linear and sub-leading logarithmic divergence (as

already seen from Eq. 5.35). The contribution when one of the insertion vertices

among µ or ν is seagull and other one is trilinear have only logarithmic divergences.

The contribution where both the µ and ν insertion correspond to seagull insertion

has an overall factor O(k) in the numerator, i.e., it is linear in numerator and hence

is IR finite. The term when µ and ν are identified (a tadpole diagram) is O(k2) in

the numerator and also is IR finite.

The leading linear and sub-leading logarithmic divergence, when both the µ and ν

insertion are trilinear have already been found to vanish according to Eq. 5.35. The

other sub-divergence, arising from one of the insertions µ or ν being trilinear and

the other one being quadrilinear is logarithmic and also vanishes after symmetrizing

with respect to photon momenta G photon momenta k. And, when there are more

than one controlling momenta li, i = 1, · · · ,m; controlling the divergences then,

symmetrising over all of them, at-least bring one or more additional powers of li’s

in the numerator cancelling any logarithmic sub-divergence.

It is also to be noted that, this argument does not depend on whether the vertices

where the newG photon is inserted, corresponded to already existing K orG photon

insertion. Hence, all the contribution which refer to seagull type due to insertions

of new G photons are IR finite.
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5. If there were already existing seagull vertices in nth order diagram: Till now we

have only considered the nth order diagrams which have trilinear insertions. If there

were already existing seagull diagrams in the nth order diagram, then this does not

complicate the concerned scenario. As, no new photons (whether G or K) can be

inserted on those seagull insertions; hence they behave like some inert vertices. The

contributions due to those already existing seagull insertion vertices just get carried

along and does not spoil any of the above analysis.

6. If there were already existing K photons in nth order diagram: If there were al-

ready existing K photon insertions present in the nth order diagram, then we have

already seen that those contributions can be factored out as in Eq. 5.27 to a multi-

plicative factor. If more than one K photons were present then the procedure should

be repeated multiple times untill all the factors related to K photons are factorized

and the diagram only contain G photon contributions. Then all the above results

can be again applied.

It is also to be noted that, “fleshing out” skeletal diagrams and adding self-energy or vertex

insertions does not complicate the situation as all those insertions contribute linear term

in photon momentum k in the numerator and thus become IR finite. This can be proved

using a generic argument as in GY [12] after rationalizing the denominator factors and then

applying the concerned equation of motion. Also, the inclusion of charged scalar loops

or photon loops also do not spoil the IR finiteness. Due to the mass terms of charged

scalars, the scalar loops cannot contribute any IR divergence; and the photon loops which

are tadpole diagrams are already shown to be IR finite. Therefore, the result of the fleshing

out of skeletal diagrams are unchanged in scalar QED at finite temperature.
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5.4 The total matrix element for the virtual photon inser-

tions

We have found that the K photon insertions contain all the IR divergences, and these

IR divergent terms gets factored out. The higher order K photon contribution becomes

proportional to the lower order matrix element as in Eq. 5.27. TheG photon contributions

turned out to be IR finite from previous discussions and using Eq. 5.35. As a fully virtual

nth order graph contributes a factor of ‘e2n’ charge factor to the leading order, hence for a

fully virtual diagram there are always n number of virtual photons present. But, according

to the prescription of GY all the virtual photon polarization sums should be re-written in

terms of K and G photon polarization sums. Hence, if in an nth order diagram there are

nK number of virtual K photons and nG number of virtual G photons present, such that

n = nK +nG, due to the Bose symmetry related to n number of photons, each distinct class

of diagram can arise in n!/(nK! nG!) ways. Therefore, the full matrix element for virtual

photon insertions has to be expressed as a summation of all possible individual terms,

1

n!
M scalar

n =
n∑

nK=0

1

nK!

1

n − nK!
M nG , nK . (5.38)

Therefore, summing over to all orders the expression becomes,

∞∑
n=0

1

n!
M scalar

n =
∞∑

n=0

n∑
nK=0

1

nK!

1

n − nK!
M scalar

nG , nK
,

=
∞∑

nK=0

∞∑
nG=0

1

nK!

1

nG!
M scalar

nG , nK
. (5.39)

Using the result of Eq. 5.27 that the K photon higher order contribution is proportional to

lower order matrix element we find,

M scalar
nG , nK

= (B)nKM scalar
nG , 0
≡ (B)nKM scalar

nG
. (5.40)
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In the above expression, B is defined as in Eq. 5.28. Therefore, all the K-photon insertion

contributions can be factored out, separating out the IR finite G-photon insertion contri-

bution,M scalar
nG

. After manipulating and re-sorting the K photon terms, it can be expressed

and resummed as an IR divergent exponential term:

∞∑
n=0

1

n!
M scalar

n =
∞∑

nK=0

(B)nK

nK!

∞∑
nG=0

1

nG!
M scalar

nG
,

= eB
∞∑

nG=0

1

nG!
M scalar

nG
. (5.41)

This neat factorization and the exponentiation was only possible due to the presence of

seagull and tadpole contributions, which cancelled all the finite O(k) and O(k2) terms

resulting in the higher order K photon contribution to be proportional to a single lower

order term. Therefore, the relevant part of the cross section, which incorporates only the

virtual photon contributions to all orders can be written as,

σvirtual ∝
∫

dϕp′(2π)
4δ4(p + q − p′)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑

n=0

1

n!
M scalar

n

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

,

=

∫
dϕp′(2π)

4δ4(p + q − p′) |Z |2 σvirtual
G . (5.42)

In the above expression we have suppressed flux factors, and dϕp′ correspond to the phase

space factors related to the final state charged scalar with momentum p′. The IR finite

part is denoted by σvirtual
G in Eq. 5.42 and both the linear and logarithmic IR divergent

contributions are contained in the term in the exponent,

|Z |2 ≡ exp
(
B + B∗

)
. (5.43)

The IR divergent contribution will be shown in following discussions to cancel against

similar IR divergent contributions arising from soft real photon contributions (after in-

cluding both emission and absorption with respect to heat bath), rendering the theory of

scalar QED at finite temperature to be IR finite to all orders in perturbation theory.
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5.5 Real photon emission to and absorption from the heat

bath

The charged scalar particle being present inside the heat bath interacts with the bath via the

exchange of the real photons. Hence, at finite temperature in addition to emitting the real

photon to the heat bath, the photon can also be absorbed from it. This is in contrast to the

zero temperature field theory, where real photons cannot be absorbed from the vacuum.

The real photons can be emitted from/absorbed to the either of the p and p′-leg. Hence, the

contributions arising from each leg are independent of each other and can be calculated

separately. Similar to the virtual photon insertion the real photon can be inserted on a

scalar propagator to create a new insertion vertex, or it can also be inserted on an already

existing trilinear vertex to form a seagull vertex. The main difference between the virtual

and the real photon cases related to the insertion vertices is that there cannot be any tadpole

diagrams for the real photon cases (as the real photon actually brings in/out the momenta

from the heat bath).

In contrast to virtual photon corrections, the real photon actually carries out or brings in

physical momenta. Without loss of any generality, this extra factor of the momenta can be

accounted for by adjusting the momentum at hard vertex V and by keeping the momenta

associated with the p and p′ external legs unchanged. Hence, due to this fact the momenta

of scalar propagators which lie in between the new emission/absorption vertex and the hard

vertex V gets modified; and all the other scalar propagator momenta is kept unchanged.

For an example, if the photon is emitted then the extra additional momentum that the

real photon carries out can be taken into account by readjusting the photon momentum

at the hard vertex by replacing q to (q + k). Now, if the real photon is emitted with a

momentum k from new insertion vertex µ on the p′-leg, where µ vertex is situated at the

immediate right to vertex number q (as shown in the first diagram of Fig. 4.8) then, only the

momentum of the scalar propagators which are in between vertex number q ≤ b ≤ V will
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be modified; and the changed value of the propagator momentum for the left of vertex

b on p′-leg is given by (p′ +
∑b

i=1 l′i + k) for q ≤ b ≤ s. And, if the real photon is

emitted with same momentum k from new insertion vertex ν on the p-leg, where ν vertex

is situated at the immediate left to vertex number j (as in the first diagram of Fig. 4.9)

then, only the momentum of the scalar propagators which are in between vertex number

j ≤ a ≤ V will be modified; and the changed value of the propagator momentum for the

left of vertex a on p-leg is given by, (p +
∑a

i=1 li − k) for j ≤ a ≤ r. Note a difference

in the signature of additive factor of k between p′ and p-leg; while on p′-leg it comes

with a plus sign, for p-leg it comes with a minus sign. The difference of this sign of

contribution of photon momentum in scalar propagator is due to the fact that in both the

cases real photon is emitted from the emission vertex. Whereas, the corresponding factors

of photon momenta k in scalar propagators for new virtual photon insertion, always arose

with a similar sign (see the discussion above Eq. 3.8 for comparison) in both the legs for

the cases of virtual photons, as virtual photons are emitted at one leg and absorbed in the

other leg. This difference of sign of additive k term will be of crucial importance while

we factorize the matrix element squared for real photon case. For an absorption of the real

photon, all the above discussion holds true with a flip in the sign of k, i.e., wherever in the

above discussion k factor arose now we have to replace that by −k for photon absorption.

Apart from these, as the real photon emission/absorption contributes in the matrix element

squared (cross section) level |M scalar |2; hence the modification of the phase space factor

for the real photonsmust be included. The thermal phase space for photonwithmomentum

ki can be written down as in Eq. 4.7 and we mention it here again for completeness and

convenience,

dϕi =
d4ki

(2π)4
2πδ(k2i )

[
θ(k0i ) + NB(|k0i |)

]
. (5.44)

In the above expression θ(k0i ) correspond to the step function (denoting zero temperature

analogous part of the phase space). For emission of real photons k0i > 0 and for the
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absorption of real photon k0i < 0.

Hence, the emission of real photon comes with an overall statistical factor of (NB+1)

in phase space, and for absorption of real photon the corresponding factor is NB in the

phase space at finite temperature. The presence of statistical weight factors in the form

of number operator (distribution function) worsens the IR divergence for the cases of real

photon emission/absorption from heat bath. The leading IR divergence again become

linear as NB ∼ 1/| k | in IR limit.

To incorporate the extension of the GY technique to the thermal case, the real photon

polarization sum has to be re-expressed as in Eq. 4.5 and Eq. 4.6 of Chapter 4 in terms of

the K̃ and G̃ real photon insertions.

5.5.1 Real K̃ photon emission and absorption

Inclusion of the real K̃ photon to an nth order diagram is comparatively simpler than the

analogous case of K photons for virtual photons. The contribution coming from both the

legs can be evaluated independently (and there is no complication related to the double-

counting, tadpole diagrams etc). The real photons being physical, can only correspond

to the thermal type-1 only whether emitted/absorbed. Hence, the real photon insertion

vertices µ and/or ν correspond to thermal vertex type-1 only. This also simplifies the real

photon calculation a lot. Here, we will make a note that, the virtual K photon insertion

contribution came out to be proportional to D11, which can be seen from Eq. 5.27 and

Eq. 5.28. This fact will be crucial to obtain the cancellation of IR divergent factors between

virtual and real soft photon cross-sections.

The real K̃ photon emission contribution calculation follows a similar technique as in vir-

tual K photon case. After using ‘Generalized Feynman identity’ we again find there is a

pairwise term by term cancellation, leaving the contribution of the matrix element includ-

ing K̃ photon contribution on p′-leg to be proportional to nth order matrix elementM scalar
n
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with contribution of K̃ photon factored out. The corresponding calculation for the p-leg

results in a similar factorization with an extra ‘minus’ sign with respect to the correspond-

ing analogous virtual photon insertion, making the matrix element to be proportional to

−M scalar
n . Now, the origin of this ‘minus’ sign is due to the fact that, for both the cases,

from the p′ and p-leg real photon is emitted and hence carries out momenta k for each

case. This also gave rise to different sign of additive k factors in the scalar propagators in

the discussion related to Section 5.5 above.

This overall sign is flipped for the real K̃ photon absorption from heat bath. However,

in the matrix element squared level, the contribution coming from p and p′-leg has to be

multiplied, giving the same factor for both the real photon emission and absorption cases.

Therefore after considering all the possibilities of emission and absorption of K̃ photons

from both the legs and then squaring, the contribution to the (n + 1)th order cross section,

obtained by emission/absorption of a real photon form heat bath to the lower order diagram

for thermal scalar QED becomes,

∣∣∣∣M scalar; K̃γ,tot
n+1

∣∣∣∣2 ∝ − e2
[
b̃k(p, p) − 2b̃k(p′, p) + b̃k(p′, p′)

]
×

∣∣∣∣∣M scalar
n

∣∣∣∣∣2
≡ − e2 J̃ 2(k)

∣∣∣∣∣M scalar
n

∣∣∣∣∣2 . (5.45)

While obtaining the above result the inclusion of seagull vertex contributions have also

been taken into account. And the result also holds true, if some of the already existing

vertices of nth order diagram correspond to virtual photon (K or G) insertion.

5.5.2 Real G̃ photon emission and absorption

The inclusion of real G̃ photon to an nth order diagram has a very similar structure related

to the inclusion of the virtual G photon inclusion. There are obviously certain differences

between both the cases (which we will discuss below), but the fundamental technique to
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prove that G̃ photon contributions are IR finite, have some common similarity withG pho-

ton case. Similar to the real K̃ photon insertion, the computation of G̃ photon contribution

is comparatively simpler; as there are no possibility of double counting or presence of

tadpole diagrams. All the other subtleties which we mentioned in Subsection 5.3.1 for G

photons also hold for G̃ photons also.

The main point to notice here, is about the dependence on k due to the inclusion of finite

temperature. Due to the construction of b̃k(p f , pi) the leading IR divergences (linear di-

vergence from thermal part and logarithmic divergence due to zero temperature) cancels

in between ‘gµν and the b̃kkµkν’ terms of G̃ photon polarization sum. Hence, the main

concern is about potential sub-divergences arising from powers of k in the numerator. As

the leading IR divergence was linear in the denominator (which got cancelled), a linear

power of k in the numerator will give us logarithmic IR sub-divergence, and terms with

quadratic or more powers of k in the numerator are IR finite.

The crucial difference between the virtualG photon and real G̃ photon contribution is that,

the phase space corresponding to the real photon emission/absorption Eq. 5.44 is not sym-

metric under the exchange of real photon momenta k, i.e., (k ↔ −k) due to the presence

of zero temperature part indicated by step function θ(k0i ). But, we have to notice that the

finite temperature part of the phase space denoted by number operator is symmetric under

photon momenta exchange (i.e., under real photon emission and absorption). Hence, any

potential logarithmic sub-divergence arising from the finite temperature part now vanishes

under (k ↔ −k) symmetry as the thermal phase space is symmetric, and the whole inte-

grand is odd under photon momentum integral. Thus, the contribution of real G̃ photon

insertions are IR finite.

Again some of the already existing real photons in nth order diagram, can pose a poten-

tial logarithmic sub-divergence when they go soft. Hence, they are the part of controlling

momenta regarding IR divergences. And, as analogous to G photon calculations, sym-

metrizing them (as the thermal part of phase space is symmetric under photon momenta
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exchange) with respect to their momenta brings in at-least one or more powers of photon

momenta, from the set of controlling momenta in the numerator softening and cancelling

all the sub-divergence for G̃ photon contribution.

Therefore, the contribution of real G̃ photon emission/absorption are IR finite in the cross

section.

5.6 The total cross section for the real photon emission

and absorption

We have obtained that the K̃ photon insertions contain the IR divergences, and G̃ pho-

ton insertions are all IR finite when both the emission and absorption of the real photons

are considered together. As a fully real nth order diagram contributes a factor of ‘e2n’ in

the matrix element square level, for those diagrams all the already existing vertices cor-

respond to real photon insertions, and hence the diagram has n number of real photons.

Now, to apply the GY rearrangement of polarization sums real photons have to be sep-

arated in terms of K̃ and G̃ photons, such that in a diagram of nth order, if there are nK

numbers of K̃ and nG numbers of G̃ photon emission/absorption then n = nK +nG. Such a

distinct class of diagrams having nK numbers of K̃ and nG numbers of G̃ photons can ap-

pear in n!/(nK!nG!) ways. Here, each real photon brings in/carries out physical momenta

kl to/from the relevant diagram. Due to the presence of identical n number of photons in

the final state, we have to divide by a factor n! at this nth order. The expression of the

cross-section then becomes,

dσ real
n =

n∑
nK=0

1

nK!

 nK∏
i=1

∫
dϕi

{
−e2 J̃2(ki)

} × 1

nG!

 n∏
j=nK+1

∫
dϕ j

{
−G̃µν

∣∣∣∣M scalar; µν, G̃γ, tot
nG

∣∣∣∣2}×
(2π)4δ4

p + q − p′ −
n∑

l=1

(−1)lkl

 .
(5.46)
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In the above expression, the factor (−1)l in the delta function, corresponds to ±1; based on

the fact that, whether real photon having momentum kl is emitted to/absorbed from heat

bath. The relevant phase space factor of real photon is given by Eq. 5.44 and the factor

J̃(ki) which arose from Eq. 5.45 contains the IR divergent pieces. We manipulate the four

momentum conserving delta function using the trick shown in Eq. 5.47 to separate out the

kl dependence.

(2π)4δ4
p + q − p′ −

n∑
l=1

(−1)lkl

 = ∫
d4x exp [−i(p + q − p′) · x]

∏
l

exp(±i kl · x) .

(5.47)

In the expression above, the sign of photon momenta kl in the last bracketed term depends

on whether the real photon was emitted to or absorbed from heat bath. We also separate

out the contributions of K̃ photons from this last bracketed term as below,

n∏
l=1

exp [±i kl · x] =
nK∏

k=1

exp [±i kk · x] ×
n∏

g=nK+1

exp [±i kg · x] . (5.48)

The first set of terms depend on the photon momenta kk of the K̃ photon insertions. These

factors are hence combined with the common factor for every contribution of K̃ insertion

in Eq. 5.46 (after noting that subscript i and k of photon momenta are dummy indices).

The total contribution due to each K̃ photon hence becomes equal to the expression,

B̃(x) = −e2
∫

J̃2(kk)dϕk exp [±i kk · x] . (5.49)

The complete contribution due to K̃ for all real photons in Eq. 5.46 can now be factored

as,

dσ real; K̃γ
n ∝

n∑
nK=0

1

nK!

(
B̃(x)

)nK
. (5.50)

The above expression therefore can be exponentiated as n→ ∞. This factor will be used

to compute the total cross-section (including real and virtual) for the relevant process to
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all orders in perturbation theory.

5.7 The total cross section to all orders for thermal scalar

QED

Therefore, the all order corrections in perturbation theory related to the tree level cross

section of γ(∗)ϕ → ϕ, in thermal scalar QED including both the virtual and real (soft

emission/absorption) photon contributions, result in an expression of the total cross section

for this process as below,

dσtot =

∫
d4x e−i(p+q−p′)·xdϕp′ exp

[
B + B∗

]
exp

[
B̃

]
×

σvirtual
G

∞∑
nG=0

1

nG!

nG∏
j=0

×
∫

dϕ je±ik j·x
[
−G̃µν

∣∣∣∣M scalar; µν, G̃γ, tot
nG

∣∣∣∣2] ,
=

∫
d4x e−i(p+q−p′)·x dϕp′ exp

[
B + B∗ + B̃

]
σfinite(x) . (5.51)

In the above expression, the σfinite factor contains all the IR finite G and G̃ photon con-

tributions; arising respectively from both the virtual and real photon contributions. In

Eq. 5.51 all the IR divergent contributions arising from both the virtual and real photon

is found to be exponentiated and these contributions combine together to produce an IR

finite sum, as can be shown by studying the small - k behaviour of these terms,

(B + B∗) + B̃ = e2
∫

dϕk

[
J(k)2

{
1 + 2NB(|k0|)

}
− J̃(k)2

{ (
1 + NB(|k0|)

)
eik·x + NB(|k0|)e−ik·x

}]
k→0−→ 0 + O(k2) . (5.52)

It is to be noted that the cancellation of IR divergence occurs among virtual and real photon

contributions only when the real photon absorption terms from the heat bath (second term

in the squared bracket in Eq. 5.52 above) are also included. Therefore, the scalar QED at
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finite temperature is IR finite to all orders in perturbation theory, the proof of which was

presented here.

5.8 Summary

The infrared structure of a particular theory at finite temperature is much more intricate

than the corresponding theory at zero temperature due to the presence of thermal fluctu-

ations. Here, in this chapter we have particularly focused our attention on the thermal

theory of scalar QED. Due to the presence of the thermal photons and thermal scalars the

IR structure of the theory becomes highly complicated. The IR divergence associated with

the theory, contains both leading linear and sub-leading logarithmic (due to thermal fluc-

tuations) divergences, in addition to already present leading logarithmic (due to quantum

fluctuation) divergences.

The presence of both the trilinear and the seagull vertices in scalar QED complicates the

situation further. There can be tadpole contributions now in scalar QED for new virtual

photon insertions on the same leg. Thus the numbers of diagrams related to a higher order

process proliferate extensively. After avoiding the matter related to the double counting of

vertices, the similar classes of diagrams were grouped together in particular sets to observe

the nature of factorization easily. Both the seagull and tadpole diagrams played a crucial

role cancelling respectively linear and quadratic in photon momenta terms in numerator.

Although these terms are finite but without cancellation of these terms a neat factoriza-

tion leading to IR resummation would not have been possible. The seagull insertion and

tadpole diagrams were indispensable to achieve this neat factorization and resummation.

The virtual K photon contributions were found to contain all the leading linear and sub-

leading logarithmic divergences. The virtual G photon contributions were found to be

IR finite in thermal field theory, and can be calculated order by order to obtain finite

temperature corrections in perturbation theory.
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As for the real photons in addition to the photon emission, the absorption of the photons

from the heat bath also become feasible, and must be included in the calculation. The

phase space factor for real photon emission/absorption also gets modified due to finite

temperature. The K̃ photon contributions were found to factorize in the square of matrix

element. These K̃ contributions also contained all the leading linear and sub-leading log-

arithmic divergence in the case of real photon. The G̃ photon terms turned out to be IR

finite, after considering the symmetric nature of the relevant thermal part of real photon

phase space.

All the virtual and real photon contributions were then considered together, to find that all

the leading linear and sub-leading logarithmic divergences cancel between virtual K and

soft real K̃ photon contributions, in the cross-section of the processes related to thermal

scalar QED to all orders in perturbation theory; implying the theory to be IR finite. Only

with inclusion of both the absorption and the emission of real photons the IR divergence

were found to cancel against the virtual photons counterpart. Therefore, the scalar QED

at finite temperature is IR finite to all orders in perturbation theory.
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Chapter 6

Infrared finiteness of a theory of dark

matter at finite temperature

6.1 Prologue

To explain the results of the precision measurements ranging over a multitude of length-

scales related to various astrophysical and cosmological observations, the existence of

Dark Matter (DM) is necessitated; which overwhelms the ordinary component of matter

in the known Universe. Among the various potential candidates for DM and the produc-

tion mechanisms, usually the most natural and well studied mechanism to meet the current

abundance of DM is through the production of the DM thermally in the post-inflation re-

heating phase. The ensuing number density of DM is then determined by a set of coupled

Boltzmann equations in the expanding Lemaitre-Friedmann-Robertson-Walker Universe.

The temperature of the universe decreases with its expansion; resulting in the DM compo-

nent to fall out of equilibrium, and the number density of DM freezes out. This freeze out

of DM happens when interaction rate of DM particles falls below the Hubble expansion

rate of the Universe.
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With the advent of precision cosmology, this relic density of the DM in the energy frac-

tion of the Universe has been measured by ‘WMAP’ Ref. [56], followed by ‘PLANCK’

[57, 58], with extreme precision. Hence, only an order of magnitude prediction of relic

densities from theoretical calculations are not anymore justifiable. There have been efforts

to include the higher order corrections in theoretical calculations [78–85] to the annihila-

tion cross-section of the DM at zero temperature. The higher order (NLO) corrections at

zero temperature were found to be non-negligible with respect to the leading order. But, as

the DMwas in thermal equilibriumwith the background plasma until the freeze out; hence

the temperature effects can modify the relic density calculations appreciably, and the pre-

dictions including the higher order NLO corrections performed at finite temperature are

highly desirable. The efforts in this directions were fruitfully discussed in Refs. [86, 87].

Particularly in Ref. [86] Beneke et. al. have performed a relic density calculation in the

thermal field theory at NLO. They have obtained the finite thermal correction to relic

density due to temperature effects, and have found the IR divergences related to corre-

sponding process to cancel at NLO completely when both the absorption and emission of

the particles from the heat bath were allowed. This motivated us to look into an all order

IR behaviour of the corresponding theory at finite temperature.

The Lagrangian corresponding to the related model is expressed as,

L = − 1

4
FµνFµν + f

(
i /D − m f

)
f +

1

2
χ
(
i/∂ − mχ

)
χ

+ (D µϕ)† (Dµϕ) − m2
ϕϕ
†ϕ+

(
λ χPL f −ϕ+ + h.c.

)
. (6.1)

This particular model has been studied extensively in Refs. [100–103] at zero temperature,

relating the importance of electroweak bremsstrahlung and lift of helicity suppression at

higher order NLO corrections. The relevant part of the Lagrangian as expressed in Eq. 6.1

describes a simplified model of DM, which is an extension of Standard Model (SM) con-

taining left handed SM fermion doublets f = ( f 0, f −)T along-with additional scalar dou-

blet ϕ = (ϕ+, ϕ0)T which are super-partners of SM fermions f . The model also contains
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an S U(2) × U(1) singlet Majorana fermion χ which is the concerned dark matter candi-

date. The model is motivated byWIMP (weakly interacting massive particle) paradigm in

MSSM (minimal supersymmetric Standard Model), where the DM candidate χ is a bino

(bino-like) having a mass of TeV scale, mχ ≈ O (0.1–1 TeV), and mass of sfermion ϕ

is mϕ > mχ. Here, χ is the DM candidate having a mass of TeV scale; the freeze-out

happens at a temperature T f reeze−out ≈ mχ/20 . Hence, the freeze-out of DM takes place

after the electro-weak transition. At this scale, only the electromagnetic interactions are

of relevance to treat the IR finiteness of the corresponding theory. The covariant deriva-

tive term in Eq. 6.1 will only contain the photon contributions, i.e., Dµ = ∂µ + ieAµ . In

the concerned Lagrangian, the DM candidate χ interacts with the SM fermions f via the

Yukawa interaction term as written in Eq. 6.1. In the interaction term, there should also be

interaction terms relating the neutral components, i.e., λ χPL f 0ϕ0 which allows processes

like χ + χ ↔ f 0 + f 0; which we have to certainly include while estimating the inclu-

sive cross-section. But, we have discounted here in Eq. 6.1 any such interaction terms, as

neutral components will not receive any electromagnetic corrections at higher order and

hence will not be of importance in the discussion of IR resummation.

To observe the IR finiteness of the theory, we will start with the processes,

χ+ χ↔ f + f , and χ+ f → χ+ f , (6.2)

which are of importance to estimate the relic density of DM candidate, and will consider

the higher order electromagnetic corrections to these at finite temperature. A particular

diagram representing the annihilation process of Eq. 6.2 at tree level has been shown in

Fig. 6.1. In Fig. 6.1 the DM candidate χ is represented by double solid lines, the SM

fermion f and the heavy scalar ϕ have been respectively represented by single solid and

dashed lines.

We would also like to mention here that, though the Lagrangian of Eq. 6.1 may seem too

simplistic, the model actually encapsulates the essence of a wide class of models. More
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about this was already discussed in Chapter 1. With the use of this particular Lagrangian

Eq. 6.1 we are able to capture all the subtle issues related to IR structure of all those various

class of models, while making the way for considerable simplification focusing on the

fundamental process of GY factorization leading to IR resummation at finite temperature.

χ

χ

f

ϕ

f

Figure 6.1: A typical dark matter χ annihilation/scattering process at tree-level.

To study the IR structure of the corresponding theory of Eq. 6.1 we will start with the

effect of adding a virtual/real photon in rearranged polarization sum in all possible ways

to the nth order processes related to Eq. 6.2 at finite temperature.

6.2 The nth order diagram and the choice of special vertex

To identify correctly the IR structure of the theory of DM, we will start with an nth order

diagram of typical processes Eq. 6.2 involving DM; and will see the effect of insertion of

additional photon (virtual or real) to that corresponding process in all possible ways. We

will in particular start with an nth order process related to χ(q + q′) f (p) → χ(q′) f (p′)

1, implying the in-between scalar propagator of the lowest (tree-level) order process has

1The result of nth order annihilation processes χ + χ → f + f can be obtained, using simple use of
crossing symmetry related to the nth order process of χ+ f → χ+ f . But, we have here chosen to show the
proof simply for the latter process, to avoid unnecessary complicated expression due to the presence of extra
(−1) form factor in the vertex factors of aniparticles and to avoid different fermion (SM) propagator structure
for antiparticles, which may divert us from the main structure of the proof. The crossing symmetry ensures
the proof for the annihilation processes, and an explicit calculation relating such annihilation processes also
establishes the same fact.
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a momentum of (p − q′). The schematic diagram for the corresponding nth order process

has been shown in Fig. 6.2.

q + q′

p′

p

q′

V
u u−1 2 1

1
2

r

X
1

s

Figure 6.2: A typical nth order diagram for the process χ f → χ f has been drawn. As now
there are two distinct vertices where hard external momenta flows in (vertex V)/out (vertex
X); hence any one of those can be chosen as the special vertex to distinguish between
initial p and final p′-leg. Here, we have chosen vertex V to be that special vertex. Hence,
the final p′-leg (consisting of final fermion line) has u number of vertices. The initial p-
leg consists of both the initial fermion line and intermediate scalar line. The number of
vertices on initial fermion, intermediate scalar, and full p-leg is respectively given by r,
s and r + s = w. For an nth order diagram, where all the existing photon insertions are
virtual n ≤ u + s + r = m ≤ 2n.

Now, here is a difference in this nth order diagram, with respect to all other similar dia-

grams which we have discussed in the earlier chapters. Now, there are two special vertices

where the hard momentum (carried by DM ‘χ’) flows in (at vertex V) /out (at vertex X).

According to GY [12] either of these vertices can be used as the special vertex to distin-

guish between the initial p and final p′-leg. We will here chose the vertex V to be that

special vertex. Hence, all the part of the diagram which comes before the special inter-

action vertex belongs to initial p-leg; i.e., with our choice, the initial fermion line and

the internal scalar line belong to initial p-leg, and all the part of diagram which comes

after the special interaction vertex V belongs to the final p′-leg, i.e., the final fermion line

makes up the final p′-leg. Now, we could have also chosen X as the special vertex; then in
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such case internal scalar would belong to the final p′-leg instead of initial p-leg. It can be

shown [12], that the contribution of the diagrams, for which the photons would have ended

on internal scalar lines for a particular diagram in a higher order would have differed by a

finite renormalization; but while considering all the sets of diagrams of a particular order

all those finite renormalization parts cancels among themselves and vanishes, providing

us the same result corresponding to the choice of special vertex being V .

The tree level contribution for the process χ(q+q′) f (p)→ χ(q′) f (p′)would correspond

to a matrix element,

iM 0 =
[
ū(p′)ΓVu(q + q′)

] [
iS tV ,tX

p−q′

] [
ū(q′)ΓXu(p)

]
. (6.3)

Note, the presence of the scalar propagator even for the tree level diagram (producing an

extra factor of ‘i’). The ΓV and ΓX correspond to the vertex factors due to the Yukawa

interactions respectively at interaction vertex V and X for this model. The explicit expres-

sions for these vertices involvingMajorana fermions can be used from Ref. [124,125], but

we will never in our forthcoming discussions use any special explicit form of interaction

vertices making the proof as general as possible.

We will start with an nth order diagram related to process χ(q + q′) f (p) → χ(q′) f (p′),

in which all the existing photons are virtual photons (without loss of any generality). This

(virtual) nth order diagram contributes a charge factor of ‘e2n’ in the matrix element, and

there are respectively exactly u and r number of (trilinear) vertices on the final (p′) fermion

and initial (p) fermion leg. The number of vertices on the internal scalar (which belong

to p-leg) leg are equal to s. Now, as the scalar can have both the trilinear and seagull

vertices, hence if all the vertices which are present on the scalar line are trilinear then

s = 2n − u − r; and if all the vertices on the scalar leg is quadrilinear (seagull vertices or

tadpole diagrams) then s = (2n − u − r)/2; and s has a value in between these extremes

if there is an admixture of trilinear and quadrilinear vertices. Hence, the total number of

vertices m of an nth order diagram where all the existing photons are virtual, is given by
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n ≤ u + s + r = m ≤ 2n, where the lowest value corresponds to the case where there

is no virtual photon insertion on fermion lines, and all the scalar insertion vertex being

quadrilinear. The upper limit of m corresponds to the case when all the photon interaction

vertices (whether on fermion or scalar) are trilinear.

In accordance with all the notations set up in the previous chapters, (without loss of any

generality) the momenta of already existing photons on p′/p-leg are all outgoing/incoming

and are denoted by l′i/li. The momentum of fermion propagator to the left of the vertex

number q on the final p′ leg is given by (p′ +Σq
i=1l′i) ≡ p′ +Σq. And a similar fermionic

propagator momentum to the right of vertex number j on the initial p leg is expressed as

(p + Σ j
i=1li) ≡ p + Σ j. The momentum of the scalar propagator adjacent (immediately

right) to the vertex X on the initial p-leg in Fig. 6.2 is given by p−q′+Σr ≡ P. Hence, the

momentum of scalar propagator to the right of the vertex number g on the internal scalar

line on initial p-leg is expressed as (P+Σg
i=1li) ≡ P+Σg; with g = 1, · · · , s. The Lorentz

indices related to the photon interaction vertices on final fermion p′-leg, initial scalar p-

leg and initial fermion p-leg are respectively denoted by µi, αi, νi (and this notation will

be respected in all upcoming discussions).

After noting all the above notations, the matrix element of nth order diagram as in Fig. 6.2

related to process χ(q + q′) f (p) → χ(q′) f (p′) having all trilinear photon vertices (gen-

eralization to a diagram containing arbitrary number of seagull diagrams is trivial as dis-

cussed in Chapter 5, and will be discussed here also in upcoming discussions) can be

expressed at finite temperature as,

iMn = (e)2n(−i)m(−1)
∑m

i=1(ti+1)(i)m+1×

×
[
ūp′γµ1F t1,t2

p′+
∑

1
γµ2F t2,t3

p′+
∑

2
· · · γµu F tu,tV

p′+
∑

u
ΓVuq+q′

]
×

[
S tV ,ts

P+
∑

s
(2P + 2Σs−1 + ls)αsS

ts,ts−1
P+

∑
s−1
· · · (2P + l1)α1S t1,tx

P

]
×

[
ūq′ΓXF tX ,tr

p+
∑

r
γνr F

tr ,tr−1
p+

∑
r−1
γνr−1 · · · F t2,t1

p+
∑

1
γν1up

]
×D µ1,··· , µs;αs,··· ,α1; νr ,··· ,ν1

{ti} . (6.4)
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Comparing Eq. 6.4 with a similar expression for thermal scalar QED in Eq. 4.26 we find

there is an extra factor of ‘i’ coming from propagators, due to the presence of an extra

scalar propagator in the tree level diagram Eq. 6.3. The above Eq. 6.4 can be symbolically

expressed as,

Mn = (e)2n(−1)
∑m

i=1(ti+1) ×
[
C fermion p′

u

]
×

[
C scalar p

s

]
×

[
C fermion p

r

]
×Dn ,

≡ (e)2n(−1)
∑m

i=1(ti+1) ×
[
C fermion p′

u

]
×

[
C p

s+r

]
×Dn , (6.5)

where we have to note that the definitions ofC fermion p′
u andC fermion p

r referring to the contri-

butions from fermionic part of p′ and p leg are little bit different from the similar similar

fermionic contributions in Eq. 4.8. Here, we have absorbed factors of ΓVuq+q′ / ūq′ΓX

in the expression of C fermion p′
u / C fermion p

r . This is done to keep the notation simple and

not to write each and every time the contribution of DM-scalar-fermion vertex and Ma-

jorana fermion spinor factors explicitly in upcoming discussion making the expression

untidy. These factors being related to DM particle do not get modified (due to higher or-

der photon insertions) in the higher orders, and merely get carried along as multiplicative

factors (until when the final cross section has to be calculated, where sum or average over

DM particle polarization sums may need to be performed). The contribution of the scalar

initial p-leg is expressed as C scalar p
s where the scalar leg may or may not have exactly s

numbers of dotted interaction vertices on the internal scalar line but always contributes ex-

actly a charge factor of ‘e 2n−u−r’ to the matrix element, irrespective of number of vertices

s present.

6.3 Virtual K photon insertion

We will start by inspecting the effect of insertion of an additional K photon in all possible

ways to the nth order diagram related to process χ(q + q′) f (p) → χ(q′) f (p′). The new

insertion can rise in distinctively three ways. Before venturing into the full fledged cal-
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culation for each case, we just list down and summarize the basic technicalities related to

each case here.

Insertion of virtual K photon in between final p′ and initial p-leg : The insertion of

the µ vertex end of the virtual K photon on the final fermionic p′-leg in all possible ways,

is analogous to the case of similar insertion for thermal fermionic QED, thus producing

a similar result. For each particular insertion of the µ vertex, the other end ν vertex of

the virtual K photon has to be inserted in all possible ways to the initial p-leg. As the

initial leg now comprises of both the initial fermionic p-leg and internal scalar p-leg, thus

there are two distinct class of categories of diagrams, where the ν vertex end of photon is

inserted either on fermionic p-leg or internal scalar p-leg.

Due to off-shellness of the internal scalar p-leg, all the contributions of ν vertex insertion

on scalar line now will finally reduce to two terms after internal term by term cancella-

tions. One of these terms will then cancel against the total result (a single term) coming

from all the contributions of ν vertex insertion on initial fermionic p-leg. Hence there is

an observation of non-trivial so called ‘double-cancellation’ for the contribution from ν

vertex insertion on initial p-leg irrespective of the explicit nature of vertex factor ΓX. The

final matrix element will be proportional to lower order matrix element with the K photon

contributions factored out.

Both the ends of virtual K photon insertion are on final fermionic p′-leg : This par-

ticular case when both the ends of the virtual K photon are on the final fermionic p′-leg is

exactly analogous to the case of similar insertion for the thermal fermionic QED case as

the initial p-leg does not play any role here. Hence, the result of this case can be evaluated

trivially.

Both the ends of virtual K photon insertion are on initial p-leg : This case with both

ends of virtual K photon insertion are on the p-leg is the most difficult one, as both initial

fermion leg and internal scalar line belong to p-leg in addition to the possibility of tadpole

contributions for scalar leg. This case can be categorized into three classes; both the new
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virtual K photon ends being on scalar p-leg, both of the virtual photon ends being on

fermionic p-leg , and each of the ends being shared between scalar p and fermionic p-leg.

As internal scalar line is involved for both the insertion being on initial p-leg, the numbers

of concerned diagrams proliferate immensely for this case. For organizational purposes

and to easily track the nature of GY reduction, cancellation of terms and factorization

we will group the set of diagrams into sets of diagrams (set I, II, III, IV) as shown in

Fig. 6.8 for insertions being solely on scalar leg. We will see complicated cancellation of

contributions among the groups, which will be discussed in detail later. The remnant sets

of terms from this contribution will cancel against set of terms resulting from initial p leg

photon insertions between scalar-fermion legs in an evenmore non-trivial way irrespective

of vertex factor ΓX, again implying a non-trivial ‘double-cancellation’. We will enlighten

more about the nature of cancellations in detail in discussions to follow.

As there are possibilities of having one/both the µ and ν vertex insertions on the internal

scalar p-leg, hence there are possibilities that the new insertion vertex could turn out be

a trilinear one or a seagull one. We will again group the appropriate adjacent trilinear

and seagull insertions accordingly to define circled vertices. There will be circled vertices

related to one/both of µ and ν insertions. The notations of circled vertices are in accor-

dance with all the previously mentioned chapters (as described in the paragraph below

Eq. 4.35) As we will use these expressions of circled vertices on many occasions in up-

coming discussions, we will list down the contributions of them here for once and all. The

contribution of the circled q µ vertex on internal scalar p-leg has an expression,

kµ C scalar p , q µ

s+1 = (−1)(tµ+1) S tV ,ts
P+

∑
s
(2P+2Σs−1+ls)αs

· · · S tq+2,tq+1

P+Σq+1
(2P+2Σq+lq+1)αq+1

×
[
δtµ,tq S tq+1,tq

P+Σq
(2P+2Σq−1+lq)αq

− δtµ,tq+1
S tq+1,tq

P+Σq+k (2P+2Σq−1+2k+lq)αq

]
× S tq,tq−1

P+Σq−1+k (2P+2Σq−2+2k+lq−1)αq−1
· · · ,

≡ Mq − Mq+1 , (6.6)
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where we have used ‘Generalized Feynman Identities’ Appendix B to obtain the GY re-

duction resulting in the final expression in Eq. 6.6. We will make note here, that we will

always use Mi to denote the contributions from internal scalar leg due to circled µ inser-

tions in following discussions. The ellipses in above expression Eq. 6.6 include the rest

of the scalar p-leg contributions which may have k (new photon momentum) dependent

terms, depending on the exact location of ν vertex insertion down the p-leg (as according

to our notation vertex ν is always placed to the left of µ insertion to avoid double count-

ing, making the new photon momentum k flow through all the propagators which are in

between vertices ν and µ). A similar expression can be written for the circled ν vertex

insertion on the scalar p-leg, which can be expressed as,

kν C scalar p ,ν j

s+1 = (−1)(tν+1) · · · S t j+1, t j

P+Σ j+k ×[
δtν,t j (2P+2Σ j−1+l j)α j

S t j, t j−1
P+Σ j−1

− δtν,t j−1 (2P+2Σ j−1+2k+l j)α j
S t j, t j−1

P+Σ j−1+k

]
×

(2P+2Σ j−2+l j−1)α j−1
· · · (2P+l1)α1 S t1,tX

P ,

≡ N j − N j−1 . (6.7)

Here, in the above expression we note that there is an extra S t1,tX
P factor with respect to a

similar circled vertex contribution specified on Eq. 4.35, arising as the internal scalar line

on p-leg is off-shell (a similar off-shell propagator contribution is also inside the ellipses

of Eq. 6.6 and has not been shown explicitly). The notation Ni will always be used to

denote the contributions from internal scalar leg due to circled ν vertex insertions in all

following discussions. It is also to be noted that, in Eq. 6.6 and Eq. 6.7 the subscripts of M

and N terms explicitly refer to the thermal type of vertices after GY reduction captured by

the delta function terms in the explicit individual contributions faithfully. In the Eq. 6.7

the ellipses refer to the scalar contribution of the p leg from special vertex V to vertex

number ( j + 1) on scalar leg. This term with ellipses may have k dependence, depending

on the exact location of µ vertex. We would also like to mention that, as the vertex X is

on the initial p-leg; hence sometimes if needed, the vertex X may be referred to as vertex
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number 0 (zero) for discussions involving internal scalar p-leg; and also sometimes can be

referred to as vertex number (r + 1) for the discussions involving initial fermionic p-leg.

6.4 Virtual K photon insertion between initial p and final

p′-leg

We now add a virtual photon in all possible ways to the nth order diagram related to process

χ(q + q′) f (p) → χ(q′) f (p′). The corresponding matrix element after using the Eq. 6.5

can be symbolically expressed as,

M p′,p
n+1 = (e)2n+2(−i)m+2(−1)

∑m
i=1(ti+1)(−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)(i)m+2×[

C fermion p′;µ
u+1

]
×

[
C p;ν

s+r+1

]
×D µν

n+1 . (6.8)

In the above expression, µ vertex is inserted on the final p′-leg, and ν vertex is inserted on

the initial p-leg. The contribution C fermion p′;µ
u+1 from p′-leg being due to fermion line has

now (after new photon insertion) exactly (u+1) number of vertices. The same cannot be

said about the contribution C p;ν
s+r+1 due to the initial p-leg. This contribution may or may

not correspomd to having one more number of vertex with respect to C p
s+r. If the new ν

vertex is on initial fermion line or on scalar line but is a trilinear insertion then the number

of vertices will increase by a additive factor of one. If the new vertex is on scalar p-leg

and is a seagull vertex then the number of vertices on initial p-leg will remain unchanged.

In any case, C p;ν
s+r+1 will contribute an additional multiplicative charge factor ‘e’ to the

matrix element than the contribution C p
s+r, and hence the notation.

Now, using the definition of the virtual K photon at finite temperature Eq. 4.3, the corre-
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sponding K photon contribution related to the matrix element can be expressed as,

MKγ, p′,p
n+1 = (e)2n+2(−1)

∑m
i=1(ti+1)(−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)×∫

d4k
(2π)4

[
kµ C fermion p′;µ

u+1

]
×

[
kν C p;ν

s+r+1

]
× [−ibk(p′, p) Dtµ,tν ] ×Dn . (6.9)

From Eq. 6.9 we observe that the contribution of the p and p′-leg due to K photon insertion

can be evaluated independently of each other. We will compute these contributions in

detail in the following sections.

6.4.1 Insertion of vertex µ on final fermionic p′-leg

The insertion of the µ vertex to the fermionic final p′-leg is analogous to the similar ther-

mal fermionic QED insertions. A particular contribution when new insertion vertex µ is

inserted to the right of already existing vertex q on final p′-leg can be expressed as,

kµ C fermion p′; µ to right of q
u+1 = ūp′γµ1F t1,t2

p′+
∑

1
· · · γµq−1

[
F tq−1,tµ

p′+
∑

q−1
/kF tµ,tq

p′+
∑

q−1 +k

]
γµq · · ·

× F ts−1,ts
p′+

∑
s−1 +k γµs F

ts,tV
p′+

∑
s +kΓV uq+q′ . (6.10)

The above expression has quite a bit similarity with the expression of Eq. 4.15. After

using the generalized Feynman’s identity and after a pairwise cancellation of terms all the

contributions due to µ vertex insertions in all possible ways on p′-leg reduces to,

kµ C fermion p′; µ
u+1 = (−1)(tµ+1) δtµ,tV

[
ūp′γµ1 · · · γµq−1F tq−1,tq

p′+
∑

q−1
· · · (no k) · · · F ts,tV

p′+
∑

s
ΓV uq+q′

]
,

= (−1)(tµ+1) δtµ,tV C fermion p′
u , (6.11)

which is an exact analogue of Eq. 4.18. The higher order contribution due to K photon

insertion kµ C fermion p′; µ
u+1 turns out to be proportional to lower order contribution of p′-leg

C fermion p′
u times some multiplicative factors which arose as a result of GY reduction.
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6.4.2 Insertion of vertex ν on initial p-leg

The insertion of the new ν vertex on the initial p-leg can arise in two distinct ways. The

first way is when ν vertex is inserted on the scalar part of the initial p-leg, and in the

second way the new ν vertex is inserted on initial fermionic part of the p-leg. Hence the

corresponding K photon contribution related to p-leg can be put together symbolically as,

kν C p;ν
s+r+1 =

[
kν C scalar p ;ν

s+1

]
× C̃ fermion p

r + C̃ scalar p
s ×

[
kν C fermion p;ν

r+1

]
,

≡ kν C scalar;ν
s+r+1 + kν C fermion;ν

s+r+1 . (6.12)

In the above expression, kν C scalar p ;ν
s+1 and kν C fermion p;ν

r+1 respectively denote the contribution

of K photon insertion only due to ν vertex insertion being on scalar and fermionic part

of p-leg. The contributions C̃ fermion p
r and C̃ scalar p

s respectively denote the remnant part

of the fermionic and scalar contribution respectively. As the momentum k of the new K

photon flows through all the propagators which are in between ν and µ vertices; hence the

momentum k does not flow through any initial fermionic line on p-leg if the ν insertion is

on the initial scalar p-leg, i.e.,

C̃ fermion p
r = C fermion p

r . (6.13)

But, when the new ν insertion is on the initial fermionic leg then the photon momentum k

flows through all the internal scalar p-leg lines, shifting the momentum flowing through

them by a factor k, so their contribution is changed as,

C̃ scalar p
s = C scalar p

s (Pi → Pi + k) . (6.14)

Here from Eq. 6.12 we want to again mention that, although the contributing diagrams of

kν C fermion p;ν
r+1 have all (r + 1) number of vertices the contributing diagrams to kν C scalar p ;ν

s+1

may not always have (s + 1) number of vertices. There are certainly some contributing
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diagrams where all the photon interaction vertices are trilinear, which have exactly (s+1)

numbers of dotted vertices (on schematic diagram); but this is not generically true for

other contributing diagrams which have seagull interaction vertices. But, what is always

true is that kν C scalar p ;ν
s+1 has one extra contributing electron charge factor ‘e’ than the lower

order contribution C scalar p
s . We have already discussed in the paragraph just below Eq. 6.5

that the C scalar p
s contributes a charge factor of e2n−u−r; hence kν C scalar p ;ν

s+1 or more specif-

ically C scalar p ;ν
s+1 will contribute a charge factor e2n−u−r+1 2. The contribution kν C fermion;ν

s+r+1

in Eq. 6.12 suggest that the ν vertex has been inserted on the fermionic part of the p-leg

(suggesred by s + r + 1 in subscript), and a similar notation should be understood for

kν C scalar;ν
s+r+1 . As it is obvious from Eq. 6.12, kν C scalar p ;ν

s+1 and kν C fermion p;ν
r+1 can be evaluated

independently of each other, hence we will continue to do so in following discussions.

6.4.3 Insertion of vertex ν on internal scalar p -leg

The ν vertex insertion on the internal scalar p-leg can arise either due to new trilinear or

seagull vertices. The appropriate trilinear and seagull vertices can be grouped together to

form s number of circled vertices ( j = 1, 2, ... s) along-with an unpaired trilinear insertion

where ν vertex is to left of V (for each fixed choice of vertex µ) and are shown in Fig. 6.3.

p p′1 · · · r X 1 · · · νj · · · s V u · · · µ · · · 1

p p′1 · · · r X 1 · · · s ν V u · · · µ · · · 1

Figure 6.3: Diagrams contributing to K photon insertion with ν insertion vertex being on
the internal scalar p-leg, for each fixed choice of µ vertex insertion (on p′-leg). There are
s number of circled vertex diagrams for j = 1, 2, · · · , s represented in first diagram, and
a trinilear insertion diagram in second figure, where ν is situated immediately left to V .

2The charge factor can also be derived separately using the fact that, C scalar p ;ν
s+1 contributes to (n + 1)th

order matrix element, and the fermion contributions to charge factors are exactly proportional to the number
of trilinear vertices. Hence, the charge factor associated with C scalar p ;ν

s+1 is e2(n+1)−(u+1)−r = e2n−u−r+1 which
is another way of getting same charge factor.
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The contributions of Fig. 6.3 can be symbolically expressed as,

kν C p;ν
s+1 =

 s∑
j=1

kν C scalar p ; ν j

s+1

 + kν C scalar p ; ν left ofV
s+1 . (6.15)

A typical contribution of circled ν j insertion has already been specified in Eq. 6.7. Making

use of this equation for all the choices of circled vertices j = 1, 2, · · · , s and then summing

up all those contributions, we can express the squared bracketed term of Eq. 6.15 as,

s∑
j=1

kν C scalar p ;ν j

s+1 = (N1 − N0) + (N2 − N1) + · · ·+ (Ns − Ns−1) ,

= Ns − N0 . (6.16)

Here, we have to note that the N0 term only survives as the internal scalar line is off-shell.

The N0 would have vanished if the scalar line would have been on-shell. We will discuss

more about the origin of this term in the paragraph below Eq. 6.18.

The additional single diagram coming from the trilinear insertion on the vertex immedi-

ately left of vertex V can be expressed as,

kν C scalar p ;ν left of V
s+1 = (−1)(tν+1)

[
S tV ,tν

P+
∑

s +k (2P+2Σs+ k) · k S tν,ts
P+

∑
s

]
(2P+2Σs−1+ls)αs

· · ·

(2P+l1)α1 S t1,tX
P ,

= (−1)(tν+1)
[
δtν,tV S tV ,ts

P+
∑

s
− δtν,tsS

tV ,ts
P+

∑
s +k

]
(2P+2Σs−1+ls)αs

· · ·

(2P+l1)α1 S t1,tX
P ,

≡ Ns+1 − Ns , (6.17)

after using the generalized Feynman’s Identity Appendix B. The total contribution due

to all the ν vertices insertion on the internal scalar p-leg then can be expressed as (using
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results of Eq. 6.16 and Eq. 6.17 and plugging back in Eq. 6.15),

kν C scalar p ;ν
s+1 = Ns+1 − N0 ,

= (−1)(tν+1)
[
δtν,tV S tV ,ts

P+
∑

s
· · · S t2,t1

P+
∑

1
(2P + l1)α1S t1,tX

P

− δtν,tX S tV ,ts
P+

∑
s +k · · · (2P + 2k + l1)α1S t1,tX

P+k

]
. (6.18)

In the above expression the N0 term proportional to δtν,tX is only present as the internal

scalar line being off-shell, and would have vanished if scalar line were to be on-shell. The

origin of this term is from the ν1 circled insertion. The circled ν1 insertion consist of a

trilinear sub-contribution,

kν C scalar p ;ν to the left of 1
s+1 = · · · (2P+2Σ1+2k+l2)α2S t2,t1

P+k+Σ1
(2P+2k+l1)α1

[
S t1,tν

P+k(2P+k) · k S tν,tX
P

]
,

(6.19)

where the square bracketed term in Eq. 6.19 has been simplified using the generalized

Feynman’s Identity where the (2P + k) · k term is manipulated as,

(2P + k) · k =
[
(P + k)2 − m2

ϕ

]
−

[
P2 − m2

ϕ

]
. (6.20)

Eq. 6.20 is used to simplify the squared bracketed term of Eq. 6.19 as in expression below,

[
S t1,tν

P+k(2P + k) · k S tν,tX
P

]
= (−1)(tν+1)

[
δtν,t1S t1,tX

P − δtν,tX S t1,tX
P+k

]
. (6.21)

In Eq. 6.21 the last term proportional to δtν,tX arises only because the internal scalar p-leg

is off-shell. If the scalar leg were on-shell, then
[
P2 − m2

ϕ

]
= 0 in Eq. 6.20 making the

term proportional to δtν,tX vanish. As the scalar line is off-shell hence the Eq. 6.19 can be
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simplified as,

kν C scalar p ;ν to the left of 1
s+1 = (−1)(tν+1) · · · (2P + 2Σ1 + 2k + l2)α2S t2,t1

P+k+Σ1
(2P + 2k + l1)α1

×
[
δtν,t1S t1,tX

P − δtν,tX S t1,tX
P+k

]
, (6.22)

where the last term proportional to δtν,tX is N0 in Eq. 6.18. The circled vertex ν1 would

also have one seagull sub-contribution expressed as,

kν C scalar p ;ν at 1
s+1 = (−1)(tν+1) · · · (2P + 2Σ1 + 2k + l2)α2S t2,t1

P+k+Σ1

[
δtν,t1(−2k)α1S t1,tX

P

]
.

(6.23)

This term will only cancel an additive (2k)α1 from Eq. 6.22 producing the term N1. And

N1 has anyway canceled in pairwise cancellation in Eq. 6.16 when all the circled vertices

contributions are summed up.

Therefore, the main difference to note here is that, the contribution kν C scalar p ;ν
s+1 turns out to

be difference of two terms as in Eq. 6.18; which is in contrast to a similar contribution for

scalar QED regarding p-leg insertions (see Eq. 5.11), resulting only a single term propor-

tional to the lower order contribution. Here, in Eq. 6.18 the other extra term proportional

to δtν,tX only arises as the internal scalar p-leg is off-shell.

As for the ν insertion being on the internal scalar line, the additional photon momenta k

does not flow through the fermionic propagators of initial fermionic p-leg. Therefore the

contribution of the initial fermionic p-leg is unchanged and is expressed as,

C̃ fermion p
r = C fermion p

r . (6.24)

Therefore, with the help of Eq. 6.18 and Eq. 6.24 the total contribution of adding ν vertex
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in all possible ways to the internal initial scalar p-leg can be expressed as,

kν Cscalar;νs+r+1 =
[
kν Cscalar;νs+1

]
× C̃fermion p

r ,

= [Ns+1 − N0] Cfermion p
r ,

= (−1)(tν+1)
[
δtν,tV S tV ,ts

P+
∑

s
· · · S t2,t1

P+
∑

1
(2P + l1)α1 S t1,tX

P

−δtν,tX S tV ,ts
P+

∑
s +k · · · (2P + 2k + l1)α1 S t1,tX

P+k

]
×

{
ūq′ΓXF tX ,tr

p+
∑

r
γνr · · · (no k) up

}
, (6.25)

where “no k” refers to the fact that the terms represented by the ellipses are independent

of k.

6.4.4 Insertion of vertex ν on initial fermionic p-leg

The insertion of the ν vertex to the initial fermionic p-leg is similar to the analogous

fermionic QED case for photon insertions on p-leg. For each particular choice of µ vertex

insertion on the final fermionic p′-leg, the ν vertex can be inserted in (r+1) possible ways

(generating trilinear vertices) to the initial fermionic p-leg. A typical diagram among the

set of (r + 1) diagrams has been shown schematically in Fig. 6.4 (where ν corresponds to

the newly inserted trilinear photon vertex on fermionic p-leg).

p p′1 · · · ν · · · r X 1 · · · s V u · · · µ · · · 1

Figure 6.4: A typical diagram among a set of (r + 1) diagrams, contributing to K photon
insertion with ν insertion vertex being on the initial fermionic p-leg, for each fixed choice
of µ vertex insertion (on p′-leg). We note here that the photon momentum k of newly
inserted photon now flows through the entire internal scalar line.

After applying generalized Feynman’s Identities and summing up all the (r + 1) sub-

contributions, there are again pairwise cancellation of terms between the sub-contributions.
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This cancellation provides us with the final expression related to ν insertion on initial p-

leg, being proportional to a single term which arises from a remnant contribution (after

pairwise cancellation), where the new ν trilinear vertex is inserted immediately to the left

of vertex X. The final total contribution of initial fermion leg can be expressed as in

Eq. 6.26 below,

kν C fermion p;ν
r+1 = (−1)(tν+1) δtν,tX ūq′ΓXF tX ,tr

p+
∑

r
γνr · · · (no k) up

= (−1)(tν+1) δtν,tX ×
[
C fermion p

r

]
, (6.26)

where the ‘(no k)’ bracketed expression suggest that there is not any k dependence in the

above expression. The Eq. 6.26 is an exact analogue of Eq. 4.20, as the higher order

contribution due to K photon insertion kν C fermion p;ν
r+1 on initial fermionic p-leg becomes

proportional to lower order contribution C fermion p
r times some multiplicative factors which

arose as a result of GY reduction.

From Fig. 6.4 it is evident that the photonmomentum now flows through the entire internal

scalar p leg. Hence, the scalar lines will get this additive photon momentum factor k to

their existing momenta, and the whole contribution will get modified as,

C̃ scalar p
s = C scalar p

s (Pi → Pi + k) . (6.27)

Using the results of Eq. 6.26 and Eq. 6.27 the total contribution for the ν vertex insertion

on the fermionic line can be expressed as,

kν Cfermion;νs+r+1 = C̃ scalar p
s ×

[
kν C fermion p;ν

r+1

]
,

= (−1)(tν+1)
[
S tV ,ts

P+
∑

s +k · · · (2P + 2k + l1)α1S t1,tX
P+k

]
×{

ūq′ΓXF tX ,tr
p+

∑
r
δtν,tXγνr · · · (no k) up

}
, (6.28)

with the first term in square brackets containing k dependence both from the vertex factors
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and the propagator terms.

6.4.5 The total contribution of ν vertex insertion on initial p-leg

Using the results of Eq. 6.25 and Eq. 6.28 and plugging those back in Eq. 6.12, the total

contribution of the ν vertex insertion on the initial p-leg can be written down as,

kν C p;ν
s+r+1 = kν

{
C scalar;ν

s+r+1

}
+ kν

{
C fermion;ν

s+r+1

}
,

= (−1)(tν+1)
{ [
δtν,tV S tV ,ts

P+
∑

s
· · · S t2,t1

P+
∑

1
(2P + l1)α1S t1,tX

P

− δtν,tX S tV ,ts
P+

∑
s +k · · · (2P + 2k + l1)α1S t1,tX

P+k

]
×

[
ūq′ΓXF tX ,tr

p+
∑

r
γνr · · · up

] }
+ (−1)(tν+1)

{ [
S tV ,ts

P+
∑

s +k · · · (2P + 2k + l1)α1S t1,tX
P+k

]
×[

ūq′ΓXF tX ,tr
p+

∑
r
δtν,tXγνr · · · (no k) up

] }
,

= (−1)(tν+1)
[
δtν,tV S tV ,ts

P+
∑

s
· · · S t2,t1

P+
∑

1
(2P+l1)α1S t1,tX

P

]
×

{
ūq′ΓXF tX ,tr

p+
∑

r
γνr · · · up

}
.

(6.29)

In the above expression we find that the contribution kν
{
C fermion;ν

s+r+1

}
cancels exactly against

a similar and opposite sub-contribution proportional to δtν,tX from kν
{
C scalar;ν

s+r+1

}
term. The

final contribution is again proportional to the lower order contribution coming from p-leg.

The interpretation of this cancellation is non-trivial and we will discuss about the nature

of the cancellation in more detail in following paragraph.

Nature of the double-cancellation for K photon insertion between p′ and p-leg

* We have observed a double-cancellation in Eq. 6.29. To appreciate the cancellation,

we note that all the possible ways of ν vertex insertions on the initial scalar p-leg result in

a pairwise cancellation among the sub-contributions, finally producing two remnant terms

which are respectively proportional to δtν,tV and δtν,tX . These delta functions respectively

result from the remnant terms of the sub-contributions, from ν vertex being inserted on
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scalar p-leg immediately to the left of V and to the right of X on scalar leg.

All the possible ways of ν vertex insertions on the initial fermionic p-leg result in a pair-

wise cancellation among the sub-contributions, leaving only a single term proportional

δtν,tX . This final contribution for fermionic insertions results from a remnant term of sub-

contribution, where ν is inserted to the immediate left of the vertex X on fermion line.

Therefore, the full contribution of fermion line (corresponding to remnant term from sub-

contribution left of vertex X) exactly cancels against one of the contributing terms of scalar

insertions (corresponding to remnant term from sub-contribution right of vertex X). The

final total contribution of p-leg therefore, becomes proportional to lower order contri-

bution with multiplicative δtν,tV factor (which resulted from GY reduction). We have to

appreciate here that we have obtained a double-cancellation; the sets of scalar insertions

themselves, and the same is true for fermionic insertions. The remnant scalar (one of the

two remaining terms) and fermionic contributions then cancel against each other indepen-

dent of the explicit form of ΓX. As wewill find in upcoming discussions, without obtaining

this kind of a double-cancellation, the proof of IR factorization and resummation for K

photon contributions would have been impossible.

* The factor ΓX (ΓV) is present in all of the sub-contributions representing the relevant

factor corresponding to χ-ϕ- f interaction vertex. One may expect the explicit structure of

the ΓX to play a crucial role in the calculation. But, unexpectedly the nature of the can-

cellation does not depend on the explicit structure of the ΓX (as we have never used any

explicit structure of ΓX (ΓV) in above calculation). Therefore the nature of cancellation

is generic and is ‘blind’ to the explicit structure of ΓX. For example ϕ could have repre-

sented a pseudo-scalar field in place of a scalar one; or there could have been explicitly a

pseudo-scalar (γ5) term in addition to CP even terms; or rather there could have been other

additional neutral fields at the interaction vertices in some models of non-renormalizable

effective theory. The point we want to stress here is that the nature of cancellation is quite

generic and is independent of explicit structure of the ΓX (ΓV) interaction vertex factors.
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6.4.6 Final matrix element for K photon insertion between initial p

and final p′-leg

Using the results of Eq. 6.29 and Eq. 6.11 and plugging them back in Eq. 6.9, the final

matrix element for the total contribution of inserting virtual K photon turns out to be,

MKγ, p′,p
n+1 = (e)2n+2(−i)m+2(−1)

∑m
i=1(ti+1)(−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)(i)m+2 ×

∫
d4k
(2π)4

bk(p′, p)
[
kµ C fermion p′;µ

u+1

]
×

[
kν C p;ν

s+r+1

]
× [−iD tµ,tν ] ×Dn ,

= (e)2n+2(−1)
∑m

i=1(ti+1)(−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)×∫
d4k
(2π)4

bk(p′, p)
[
(−1)(tµ+1)

{
ūp′γµ1F t1,t2

p′+
∑

1
· · · (no k) · · · F ts,tV

p′+
∑

s
δtµ,tV ΓV uq+q′

}]
×

[
(−1)(tν+1)

{
δtν,tV S tV ,ts

P+
∑

s
· · · S t2,t1

P+
∑

1
(2P + l1)α1S t1,tX

P

}
×{

ūq′ΓXF tX ,tr
p+

∑
r
γνr · · · (no k) up

}]
× [−iD tµ,tν ] ×Dn ,

=⇒ MKγ, p′,p
n+1 = −ie2

∫
d4k
(2π)4

bk(p′, p)
[
δtµ,tV δtν,tV

]
D tµ,tν(k) ×M n . (6.30)

Here, the higher order matrix element turns out to be proportional to the lower order matrix

element (after comparing with Eq. 6.4) with all the contributions of the K photon insertions

factored out. The delta functions are obtained as a result of GY reduction. We would like

to mention here that, as the DM particles are physical and bring in/take out hard physical

momenta, thus the thermal type of the verticesV and X are always type-1, i.e., tV = tX = 1.

6.5 Insertion of both the vertices of virtual K photon on

final fermionic p′-leg

The insertion of both the ends of K photon to the final fermionic p′-leg is much more

straightforward than the other two cases. This is exactly similar to the analogous case

of thermal fermionic QED. After avoiding any possibility of double-counting the higher
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order matrix element turns out to be proportional to the lower order matrix element times

the contributions of K photon insertions factored out [41]. The final expression for the

higher order matrix element hence can be expressed as,

MKγ, p′,p′

n+1 = +ie2
∫

d4k
(2π)4

bk(p′, p′)
[
δtµ, t1 δtν, t1

]
D tµ,tν(k) ×M n . (6.31)

We have listed this result for the sake of convenience and completeness. The outgoing

SM fermions f being physical and carrying hard momenta, the thermal type associated

with the outermost vertices are of type-1, i.e., t1 = 1 in the above expression. It is also to

be noted that the overall ie2 factor has a multiplicative positive (+) sign here in contrast

to the expression of Eq. 6.30 where ie2 factor had an overall negative (−) multiplicative

sign. This is always true for the cases, where both the photon insertions are on same leg

(see Eq. 5.24 of Chapter 5).

6.6 Insertion of both the vertices of virtual K photon on

initial p-leg

This case where both the ends of the virtual K photon are inserted on the initial p-leg is

the most complicated one. There are distinctively three separate classes among which the

insertions can happen. These are particularly,

• Both ends of the new K photon insertion are on the internal scalar leg.

• One end of the new K photon insertion is on the scalar leg whereas the other one is

on the initial fermionic leg.

• Both ends of the new K photon insertion are on the initial fermionic leg.

As both the photon ends are inserted on the initial p-leg hence, we have to take care to

avoid double-counting. As before we, will do so, by always placing ν vertex to the left of
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µ vertex insertion. With this understanding, the higher order matrix element after adding

a virtual photon on the initial p-leg can be symbolically expressed as,

M p,p
n+1 = (e)2n+2(−i)m+2(−1)

∑m
i=1(ti+1)(−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)(i)m+2×[

C fermion p′
u

]
×

[
C p; µν

s+r+2

]
×D µν

n+1 , (6.32)

where, in the above expression all the notations of contributions of corresponding legs are

in accordance with all previous discussion. We will note that C p; µν
s+r+2 always contributes

two extra multiplicative charge factor e2 to the overall factors of matrix element than the

corresponding C p
s+r contribution. Using the definition of K polarization sum (see Eq. 4.3)

the corresponding matrix element for the K photon insertion can be written as,

MKγ, p,p
n+1 ∼

∫
d4k
(2π)4

bk(p, p)
[
C fermion p′

u

]
×

[
kµkν C p ; µν

s+r+2

]
× [−iD tµ,tν ] ×Dn . (6.33)

The relevant contribution to the matrix element now can be symbolically expressed as,

kµkν C p, µν
s+r+2 = kµkν

[
C scalar p ; µν

s+2 × C fermion p
r + C scalar; µ

s+1 × C fermion p; ν
r+1

+ C scalar p
s × C fermion p; µν

r+2

]
. (6.34)

As we have already discussed, there are three distinctive classes of the contribution related

to this case. The first term of Eq. 6.34 refers to both the insertions being on the internal

scalar p-leg, the second term refers to the contribution with the two K photon ends being

on the internal scalar p-leg and initial fermionic p-leg, and the third term refers to both

the ends of K photon being inserted on the initial fermionic p-leg. The subscripts asso-

ciated with the scalar contributions are to be understood according to all the discussions

mentioned in previous sections. It is again mentioned here, that the subscripts of scalar

contributions may/may not show faithfully the number of concerned vertices in the dia-

grams of sub-contributions, but they always correctly specify the contribution of charge

factors to the overall matrix element.
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6.6.1 Insertion of both the virtual K photon vertices on the internal

scalar p-leg

This is the most complicated case among all the three possible distinctive classes. As both

the ends of new K photon are inserted on the internal scalar p-leg, hence there is also

the possibility of emergence of tadpole diagrams. The scalar line allows both the trilinear

and seagull insertions; thus the number of the diagrams proliferate immensely. To avoid

double-counting of vertices, the new ν vertex is always inserted to the left of µ vertex. To

manage this proliferated numbers of diagrams and to show the nature of factorization and

GY reduction clearly, the diagrams are grouped into four sets.

We will show here how the sets have been defined. We will start with a particular case

when the new µ vertex is inserted to the immediate left of vertex V on scalar leg, either

making a new trilinear vertex (left of vertex number s) or making a seagull vertex (at

vertex number s). For each of those fixed µ (trilinear/seagull) vertex we will add the ν

vertices in all possible ways to the left of µ vertices.

For all the trilinear new ν vertex insertions, the contributing diagrams are grouped into

Fig. 6.5 and symbolically denoted as ‘Set A’.

And for all the seagull new ν vertex insertions, the contributing diagrams are grouped into

Fig. 6.6 and symbolically denoted as ‘Set B’. Note that, for Set B there is also a choice

when µ and ν makes a seagull insertion (a tadpole diagram) immediately to the left of

special vertex V .

Before simplifying the results of both Set A and Set B, note that all the trilinear ν ver-

tex insertions are collected into the first and seagull ν vertex insertions are collected into

the second square bracketed terms for, both Set A and Set B respectively in Fig. 6.5 and

Fig. 6.6.
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Set A =

[ (
X ν 1 · · · s µ V

+ · · · +
X 1 · · · ν s−1 s µ V

)

+
(

X 1 · · · s−1 ν s µ V

)
+
(

X 1 · · · s ν µ V

) ]

+
[ (

X ν 1 · · · s − 1 µ=s V
+ · · · +

X 1 · · · ν s − 1 µ=s V

)

+
(

X 1 · · · s − 1 ν µ=s V

) ]

=

[ (
X ν 1 · · · sµ V

+ · · · +
X 1 · · · ν s−1 sµ V

)

+
(

X 1 · · · ν sµ V

)
+
(

X 1 · · · s ν µ V

) ]

Figure 6.5: The diagrams which contribute to Set A (when both the photon insertions are
on internal scalar leg) have been shown here. The diagrams correspond to ‘trilinear’ ν
vertex insertions in all possible ways, when µ insertion is either a fixed trilinear (all the
first square bracketed terms) or a fixed seagull insertion (all the second square bracketed
terms) situated immediately left of vertex V .

Set B =

[ (
X ν =1 2 · · · s µ V

+ · · · +
X 1 · · · ν =s−1 s µ V

)

+
(

X 1 · · · ν =s µ V

)
+
(

X 1 · · · s ν =µ V

) ]

+
[ (

X ν =1 2 · · · µ=s V
+ · · · +

X 1 · · · ν =s−1 µ=s V

) ]

=

[ (
X ν =1 2 · · · sµ V

+ · · · +
X 1 · · · ν =s−1 sµ V

)

+
(

X 1 · · · ν =s µ V

)
+
(

X 1 · · · s ν =µ V

) ]

Figure 6.6: The diagrams which contribute to Set B (when both the photon insertions are
on internal scalar leg) have been shown here. The diagrams correspond to ‘seagull’ ν
vertex insertions in all possible ways, when µ insertion is either a fixed trilinear (all the
first square bracketed terms) or a fixed seagull insertion (all the second square bracketed
terms) situated immediately left of vertex V .
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For both the cases of Set A and Set B, the first (s − 1) diagrams inside parentheses from

both first and second squared bracketed terms are collected together to form (s− 1) terms

with sµ circled vertex inside the third (final) square bracketed terms.

Actually, to understand clearly which diagrams are collected together (from either Set A

or B) the parentheses have been colour coded. The diagrams from same colour coded

parentheses are collected together to obtain the final diagrams, which are also inside same

colour coded parentheses. From this colour coded parentheses, it is also evident that other

two terms from Set A, in the magenta coloured parentheses also group together to form a

single circled vertex contribution.

The contributions of Set A and Set B can be symbolically written as in the equations below,

Set A = [ (A1 + · · ·+ As−1 ) + (A′ ) + (A′′ ) ] , (6.35)

where, in the above expression, the contributions of the first (s − 1) terms from Set A

Fig. 6.5 has been collected together and are denoted by (A1 + · · ·+ As−1 ). The other two

remnant terms from Fig. 6.5 have been denoted by respectively (A′ ) and (A′′ ). The terms

are again colour coded for easy identification.

Similarly for Set B Fig. 6.5 the first (s − 1) terms are collected together and are denoted

by (B1+ · · ·+ Bs−1 ) and the other two remnant terms from Fig. 6.5 have been denoted by

respectively (B′ ) and (B′′ ). Here, also the contributions are colour coded.

Set B = [ (B1 + · · ·+ Bs−1 ) + (B′ ) + (B′′ ) ] . (6.36)

Now, the contributions of Set A and Set B are added together as in Fig. 6.7. There is

again scope of simplification among the sub-contributions of Set A and Set B. The first

(s−1) terms from Set A and Set B again group together to make ν j circled vertices where,

j = 1, 2, ..., (s − 1). There is also a simplification between A′′ + B′′ terms making a νµ

circled vertex term. This νµ circled vertex term has also a tadpole contribution.
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Set A + Set B =

[
X ν1 2 · · · sµ V

+ · · · +
X 1 · · · νs−1 sµ V

]

+
[

X 1 2 · · · ν sµ V

]
+

[
X 1 · · · ν =s µ V

]

+
[

X 1 2 · · · s νµ V

]

Figure 6.7: The contributions from Set A Figs. 6.5 and Set B 6.6 have been added together,
to obtain a simplified set of terms.

The contribution of Set A and Set B can be symbolically written as,

Set A + Set B = [(A1 + B1) + · · ·+ (As−1 + Bs−1) ] + [A′ ] + [B′ ] + [A′′ + B′′ ] ,

= Set Is + Set IIs + Set IIIs + Set IVs . (6.37)

Now in above expression Set Is correspond to the (s − 1) number of circled vertices con-

tributions, where ν j runs from j = 1, 2, ..., (s − 1) while sµ is at a fixed place.

Set Is = [(A1 + B1) + · · ·+ (As−1 + Bs−1) ] . (6.38)

In Eq. 6.37, Set IIs corresponds to a contributionwhere the trilinear ν vertex is immediately

adjacent to circled sµ vertex.

Set IIs = [A′ ] . (6.39)

In Eq. 6.37 Set IIIs corresponds to a contribution, where νmakes a seagull vertex at vertex

number s and µ is a trilinear insertion situated immediately to the right of the ν = s seagull

vertex, so that

Set IIIs = [B′ ] . (6.40)

In Eq. 6.37, Set IVs correspond to a contribution where the adjacent trilinear insertion of

ν and µ vertices, and the ν = µ tadpole diagram combine together to form a νµ circled
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vertex, so that

Set IVs = [A′′ + B′′ ] . (6.41)

All the above grouping of terms were performed for a special location of µ vertex insertion

namely at s, but this kind of grouping can also be performed for any arbitrary location of

µ insertion vertex on p-leg. With this consideration, we can say that all the contributing

diagrams, when both ends of the K photon insertions are on the same internal scalar p leg

can be grouped into four independent sets, i.e., Set I, Set II, Set III, Set IV. A typical term

for each set has been shown in Fig. 6.8.

p 1 · · · r X 1 · · · νj · · · qµ · · · s V p 1 · · · r X 1 · · · q−1 ν qµ · · · s V

p 1 · · · r X 1 · · · q−1 q=ν µ · · · s V p 1 · · · r X 1 · · · q νµ q+1 · · · s V

Figure 6.8: Typical diagrams contributing to Set I, Set II, Set III, Set IV for both the K
photon vertices on internal scalar p-leg. Set I at Top-left, Set II at Top-right, Set III at
Bottom-left , Set IV at Bottom-right. The final fermionic p′-leg is not shown as that is kept
unchanged for initial p-leg insertions.

• Set I : This set has both the ν and µ vertex as circled vertices as shown in the top

left diagram of Fig. 6.8. For a particular position of circled vertex qµ, the circled ν j

vertex can arise in (q− 1) ways, i.e., j = 1, 2, ..., (q− 1). Now, the circled vertex qµ

can arise in (s − 1) ways corresponding to q = 2, 3, ..., s. Therefore Set I consists

of a sum of s(s − 1)/2 number of distinct schematic diagrams, a typical diagram of

which is shown as in the top left panel of Fig. 6.8.

• Set II : This set has µ circled vertex and ν trilinear vertex. For every qµ circled

vertex, a trilinear ν vertex is situated immediately to the left of the circled vertex.

There are exactly s ways corresponding to q = 1, 2, ..., s in which the circled vertex

qµ can arise, and hence in this set there are s distinct number of schematic diagrams,

a typical diagram of which is shown as in the top right panel of Fig. 6.8.
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• Set III : This set has ν seagull vertex and µ trilinear vertex. For ν seagull vertex at

q = ν the trilinear µ vertex is situated immediately to the right of the seagull q = ν

vertex. As the seagull q = ν vertex can arise in s distinct ways corresponding to

q = 1, 2, ..., s, hence there are s number of distinct schematic diagrams belonging

in this set, a typical diagram of which is shown in the bottom left panel of Fig. 6.8.

• Set IV : This set comprises of circled νµ vertices. Hence, this set includes all the

tadpole diagrams. There are exactly (s+1) distinct terms in this set, corresponding

to the (s + 1) number of νµ circled vertex insertions on (s + 1) number of scalar

propagators. A typical diagram of this set is shown in the bottom right panel of

Fig. 6.8.

Hence, the total contribution due to both ends of the K photon insertion being on the scalar

line can be symbolically written down as,

kµkν C scalar p; µν
s+2 =

[
kµkν C scalar p; µν;I

s+2

]
+

[
kµkν C scalar p; µν;II

s+2

]
+

+
[
kµkν C scalar p; µν;III

s+2

]
+

[
kµkν C scalar p; µν;IV

s+2

]
. (6.42)

We will continue to evaluate the corresponding contribution of the four sets respectively

and then add them to get the full contribution. We will also note that, this is an analogous

(but not explicitly same) rearrangement of the terms as in for scalar QED case in Subsec-

tion 5.2.3. The rearrangement of sets are little bit different here, to facilitate a more clear

cancellation and factorization (as the scalar line is off-shell here, in contrast to scalar QED

case where scalar leg was on-shell).

The contribution of the Set I can be expressed as

kµkν C scalar p ;µν;I
s+2 =

s∑
q=2

q−1∑
j=1

kµkν C scalar p; qµ ,ν j; I
s+2 , (6.43)

where kµkν C scalar p; qµ ,ν j; I
s+2 corresponds to the diagram as shown in Fig. 6.9. We have also
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drawn the Feynman diagrams related to the schematic diagram.

p 1 · · · r X 1 · · · νj · · · qµ · · · s V

≡

p 1 · · · r X 1 · · · ν j · · · q µ · · · s V

+
p 1 · · · r X 1 · · · j =ν · · · q µ · · · s V

+

+
p 1 · · · r X 1 · · · ν j · · · q =µ · · · s V

+
p 1 · · · r X 1 · · · j =ν · · · q =µ · · · s V

Figure 6.9: A typical diagram of Set I with contributing Feynman diagrams.

Using Eq. 6.6 and Eq. 6.7 the contribution of a typical diagram of Set I can be written as,

kµkν C scalar p ; qµ; ν j; I
s+2 = (−1)(tµ+1) (−1)(tν+1)

{
S tV ,ts

P+
∑

s
(2P+2Σs−1+ls)αs

· · · S tq+2,tq+1

P+Σq+1
×

(2P+2Σq+lq+1)αq+1

[
δtµ,tq S tq+1,tq

P+Σq
(2P+2Σq−1+lq)αq

−δtµ,tq+1
S tq+1,tq

P+Σq+k (2P+2Σq−1+2k+lq)αq

]
S tq,tq−1

P+Σq−1+k · · ·
}

×
{
· · · S t j+1,t j

P+Σ j+k

[
δtν,t j (2P+2Σ j−1+l j)α j

S t j,t j−1
P+Σ j−1

−δtν,t j−1 (2P+2Σ j−1+2k+l j)α j
S t j,t j−1

P+Σ j−1+k

]
×

(2P+2Σ j−2+l j−1)α j−1
· · · (2P+l1)α1 S t1,tX

P

}
,

≡
{
Mq − Mq+1

}
µ

{
N j − N j−1

}
ν
,

≡
{
Mqµ

} {
N j − N j−1

}
ν
. (6.44)

In the above expression Mqµ corresponds to the expression as defined in Eq. 6.6 and{
N j − N j−1

}
ν
arises as a result of using Eq. 6.7. Now summing over all possible (q − 1)

number of circled ν j vertices for j = 1, 2, ..., (q − 1) we obtain a pairwise cancellation of
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terms, resulting in two remnant terms,

q∑
j=1

kµkν C scalar p ; qµ; ν j; I
s+2 =

{
Mqµ

} {
(Nq−1−Nq−2) + (Nq−2−Nq−3) + · · ·+ (N2−N1)

+ (N1 − N0)
}
,

=
{
Mqµ

} {
Nq−1 − N0

}
,

≡ C qµ; I
1 − C qµ; I

2 . (6.45)

The complete contribution of Set I, as mentioned in Eq. 6.43, can be obtained after sum-

ming over all the (s − 1) choices of circled qµ vertices, corresponding to q = 2, 3, ..., s.

But, just from a simple observation of Eq. 6.45 it is obvious that for q = 1 the two cor-

responding terms C qµ; I
1 and C qµ; I

2 exactly cancel among themselves giving a vanishing

contribution. Therefore, we can incorporate this observation by including q = 1 also in

the limit of the summed contribution of Eq. 6.43 producing a result,

kµkν C scalar p; µν;I
s+2 =

s∑
q=1

[
C qµ; I
1 − C qµ; I

2

]
, (6.46)

where now the q sum runs from 1 to s. Using the results of Eq. 6.6, Eq. 6.7 and Eq. 6.44

in above Eq. 6.45 we obtain,

C qµ; I
1 = (−1)(tµ+1) (−1)(tν+1)

[
S tV ,ts

P+Σs
(2P+2Σs−1+ls)αs

S ts,ts−1
P+Σs−1

· · · (2P+2Σq+lq+1)αq+1

]
[
δtµ,tq S tq+1,tq

P+Σq
(2P+2Σq−1+lq)αq

− δtµ,tq+1
S tq+1,tq

P+Σq+k (2P+2Σq−1+2k+lq)αq

]
×{

δtν,tq−1 S tq,tq−1
P+Σq−1+k (2P+2Σq−2+lq−1)αq−1

· · · S t1,tX
P

}
;

C qµ; I
2 = (−1)(tµ+1) (−1)(tν+1)

[
S tV ,ts

P+Σs
(2P+2Σs−1+ls)αs

S ts,ts−1
P+Σs−1

· · · (2P+2Σq+lq+1)αq+1

]
[
δtµ,tq S tq+1,tq

P+Σq
(2P+2Σq−1+lq)αq

− δtµ,tq+1
S tq+1,tq

P+Σq+k (2P+2Σq−1+2k+lq)αq

]
×{

δtν,tX S tq,tq−1
P+Σq−1+k (2P+2Σq−2+2k+lq−1)αq−1

· · · (2P+2k+l1)α1 S t1,tX
P+k

}
, (6.47)

where we notice (see Fig. 6.9) from the above equation that the momentum k of the virtual

K photon does not flow beyond right of insertion vertex µ or circled vertex qµ, hence the
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part of the scalar p leg contribution which is in between vertex (q + 1) and V remains

unchanged. This unchanged factor which is marked by magenta colour will occur fre-

quently in the following discussion, so we will use the notation [U]q+1 (withU denoting

unchanged) for this unchanged factor as below,

[U]q+1 =
[
S tV ,ts

P+Σs
(2P+2Σs−1+ls)αs

S ts,ts−1
P+Σs−1

· · · (2P+2Σq+lq+1)αq+1

]
. (6.48)

The total contribution of Set II is symbolically expressed as,

kµkν C scalar p; µν; II
s+2 =

s∑
q=1

kµkν C scalar p; qµ ν; II
s+2 . (6.49)

A typical term of this contribution corresponds to the schematic as shown in Fig. 6.10.

p 1 · · · r X 1 · · · q−1 ν qµ · · · s V

≡

p 1 · · · r X 1 · · ·q−1 ν q µ · · · s V

+
p 1 · · · r X 1 · · ·q−1 ν q = µ · · · s V

Figure 6.10: A typical diagram of Set II with contributing Feynman diagrams.

The contribution of a typical term of Set II is given by

kµkν C scalar p;qµ ν; II
s+2 = (−1)(tµ+1) (−1)(tν+1)

{
S tV ,ts

P+
∑

s
(2P+2Σs−1+ls)αs

· · · S tq+2,tq+1

P+Σq+1
×

(2P+2Σq+lq+1)αq+1

[
δtµ,tq S tq+1,tq

P+Σq
(2P+2Σq−1+lq)αq

−δtµ,tq+1
S tq+1,tq

P+Σq+k (2P+2Σq−1+2k+lq)αq

] }
×

{ [
δtν,tq S tq,tq−1

P+Σq−1
− δtν,tq−1 S tq,tq−1

P+Σq−1+k

]
(2P+2Σq−2+lq−1)αq−1

· · · S t1,tX
P

}
,

≡
[
C qµ; II
1 − C qµ; II

2

]
− C qµ; II

3 , (6.50)

To obtain Eq. 6.50 the results of Eq. 6.6 and the generalized Feynman’s Identities have
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been used. The two terms in the first curly bracket are due to a result of using Eq. 6.6

to simplify the circled qµ insertion. And the terms in the second curly bracket arise after

using generalized Feyman’s identities. Here C qµ; II
1 − C qµ; II

2 arise from multiplication of

the first term of the second curly bracket with the whole of the first curly bracket and the

−C qµ; II
3 is a result of multiplication of second term of the second curly bracket with the

whole of the first curly bracket. After using Eq. 6.48 the contribution can be written as,

C qµ; II
1 − C qµ; II

2 =(−1)(tµ+1) (−1)(tν+1) [U]q+1

[
δtµ,tq S tq+1,tq

P+Σq
(2P+2Σq−1+lq)αq

− δtµ,tq+1
S tq+1,tq

P+Σq+k (2P+2Σq−1+2k+lq)αq

]
×

{
δtν,tq S tq,tq−1

P+Σq−1
(2P+2Σq−2+lq−1)αq−1

· · · S t1,tX
P

}
, (6.51)

and the individual contributions can be expressed as,

C qµ; II
1 =(−1)(tµ+1) (−1)(tν+1) [U]q+1

[
δtµ,tq S tq+1,tq

P+Σq
(2P+2Σq−1+lq)αq

]
×

{
δtν,tq S tq,tq−1

P+Σq−1
(2P+2Σq−2+lq−1)αq−1

· · · S t1,tX
P

}
,

=(−1)(tµ+1) (−1)(tν+1)
[
δtµ,tqδtν,tq

]
[U]q+1

[
S tq+1,tq

P+Σq
(2P+2Σq−1+lq)αq

· · · S t1,tX
P

]
;

(6.52)

−C qµ; II
2 = − (−1)(tµ+1) (−1)(tν+1) [U]q+1

[
δtµ,tq+1

S tq+1,tq
P+Σq+k (2P+2Σq−1+2k+lq)αq

]
×

{
δtν,tq S tq,tq−1

P+Σq−1
(2P+2Σq−2+lq−1)αq−1

· · · S t1,tX
P

}
,

= − (−1)(tµ+1) (−1)(tν+1)
[
δtµ,tq+1

δtν,tq

]
[U]q+1

[
S tq+1,tq

P+Σq+k

(
2P+2Σq−1+ 2k +lq

)
αq
×

S tq,tq−1
P+Σq−1

· · · S t1,tX
P

]
; (6.53)
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−C qµ; II
3 = − (−1)(tµ+1) (−1)(tν+1) [U]q+1

[
δtµ,tq S tq+1,tq

P+Σq
(2P+2Σq−1+lq)αq

−δtµ,tq+1
S tq+1,tq

P+Σq+k (2P+2Σq−1+2k+lq)αq

]
×

{
δtν,tq−1 S tq,tq−1

P+Σq−1+k (2P+2Σq−2+lq−1)αq−1
· · · S t1,tX

P

}
,

= − C qµ; I
1 ; (6.54)

where we note that−C qµ; II
3 is exactly opposite of C qµ; I

1 of Eq. 6.47 ( i.e., −C qµ; II
3 = −C qµ; I

1

) and we will see cancellation between these terms in upcoming discussions.

The total contribution of Set III is symbolically given by,

kµkν C scalar p; µν; III
s+2 =

s∑
q=1

kµkν C scalar p; µ, q=ν; III
s+2 . (6.55)

A typical contributing diagram of Set III is schematically and with Feynman diagram

shown in Fig. 6.11.

p 1 · · · r X 1 · · · q−1 q=ν µ · · · s V

≡
p 1 · · · r X 1 · · · q−1 q=ν µ · · · s V

Figure 6.11: A typical diagram of Set III with contributing Feynman diagram.

The contribution of the typical diagram is given by,

kµkν C scalar p; µ, q=ν; III
s+2 = (−1)(tν+1) [U]q+1

[
S tq+1,tµ

P+Σq
(2P+2Σq−1+k) · kS tµ,tν

P+Σq+k

]
×

(
(−2k)αqδtν,tq

)
S tq,tq−1

P+Σq−1
· · · S t1,tX

P ,

= (−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1) [U]q+1

[
δtµ,tνS

tq+1,tq
P+Σq

− δtµ,tq+1S tq+1,tq
P+Σq+k

]
,

×
(
(−2k)αqδtν,tq

)
S tq,tq−1

P+Σq−1
· · · S t1,tX

P ,

≡ C q;III
1 − C q;III

2 , (6.56)
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where in the above Eq. 6.56 the individual contribution of the final expression is given by,

C q;III
1 =(−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)

[
δtµ,tq δtν,tq

]
[U]q+1

{
S tq+1,tq

P+Σq
(−2k)αq

S tq,tq−1
P+Σq−1

· · · S t1,tX
P

}
,

−C q;III
2 =(−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)

[
− δtµ,tq+1

δtν,tq

]
[U]q+1

{
S tq+1,tq

P+Σq+k (−2k)αq
S tq,tq−1

P+Σq−1
· · · S t1,tX

P

}
.

(6.57)

The total contribution of the Set IV can be written symbolically as,

kµkν C scalar p ; µν; IV
s+2 =

s∑
q=0

kµkν C scalar p ;νµ; q; IV
s+2 , (6.58)

where a typical term of the Set IV now also contains tadpole insertion. A typical contri-

bution has been shown both schematically and with Feynman diagrams in Fig. 6.12.

p 1 · · · r X 1 · · · q νµ q+1 · · · s V

≡

p 1 · · · r X 1 · · · q ν µ q+1· · · s V

+
p 1 · · · r X 1 · · · q ν = µ q+1· · · s V

Figure 6.12: A typical diagram of Set IV with contributing Feynman diagrams.

The same contribution of typical diagram Fig. 6.12 can be written symbolically as,

kµkν C scalar p ;νµ; q; IV
s+2 =C scalar p ;ν left of µ; q; IV

s+2 + C scalar p ;ν=µ; q; IV
s+2 . (6.59)

As the momentum k of the K photon flows from the ν vertex to the µ vertex; hence here

in Set IV, when the ν and µ trilinear insertion vertices are adjacent to each other, then

this momentum only flows through a single propagator and that propagator is shared by

both the ν and µ vertices. Therefore the GY reduction for this case can only happen at a

particular vertex. Considering this fact, the contribution due to adjacent trilinear insertions
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on scalar leg is given by,

kµkν C scalar p ;ν left of µ; q; IV
s+2 = · · · (2P+2Σq + lq+1)αq+1

[
S tq+1,tµ

P+Σq
(2P+2Σq + k) · k S tµ,tν

P+Σq+k

]
×

(2P+2Σq + k) · k S tν,tq
P+Σq

· · ·

=(−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1) ×
{
· · · (2P+2Σq + lq+1)αq+1

×[
δtµ,tν S tq+1,tν

P+Σq
− δtµ,tq+1

S tq+1,tν
P+Σq+k

]
× (2P+2Σq + k) · k S tν,tq

P+Σq
· · ·

}
,

=(−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)
{
· · · (2P+2Σq + lq+1)αq+1

×{
δtµ,tν

[
S tq+1,tν

P+Σq
(2P+2Σq + k) · k S tν,tq

P+Σq

]
−δtµ,tq+1

[
δtν,tq+1

S tq+1,tq
P+Σq

− δtν,tqS
tq+1,tq
P+Σq+k

] }
· · ·

}
,

=(−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)
{
· · · (2P+2Σq + lq+1)αq+1

×{ [
δtµ,tνS

tq+1,tν
P+Σq

(
(2P+2Σq) · k + k2

)
S tν,tq

P+Σq

]
−

[
δtµ,tq+1

δtν,tq+1
S tq+1,tq

P+Σq

]
+

[
δtµ,tq+1

δtν,tqS
tq+1,tq
P+Σq+k

] }
· · ·

}
,

≡
[
C q;IV
1

]
−

[
C q;IV
2

]
+

[
C q;IV
3

]
. (6.60)

In Eq. 6.60 the ellipses denote that there is no photon momentum k dependence related

to the other parts of scalar contributions. The contribution of the tadpole diagram can be

expressed as,

kµkν C scalar p ;ν=µ; q; IV
s+2 = · · · (2P+2Σq + lq+1)αq+1

S tq+1,tµ
P+Σq

(−2g µνδtµ,tν

2
kµkν

)
S tµ,tq

P+Σq
· · · ,

=(−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)δtµ,tν

{
· · · (2P+2Σq + lq+1)αq+1

S tq+1,tµ
P+Σq

(
−k2

)
S tµ,tq

P+Σq
· · ·

}
,

≡ − C q;IV
4 , (6.61)

where in Eq. 6.61 we have made use of the fact that (−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)δtµ,tν = δtµ,tν , and

used proper symmetry factor 1/2 related to seagull insertion. It is to be noted that the

contribution −C q;IV
4 exactly cancels the k2 dependence of C q;IV

1 term. And although O(k2)

terms are IR finite, but without their cancellations among themselves the factorization and

resummation of IR divergent terms is impossible (as was with pure thermal scalar QED).
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The total contribution of the Set IV terms then can be symbolically expressed as,

kµkν C scalar p ; µν; IV
s+2 =

s∑
q=0

[
C q;IV
1 − C q;IV

2 + C q;IV
3 − C q;IV

4

]
. (6.62)

The total contribution of the higher (n+1)th order matrix element due to insertion of virtual

K photon to the lower ordermatrix element, when both of the ends of newly inserted virtual

K photon are on the internal scalar p-leg gives rise to a final expression (where, we have

used Eq. 6.32 Eq. 6.33, and Eq. 6.34) as shown below,

MKγ, p,p
n+1 | scalar = (e)2n+2(−i)m+2(−1)

∑m
i=1(ti+1)(−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)(i)m+2

∫
d4k
(2π)4

×

bk(p, p)
[
C fermion p′

u

]
×

[
kµkν C scalar p ; µν

s+2 × C fermion p
r

]
[−iD tµ,tν ] ×Dn ,

= (e)2n+2(−i)m+2(−1)
∑m

i=1(ti+1)(−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)(i)m+2

∫
d4k
(2π)4

×

bk(p, p)
[
C fermion p′

u

]
×

 s∑
q=1

[
C qµ; I
1 − C qµ; I

2

]
+

s∑
q=1

[
C qµ; II
1 − C qµ; II

2 − C qµ; II
3

]
+

s∑
q=1

[
C q;III
1 − C q;III

2

]
+

s∑
q=0

[
C q;IV
1 − C q;IV

2 + C q;IV
3 − C q;IV

4

]×[
C fermion p

r

]
[−iD tµ,tν ] ×Dn , (6.63)

In the above expression, the contribution due to final fermionic p′-leg i.e., C fermion p′
u and

initial fermionic p-leg i.e., C fermion p
r is unchanged; as both the ends of K photon insertion

was on the internal scalar p-leg. We also observe that some distinct contributions arising

from different sets either fully/partially cancel among themselves. The relevant terms

which have a full/partial cancellations among themselves have been colour coded (with

same colour) in Eq. 6.63. Here below, we list down our observations of the cancellations.

1. The contributions C qµ; I
1 and C qµ; II

3 are exactly identical, and fully cancel among

themselves.

2. The total s number of contributions ofC qµ; II
1 exactly cancel against the first s number

of contributions of C q;IV
2 , (when q = 0 (or X), 1, 2, ..., (s − 1)); leaving only the
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remnant surviving contribution C s;IV
2 .

3. The contribution C qµ; II
2 , C q;III

2 and C q;IV
3 have an partial cancellation among them-

selves leaving behind only a single contribution. The full contribution of C q;III
2 ,

Eq. 6.57 (which is proportional to − (2k)αq) cancels exactly against the “boxed”

terms of C qµ; II
2 which are proportional to (2k)αq , Eq. 6.53, resulting in a total con-

tribution given by,

−
s∑

q=1

C q; II+III
2 ≡ −

s∑
q=1

[
C qµ; II
2 + C q; III

2

]
= −

s∑
q=1

[
(−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)δtµ,tq+1 δtν,tq

]
[U]q+1 ×

[
S tq+1,tq

P+Σq+k (2P+2Σq−1+lq)αq
S tq,tq−1

P+Σq−1
· · · S t1,tX

P

]
.

(6.64)

The total s number of terms from the contribution C q; II+III
2 Eq. 6.64 cancels exactly

with the last s number of terms from the contributionC q;IV
3 for q = 1, 2, ..., s, leaving

behind the surviving term, C X;IV
3 corresponding to q = X(or 0) term.

4. All the contributions coming from C q;III
1 , C q;IV

1 and C q;IV
4 vanish exactly. The k2 de-

pendent terms from C q;IV
1 and C q;IV

4 cancel exactly among themselves. The remain-

ing k dependence of C q;IV
1 and total k dependence of C q;III

1 are linear in k, hence odd

in k. All the other terms (arising due to C fermion p′
u and C fermion p

r , bk(p, p), photon

propagator) in the integrand are even in k. Hence, the total contribution of these

terms vanishes upon momentum integration.

With this nature of cancellation of terms, among the contributions coming from the four

sets of distinct classes of diagrams, we find that the full contribution of the Set II and Set

III vanishes. We get some remaining surviving contributions from Set I and Set IV (after

simplification and cancellation of terms among these sets also). The total contribution of

the internal scalar p-leg (which can be expressed as a sum of contributions of the four sets)

when both the ends of new K photon insertion is on internal scalar leg can be expressed
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as in Eq. 6.65 below,

kµkν C scalar p ; µν
s+2 =

− s∑
q=1

C qµ; I
2


I

+

 0


II

+

 0


III

+

 − C s;IV
2 + C X;IV

3


IV

,

=

− s∑
q=1

C qµ; I
2


+

[
−

{[
(−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)δtµ,tV δtν,tV

]
S tq+1,tq

P+Σq
(2P+2Σq−1+lq)αq

· · · S t1,tX
P

}
+

{[
(−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)δtµ,t1 δtν,tX

]
S tq+1,tq

P+Σq
(2P+2Σq−1+lq)αq

· · · S t1,tX
P+k

}]
,

≡
− s∑

q=1

C q; ss
1 − C ss

2 + C ss
3

 . (6.65)

In the above expression, the notations related to surviving remnant contributions are rede-

fined as; C qµ; I
2 ≡ C q; ss

1 , C s;IV
2 ≡ C ss

2 and C X;IV
3 ≡ C ss

3 . The superscript ‘ss’ of the redefined

notations of the contributions imply that these contributions are due to K photon insertions

when both the ends of K photon is on internal scalar (i.e., scalar-scalar insertions or ‘ss’

insertions). It is to be noted that the second term C ss
2 is proportional to the lower order

contribution and does not have any k dependence. The third term C ss
3 has only a single

k dependent factor in the propagator S t1,tX
P+k of the contribution, which arose from the νµ

circled insertion being immediately to the right of the vertex X. The term C ss
3 only sur-

vives as the internal scalar line is off-shell. The sum of C q; ss
1 terms also have k dependence

associated with them. Hence, the contribution when both the ends of K photon are on the

internal scalar p-leg does not independently factorize as the contribution coming from K

photon insertion times the lower order contribution (due to the presence of momentum k

dependent contributions). Hence, the contribution of the matrix element corresponding to

both the K photon ends being inserted on internal scalar leg can be expressed as,

MKγ, p,p
n+1 |scalar ∼

∫
d4k
(2π)4

bk(p, p)
[
Cfermion p′

u

]
×

− s∑
q=1

C q; ss
1 − C ss

2 + C ss
3


×

[
Cfermion p

r

]
[−iDtµ,tν ] ×Dn . (6.66)
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Here, we have used the results of Eq. 6.65 in the Eq. 6.63 and have suppressed the overall

factors of charge and ‘i’ in the final expression of Eq. 6.66.

6.6.2 Insertion of K photon vertices sharing internal scalar and initial

fermionic p-leg

Nowwe discuss the case when the K photon vertices are equally shared among the internal

scalar and initial fermionic p-leg. This type of insertion corresponds to the second term

in the square bracket of Eq. 6.34. The relevant part of the matrix element corresponding

to the K photon insertions for this case reads,

MKγ, p,p
n+1 | scalar,fermion = (e)2n+2(−i)m+2(−1)

∑s
i=1(ti+1)(−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)(i)m+2×∫

d4k
(2π)4

bk(p, p)
[
C fermion p′

u

]
×

[
kµ C scalar p; µ

s+1

]
×

[
kν C fermion p; ν

r+1

]
× [−iD tµ,tν ] ×Dn , (6.67)

where we have used the relevant part of Eq. 6.34 in Eq. 6.33 to obtain the above expres-

sion. From the above expression, we note that the higher order contributions kµ C scalar p; µ
s+1

and kν C fermion p; ν
r+1 corresponding to respectively higher order internal scalar and initial

fermionic contributions are independent of each other and can be evaluated separately.

p 1 · · · ν · · · r X 1 · · · qµ · · · s V p 1 · · · ν · · · r X µ 1 · · · · · · s V

Figure 6.13: Typical contributing diagrams when ν insertion is on initial fermionic p-leg
and µ insertion is on internal scalar p-leg. For, each particular choice of ν insertion,
there are s number of circled vertex diagrams q = 1, 2, ..., s and a trilinear insertion of µ
vertex on scalar line.

For each (and every) particular choice of ν vertex insertion on the initial fermionic p-leg,

there can be s+1 possible (schematically) ways in which the new µ vertex can be inserted
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on the internal scalar p-leg. Among these s + 1 number of ways, there are s number of

ways in which the new µ insertions can be represented by circled vertices for q = 1, 2, ..., s

(a typical diagram is shown in left panel of Fig. 6.13); and one trilinear µ vertex insertion

(shown in right panel of Fig. 6.13) where the new trilinear µ is inserted immediately to the

right of the vertex X.

The contribution of the initial fermionic line from all the possible insertions of the new ν

vertices (from K photon) can be evaluated analogously to the case of thermal fermionic

QED.After using generalized Feynman’s identities, we find the corresponding sub-contributions

have pairwise cancellations among themselves, leaving behind a single term which is pro-

portional to the lower order initial fermionic p-leg contribution. The higher order contri-

bution is hence expressed as,

kν C fermion p; ν
r+1 = (−1)(tν+1)δtν,tX

{
ūq′ΓXF tX ,tr

p+
∑

r
γνr · · · (no k) up

}
,

= (−1)(tν+1)δtν,tX Cfermion p
r . (6.68)

The above Eq. 6.68 is an exact analogue of Eq. 4.20. And, for the insertions of µ vertices

on the internal scalar p-leg, using Eq. 6.6 we can write the full contribution of K photon

insertion between initial fermionic and internal scalar leg as,

kµkν C scalar p; µ
s+1 C fermion p; ν

r+1 =
[
kµ C scalar p; µ

s+1

] [
(−1)(tν+1)δtν,tX C fermion p

r

]
,

=(−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1) × Cfermion p
r ×

 s∑
q=1

δtν,tX [U]q+1

[
δtµ,tqS

tq+1,tq
P+

∑
q
(2P+2Σq−1+lq)αq

−

δtµ,tq+1
S tq+1,tq

P+
∑

q +k (2P+2Σq−1+2k+lq)αq

] {
S tq,tq−1

P+
∑

q−1 +k · · · S
t1,tX
P+k

} 
+

 [U]q+1 S tq+1,tq
P+

∑
q
· · · (2P+l1)α1

[
δtµ,tXδtν,tX S t1,tX

P − δtµ,t1δtν,tX S t1,tX
P+k

]
 ,

≡

 s∑

q=1

C q; sf
1

 +

{
C sf
2

}
−

{
C sf
3

}C fermion p
r . (6.69)
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In the above expression of Eq. 6.69, the
∑s

q=1 C
q; sf
1 correspond to the terms which are

inside the first curly braces of second line of Eq. 6.69 and arises due to summing over the

sub-contributions of all the circled insertions. The C sf
2 and C sf

3 represent the terms in the

second curly braces of Eq. 6.69 and arise due to the trilinear µ insertion sub-contribution.

The particular expressions for C sf
2 and C sf

3 are respectively given by,

C sf
2 = (−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)

{ [
δtµ,tXδtν,tX

]
S tq+1,tq

P+Σq
(2P+2Σq−1+lq)αq

· · · S t1,tX
P

}
,

−C sf
3 = − (−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)

{ [
δtµ,t1δtν,tX

]
S tq+1,tq

P+Σq
(2P+2Σq−1+lq)αq

· · · S t1,tX
P+k

}
, (6.70)

where both in Eq. 6.69 and Eq. 6.70, the ‘s f ’ superscript on the final contributions sug-

gest that these contributions are the result of the two ends of the K photons being shared

among internal scalar and initial fermionic p-leg (i.e., scalar-fermion insertions and thus

suggesting superscript of ‘s f ’).

Hence, using the results of Eq. 6.69, and plugging the result back in the Eq. 6.67 we find

the total higher order matrix element corresponding to the K photon insertion ends on the

internal scalar line and initial fermionic p leg can be expressed as,

MKγ, p,p
n+1 | scalar, fermion ∼

∫
d4k
(2π)4

bk(p, p)
[
Cfermion p′

u

]
×

 s∑
q=1

C q; sf
1 + C sf

2 − C sf
3


×

[
Cfermion p

r

]
[−iDtµ,tν ] ×Dn . (6.71)

Comparing Eq. 6.67 with Eq. 6.63; and also comparing final results of Eq. 6.71 with

Eq. 6.66 we find that the same overall factors have been suppressed in the above expres-

sion.

We also observe that the total contribution of ‘MKγ, p,p
n+1 | scalar, fermion’ of Eq. 6.71 exactly

cancels against the ‘MKγ, p,p
n+1 | scalar’ contribution of Eq. 6.66. The similar colour coded

sub-contributions of these full contributions exactly cancel among themselves. The ex-

act nature of the cancellation is rather intricate and demands a full discussion, which is
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elaborated in the following paragraph.

Nature of the double-cancellation for both the ends of K photon being inserted on

initial p-leg

* The s number of the terms in the contribution C q; sf
1 of Eq. 6.71, exactly cancels against

the s number of terms −C q; ss
1 of Eq. 6.66. We have to remind ourselves that, the −C q; ss

1

arose from the sub-contributions which were proportional to Mqµ×(−N0) (from Eq. 6.45);

suggesting that ν insertion of the K photon insertion was fixed as ν1 circled vertex (just to

the immediately right of vertex X) and all the other possibilities of µ insertions on scalar

line as circled vertices were then summed up, leading to the s number of contributions

−C q; ss
1 . Whereas, the C q; sf

1 has a quite different origin. C q; sf
1 resulted from the contribu-

tions for which all the possibilities of the ν vertex insertions on the initial fermionic p-leg

were summed up, resulting in pairwise cancellation of terms and producing a remnant

surviving term from the ν insertion being immediately to the left of vertex X and is pro-

portional to δtν,tX . Then all the contributions of possible circled µ insertions on the internal

scalar have been summed up leading to C q; sf
1 . Therefore, this cancellation actually signi-

fies the cancellation of s set of terms, among which for one set the ν insertion was situated

immediately right of vertex X, and for the other set ν insertion was situated immediately

left of vertex X. Hence, the cancellation is among the s set of contributing terms from

across the vertex X; between the insertions of initial fermionic and internal scalar line.

The origin of this cancellation is quite intricate and is independent of the exact form of the

interaction vertex X.

* TheC sf
2 contribution of Eq. 6.71, exactly cancels against−C ss

2 contribution of Eq. 6.66.

Both the terms were proportional to the lower order contribution, but were having very

different origin. The C sf
2 resulted from a sub-contribution where both the ν (on initial

fermionic leg) and µ (on internal scalar line) are trilinear insertions, and are situated im-

mediately adjacent (respectively left and right) of vertex X, producing a term proportional
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to [δtµ,tXδtν,tX ] times lower order matrix element. Whereas, −C ss
2 resulted from a surviving

sub-contribution, when the νµ circled vertex was situated immediately left of vertex V ,

producing a term proportional to [δtµ,tVδtν,tV ] times lower order matrix element. As both the

DM particles are physical and brings in/takes out hard momenta thus the thermal type of

vertices V and X can be only of type-1, i.e., tV = tX = 1. After noting this consideration

we find that, C sf
2 and −C ss

2 exactly cancel between themselves, irrespective on the exact

form of vertex X and V . This is a very non-trivial case of cancellation, which could not be

anyway predicted from either pure fermionic or scalar thermal QED.

* The −C sf
3 contribution of Eq. 6.71 and the C ss

3 contribution of Eq. 6.66 exactly can-

cel among themselves. Both the terms originated as the internal scalar leg was off-shell

and both of these surviving terms came out to be proportional to
[
δtµ,t1δtν,tX

]
and exactly

cancelling each-other.

* All the above mentioned double-cancellations (at first having simplification and can-

cellation among respective (scalar/fermionic) legs, and then cancellation of the remnant

surviving terms from initial fermionic and internal scalar contributions again within them-

selves) are independent of exact form of either vertex V and X, implying a similar nature

of cancellation to hold true for a more general theory of charged scalars, charged fermions

and neutrals also.

6.6.3 Insertion of both the virtual K photon vertices on the initial

fermionic p-leg

The K photon insertion when both the insertion vertices are on the initial fermionic p-leg

correspond to the third term of Eq. 6.34. Using the Eq. 6.34 with the Eq. 6.32 and Eq. 6.33

the higher order matrix element in this case, when both vertices of the K photon insertion

are on the initial fermionic p-leg can be symbolically written as
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MKγ, p,p
n+1 | fermion = (e)2n+2(−i)m+2(−1)

∑m
i=1(ti+1)(−1)(tµ+1)(−1)(tν+1)(i)m+2 ×

∫
d4k
(2π)4

×

bk(p, p)
[
C fermion p′

u

]
×

[
C scalar p

s

]
×

[
kµkν C fermion p;µν

r+2

]
× [−iDtµ,tν ] ×Dn .

(6.72)

Here, we have to note that as the new K photon is only inserted on the initial fermionic p-

leg, hence the contribution of final fermionic p′-leg C fermion p′
u and contribution of internal

scalar p-leg C scalar p
s is left unchanged. Typical diagrams contributing to kµkν C fermion p;µν

r+2

have been shown in Fig. 6.14.

p 1 · · · ν · · · µ · · · r X 1 · · · s V

Figure 6.14: Typical diagram corresponding to both the insertions of K photon being on
initial fermionic p-leg. All the set of diagrams, correspond to all the possible insertions of
ν and µ vertices, when ν is placed always to the left of µ insertion to avoid double-counting.

The full contribution of kµkν C fermion p;µν
r+2 would correspond to summing over all the pos-

sible diagrams of Fig. 6.14, for all choices of ν and µ, where ν is always situated to the

left of µ insertion to avoid double-counting. The effect of photon insertion vertices can

be simplified using the generalized Feynman’s identities, which will result in a pairwise

cancellation of terms, resulting in a final expression proportional to the lower order ma-

trix element (this is exactly analogous to insertion on p-leg for pure fermionic QED, see

Ref. [41] and Chapter 4 for details).

But, according to GYRef. [12] the outermost self-energy diagram on either the initial/final

leg has to be removed to account for wave function renormalization. But, as we have not

removed any such contribution from final fermionic p′-leg insertions; such contribution of

outermost self energy has to be removed from initial (fermionic) p-leg photon insertions.
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Taking this into account, the net contribution corresponding to both the ends of K photon

being on initial fermionic p-leg turn out to be zero (see Ref. [41] for details),

kµkν C fermion p;µ,ν
r+2 = 0 ;

Hence,M p,p
n+1| fermion = 0 . (6.73)

6.6.4 Final matrix element for both the K photon insertion being on

initial p-leg

The total matrix element due to the insertion of the both the ends of the K photon to the

initial matrix element hence can be written down as,

MKγ, p,p
n+1 =MKγ, p,p

n+1 | scalar +MKγ, p,p
n+1 | scalar,fermion +MKγ, p,p

n+1 | fermion = 0 , (6.74)

where to obtain the results of Eq. 6.74, we have used the individual results of Eq. 6.66,

Eq. 6.71 and Eq. 6.73; and incorporated those in Eq. 6.33 and Eq. 6.32. We have al-

ready observed that the contributionsMKγ, p,p
n+1 | scalar andMKγ, p,p

n+1 | scalar,fermion exactly cancel

against each other, from Eq. 6.66 and Eq. 6.71. The contributionMKγ, p,p
n+1 | fermion also van-

ishes according to Eq. 6.73. Hence, the total contribution of the matrix elementMKγ, p,p
n+1

due to insertion of K photon solely on the initial p-leg turns out to be zero.

We must understand here that this result ofMKγ, p,p
n+1 being equal to zero is due to the fact

that the outermost self-energy correction from initial (fermionic) p-leg was removed to

account for the wave function renormalization renderingMKγ, p,p
n+1 | fermion to vanish (rather

than producing a term being proportional to lower order matrix element), giving rise to

results of Eq. 6.74. As in any case, whether the outermost self energy contribution is

discounted or not, the contributions ofMKγ, p,p
n+1 | scalar andMKγ, p,p

n+1 | scalar,fermion would have

exactly canceled between themselves; thus discounting the outermost self energy correc-

tion plays a major role implying the result of Eq. 6.74.
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Now, as neither of the initial p-leg or the final p′-leg is fundamentally more important

than the other one, thus the compensation of outer most self energy insertion to account

for wave function could have happened for p′-leg (for K photon insertion being solely on

final fermionic p′-leg), refraining any such compensation from the initial p-leg. In that

case the results ofMKγ, p,p
n+1 Eq. 6.74, andMKγ, p′,p′

n+1 Eq. 6.31 would have switched among

themselves (with factor of bk(p′, p′) of Eq. 6.31 be replaced by bk(p, p) in Eq. 6.74).

Therefore it is necessary and convenient to symmetrize the results of both the K photon

insertion being on the final p′- leg Eq. 6.31 and the results of both the K photon insertion

being on the initial p- leg, Eq. 6.74 among themselves producing the final results,

MKγ, p′,p′

n+1 = +
ie2

2

∫
d4k
(2π)4

δtµ,t1 δtν,t1 bk(p′, p′) D tµ,tν(k)M n ;

MKγ, p,p
n+1 = +

ie2

2

∫
d4k
(2π)4

δtµ,t1 δtν,t1 bk(p, p) D tµ,tν(k)M n . (6.75)

Note the existence of extra 1/2 factors in the above expressions resulting from the sym-

metrization procedure.

6.7 The total contribution due to virtual K photon inser-

tions

Using the results of Eq. 6.30, Eq. 6.75 the total contribution of inserting a K photon in all

possible ways to nth order process related to χ(q+q′) f (p)→ χ(q′) f (p′) can be expressed

as,

MKγ, tot
n+1 =

ie2

2

∫
d4k
(2π)4

{
δtµ,t1 δtν,t1 D tµ,tν(k)

[
bk(p′, p′) + bk(p, p)

]
+ δtµ,tV δtν,tV D tµ,tν(k)

[
− 2bk(p′, p)

] }
M n ,

≡ [B]M n , (6.76)
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where in the above expression of Eq. 6.76, all the effects due to K photon insertion con-

taining all the IR divergences have been factorized and collected in B. The expression of

B is defined as,

B =
ie2

2

∫
d4k
(2π)4

D11(k)
[
bk(p′, p′) − 2bk(p′, p) + bk(p, p)

]
,

≡ ie2

2

∫
d4k
(2π)4

D11(k)
[
J2(k)

]
. (6.77)

We find B and thus the higher order matrix elementMKγ, tot
n+1 to be proportional to the (11)

component of the photon propagator, i.e., being proportional to D11(k). This dependence

on D11(k) arose as all the hard/external physically observable particles must be of type-1,

constraining ‘tV = t1 = 1’. We will see the matrix elementMKγ, tot
n+1 for virtual K photon

insertion being proportional to the D11(k) component of thermal photon propagator will

play a crucial role in obtaining cancellation of the IR divergent pieces between virtual and

real soft photon contributions.

It has to be also noted that, the result of Eq. 6.76 is independent of whether the lower

order diagram has one or more already existing K, G or real photon insertions. The result

does not also depend on whether the lower order matrix element have already existing

quadrilinear (seagull/tadpole) insertions, as those insertions only behave like inert vertices

(as we have already discussed in Chapter. 5) and any new K photon would not be able to

get inserted at those quadrilinear vertices. Hence, the effect of having quadrilinear vertices

will be to having some extra inert multiplicative factors in the matrix element, which will

be carried along while performing the factorization, without spoiling any feature of the

factorization that we have discussed so far. We can also have some disallowed diagrams

on the fermion legs in lower order (according to GY) contribution, which may become

allowed diagrams in higher order contribution (analogous to Subsection. 5.2.6 of Chapter 5

but involving fermions). Following an analogous procedure of Chapter 5 but now for the

disallowed diagrams being situated on fermionic legs, we find the contributions of those

terms to drop off for this case of thermal theory of DM also.
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6.8 The total matrix element for the virtual photon inser-

tions

Before moving on to calculating the total matrix element due to the virtual photon inser-

tion, we would like to mention here that the G photon contributions again turn out to be

IR finite. The leading IR behaviour ofG photons (leading logarithmic due to zero temper-

ature part, and leading linear and sub-leading logarithmic due to finite temperature) are

similar for bothG photon insertions being on either scalar or fermionic leg or a mixture of

scalar and fermion leg. These leading IR behaviour of theG photon contribution vanishes

due to choice of bk at finite temperature as in the Chapter 5 and Chapter 4. Now, we can

get additional intricate IR structure due to presence of thermal scalars, and there can be

divergent sub-diagrams spanning fermionic, scalar or both scalar and fermionic leg. Anal-

ogous to Section. 5.3 at first identifying skeletal graph, and then symmetrizing over the

controlling sets of momenta of those skeletal graphs, removes any kind of apparent IR di-

vergences for this case concerning theory of DM also (the whole process proceeds exactly

analogous to the process for scalar QED at finite temperature as in Section 5.3, and we

have refrained here from discussing same arguments and subtleties to avoid unnecessary

repetitions).

We use here the fact that theG photon contributions are IR finite, and all the IR divergences

are contained inside K photon insertions. The IR divergent pieces factor out according to

Eq. 6.76, and the higher order K photon contribution becomes proportional to the lower

ordermatrix element. A fully virtual nth order diagram contributes a factor of ‘αn’ (or ‘e2n’)

at the leading order. Therefore, there are always n number of virtual photons associated

with fully virtual diagrams. But, due to GY photon polarization sum rearrangement, all

the virtual photons should be re-written in terms of K and G photon polarization sums.

Hence, if an nth order diagram consists of nK number of virtual K photons and nG number

of virtual G photons, then n = nK + nG. Due to the Bose symmetry related to n number
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of photons, each distinct class of diagram (having nk number of K photon and nG number

of G photon) can arise in n!/(nK! nG!) ways. Therefore, the full matrix element for virtual

photon insertions can be expressed as a summation of all possible individual terms,

1

n!
M n =

n∑
nK=0

1

nK!

1

n − nK!
M nG , nK . (6.78)

Therefore, summing over to all orders, the above expression becomes,

∞∑
n=0

1

n!
M n =

∞∑
n=0

n∑
nK=0

1

nK!

1

n − nK!
M nG , nK ,

=
∞∑

nK=0

∞∑
nG=0

1

nK!

1

nG!
M nG , nK . (6.79)

Using the fact that the contributions of the K photons factor out according to Eq. 6.76, the

expression of Eq. 5.39 can be further simplified as,

∞∑
n=0

1

n!
M n =

∞∑
nK=0

(B)nK

nK!

∞∑
nG=0

1

nG!
M nG ,

= eB
∞∑

nG=0

1

nG!
M nG , (6.80)

where all the IR divergent pieces have been exponentiated and resummed in Eq. 6.80.

6.9 The total cross section to all orders for thermal theory

of Dark Matter

We will at first discuss about the real photon insertions here briefly, for sake of complete-

ness. The real K̃ and G̃ photon insertion results, follow calculations exactly analogous to

the cases as mentioned in Section 5.5 and Section 5.6. One of the main differences for real

photon cases in the thermal field theory is that, in addition to the emission of real photons

into heat bath the real photons can also be absorbed from the heat bath with corresponding
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phase space factor,

dϕi =
d4ki

(2π)4
2πδ(k2i )

[
θ(k0i ) + NB(|k0i |)

]
, (6.81)

where NB(|k0i |) corresponds to the distribution function for boson (photon) at finite tem-

perature, and k0i > 0 correspond to real photon emissions and k0i < 0 correspond to cases

of real photon absorption. The real photon also brings in/takes out finite photon phys-

ical momenta and thus can only be of thermal type-1 only. After taking account of all

these facts, the K̃ photon calculation can be performed with exact analogy of virtual K

photon calculation, after writing down the polarizations of emitted or absorbed photons

in accordance with GY prescription of Eq. 4.5. But, now the factorization of K̃ photon

occurs only in the square of matrix element level, and in b̃k(p f , pi), the momenta p f and

pi correspond to the momenta of the particular leg of nth order diagram, in which the real

photon insertions are present respectively in the matrix element, and in the adjoint matrix

element. The calculation of K̃ photon is much simpler than the K photon calculations, as

tadpole diagrams cannot be present in the current K̃ photon (as real photon carries in/takes

out physical momenta). Therefore the full contribution of the K̃ photon insertions can be

factorized in the cross section rather than in the matrix element itself and is expressed as,

∣∣∣∣M K̃γ,tot
n+1

∣∣∣∣2 ∝ − e2
[
b̃k(p, p) − 2b̃k(p′, p) + b̃k(p′, p′)

]
×

∣∣∣∣∣M n

∣∣∣∣∣2
≡ − e2 J̃ 2(k)

∣∣∣∣∣M n

∣∣∣∣∣2 , (6.82)

where all the IR divergences are again factored out in the J̃ 2(k) in the above expression.

This IR divergent factor then can be exponentiated after manipulation of the momentum

conserving delta function,

(2π)2δ4
p + q − p′ −

r∑
m=1

(−1)mkm

 , (6.83)
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in a process analogous to Section. 5.6, producing an exponentiation where the exponent

contains the IR divergent term (analogous to Eq. 5.49),

B̃(x) = −e2
∫

J̃ 2(km)dϕm exp [±i km · x] . (6.84)

In the above expression, the ± signs respectively correspond to real photon emission and

absorption. Eq. 6.84 is the real photon analogue of Eq. 6.77 (except that B̃ arises in the

cross section level, but exponentiation of B happens in matrix element level).

The G̃ photon contribution again turn out to be IR finite after using the fact that the thermal

phase space is symmetric in finite temperature, with exact analogy to Subsection 5.5.2 of

thermal scalar QED.

Therefore, the all order corrections in perturbation theory related to the tree level cross

section of χ(q + q′) f (p) → χ(q′) f (p′), in thermal theory of dark matter including both

the virtual and real (soft emission/absorption) photon contributions, result in an expression

of the total cross section for this process as below,

dσtot =

∫
d4x e−i(p+q−p′)·xdϕp′ exp

[
B + B∗

]
exp

[
B̃

]
×

σvirtual
G

∞∑
nG=0

1

nG!

nG∏
j=0

×
∫

dϕ je±ik j·x
[
−G̃µν

∣∣∣∣M µν, G̃γ, tot
nG

∣∣∣∣2] ,
=

∫
d4x e−i(p+q−p′)·x dϕp′ exp

[
B + B∗ + B̃

]
σfinite(x) . (6.85)

We note here that, symbolically the Eq. 6.85 looks exactly similar to the expression of

Eq. 5.51; but we must stress here that, the actual explicit factors corresponding to the

IR finite pieces of the matrix elements of Eq. 6.85 and Eq. 5.51 are quite different and

explicitly dependent on the relevant interaction Lagrangian for the processes.

In the above expression of Eq. 6.85, the ‘σfinite’ factor contains all the IR finite pieces

arising from the virtual G and the real G̃ photon contributions. In Eq. 6.85 all the IR

divergent pieces coming from both the virtual and real photon insertion are found to be
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exponentiated in the factors ‘exp [B + B∗] × exp
[

B̃
]
’ and these contributions combine

together to produce an IR finite sum, as can be shown by studying the small - k behaviour

of these terms,

(B + B∗) + B̃ = e2
∫

dϕk

[
J(k)2

{
1 + 2NB(|k0|)

}
−J̃(k)2

{ (
1 + NB(|k0|)

)
eik·x + NB(|k0|)e−ik·x

} ]
k→0−→ 0 + O(k2) . (6.86)

In the above expression, we have inserted the explicit expressions of J2 and J̃2 respectively

using the results of Eq. 6.77 and Eq. 6.82, to find that the IR divergent pieces cancel among

the virtual and real (soft) photon contributions, making the total cross section IR finite.

Both the absorption and the emission of the real photons with respect to heat bath were

necessary to obtain this IR finite result. We also note that the cancellation resulted as both

the final form of matrix element of virtual and real photon contributions turned out to be

proportional to thermal type-1 of thermal photons. Here, we have thus demonstrated the

proof of IR finiteness of a theory of dark matter interacting with charged fermions and

scalars at finite temperature to all orders in perturbation theory.

6.10 Summary

In this chapter, we have focused our attention on a simplified theory of dark matter (DM)

interacting with charged scalars and fermions at finite temperature. We have chosen the

DM to be a Majorana charge-less particle (bino-like in the context of the minimal super-

symmetric model, MSSM) motivated by the WIMP (weakly interacting massive particle)

paradigm. The IR structure of this model can be successfully related to the IR structures

of other wide-spread relevant models of DM also in the WIMP paradigm.

Particularly, here we assume the DMmass to be in a ballpark so that the freeze-out happens
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after the electroweak phase transition, making electromagnetic interactions to be of prime

importance while estimating the relic density. To observe the IR structure of the theory of

DM, we start by inspecting the effect of adding virtual and real photons in rearranged K

andG polarization sums as prescribed by the Grammer and Yennie (GY) procedure, to nth

order diagrams related to processes determining relic density. We particularly chose the

nth order diagram related to the process χ f → χ f (mediated by an internal heavy charged

scalar ϕ) where χ is the DM candidate and f belongs to the Standard Model (SM) fermion

doublet.

We identify the special interaction vertex and unambiguously separate out the initial and

final leg (to carry out the GY procedure) such that the outgoing SM fermionic leg becomes

the final p′-leg; and the incoming SM fermionic and internal scalar line constitute the

initial p-leg. We then examine in detail the effect of adding an additional virtual photon,

of either K orG type, to the nth order diagram. In each case, we find that the IR divergences

are contained in theK photon contributions and they factor out so that they are proportional

to the lower (nth) order matrix element. In contrast, the G photon insertions give finite

contributions.

The result of K photon insertions, where the ends of virtual photon are solely on final

p′-leg follows trivially according to pure fermionic QED results. The K photon inser-

tion, where the two ends of the virtual photon are inserted, one on the p and the other

on the p′-leg, is rather non-trivial, and consist of two distinct classes of diagrams (i.e.,

scalar(p)-fermion(p′) and fermion(p)-fermion(p′) classes) depending on whether the ver-

tex on the p-leg is inserted on the scalar or initial fermion line. After using the notion

of circled vertices, the contributions of these two distinct classes are shown to have a

non-trivial double-cancellation of sub-contributions among themselves, finally producing

a result proportional to lower the order matrix element. The K photon insertion, where

the ends of the virtual photon are solely on the p-leg is the most non trivial one, and con-

sists of three distinct classes of diagrams (i.e., scalar(p)-scalar(p), scalar(p)-fermion(p)
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and fermion(p)-fermion(p) classes, since each vertex can be inserted either on the scalar

or initial fermion line). Among these three classes the contribution (scalar(p)-scalar(p))

for which both the ends of the K photons are inserted on the internal scalar leg is the most

difficult one. In this case the number of diagrams proliferate extensively as the tadpole

diagrams are also allowed. After avoiding any potential double counting of the diagrams,

the contributions were grouped into four distinct sets Set I, II, III and IV for better man-

agement of the IR structure. The different sub-contributions among these sets were found

to cancel among themselves, resulting in the total contribution from Set II and Set III to

vanish. Only some sub-contributions from Set I and Set IV survive this cancellation, and

result in the final expression for scalar(p)-scalar(p) insertion classes. But these remnant

contributions were then found to exactly cancel against the contributions of scalar(p)-

fermion(p) classes of diagrams, via a very intricate double-cancellation. The contribution

of fermion(p)-fermion(p) classes of diagrams turn out to be zero, after discounting out-

ermost self energy correction for wave function renormalization. After symmetrizing the

results of K photon being inserted on solely the final p′-leg and being inserted solely ini-

tial p-leg, the total matrix element turns out to be proportional to the lower order matrix

element with all the IR divergent terms resulting due to K photon contribution factorized

and exponentiated.

The non-trivial double cancellationsmentioned abovewere found to be independent of any

explicit structure of DM-fermion-scalar interaction vertex. This implies the factorization

and resummation of the IR divergence were independent of the particular choice of the

model, and can be generalized to a full theory of neutrals interacting with charged scalars

and fermions.

The seagull and tadpole diagrams again played an indispensable role, cancelling respec-

tively the linearly k dependent and quadratic k dependent finite terms. Without cancel-

lation of these terms a neat and exact IR factorization for the theory of DM would be

impossible.
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Again, as in the previous cases of field theories at finite temperature, real photons can

both be emitted into and absorbed from the heat bath with different weighted phase space

factors. The real G̃ photon insertion contributions to the cross section also turn out to be

IR finite, after considering the concerned thermal part of the phase space being symmetric

in real photon exchange. The real K̃ contributions to the cross section were found to

contain all the IR divergent pieces for the real photon insertions just like the virtual K

photon contributions. In addition, the IR divergent pieces due to virtual K and real K̃

photon insertions cancel among each other. Only after including both the emission and

absorption of real thermal photons from heat bath, this cancellation of IR divergent pieces

were found to hold, making the total cross-section of the concerned theory IR finite. Hence

the total cross section for the thermal field theory of dark matter interacting with charged

scalars and fermions turns out to be IR finite to all orders in perturbation theory.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

This thesis is concerned with the infra-red (IR) behaviour of some field theories at finite

temperature. In particular, we focused on the IR behaviour in the context of a model of

dark matter (DM), where DM is a bino (bino-like) particle interacting with charged scalars

and charged fermions via Yukawa interaction, motivated by theWIMP (weakly interacting

massive particle) paradigm. We assume DMwas thermally produced in the early universe,

and stayed in equilibrium with the background plasma until the ‘freeze-out’ scenario oc-

curred. Thus, the thermal effects play a crucial role to determine the present day relic

density of DM. But, to coherently predict the relic density of DM from the theory, a com-

plete understanding of the IR structure of the corresponding theory at finite temperature

is unavoidable. Hence, we proceed to inspect the IR structure of the relevant model of

DM at finite temperature. At the temperatures of interest, this involves the study of purely

electro-magnetic contributions to processes such as the annihilation or scattering of the

dark matter particles, χ, into standard model fermions, such as χχ ↔ f f or χ f ↔ χ f .

For this study, it was important to first study the thermal theory of purely scalar QED

(that of fermionic QED is already known) and apply these results to the case of DM. We

established that these processes are infra-red finite to all orders in perturbation theory.

After a quick introduction, motivating the general features of field theories at finite tem-
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perature, we moved on to discuss the real time formulation of thermal field theory. We

briefly discussed the aspects of real time formulation of thermal field theory, necessary

for calculations in this thesis. We observed that the IR structures became more intricate

and divergent (especially for bosons) for theories at finite temperature. To analyze the IR

structure of the corresponding theory we applied the prescription proposed by Grammer

and Yennie (GY) [12]. The original technique of GY was proposed for field theories at

zero temperature.

After reviewing the technique for zero temperature field theory (particularly for fermionic

QED at zero temperature), we proceeded to tame the IR divergences at finite temperature.

The IR structure of relevant theories at finite temperature is far more intriguing. Due

to the presence of photons (bosons) the leading IR divergence becomes linear at finite

temperature in contrast to the leading logarithmic dependence at zero temperature. In

addition to this, there are also additional sub-leading logarithmic IR divergences arising

from the thermal fluctuations, apart from the original leading logarithmic IR divergences

arising from quantum fluctuations. Furthermore, being in the presence of heat bath, now

apart from the usual emission of real photons at higher order, the absorption of real photons

from the heat bath is also allowed. Both emission to and absorption of the real photons

with respect to heat bath occur with different thermal phase space factors. To account for

all of these intricacies at finite temperature, the original prescription of GY technique was

extended to finite temperature case as in Ref. [41].

After showing that the extension of GY techniques was capable to uniquely and unam-

biguously capture the IR finite and divergent pieces, the extended technique was used to

shed light upon the IR structure of thermal scalar QED, and thermal theory of dark matter.

The theory of scalar QED (or for any theory, where charged scalars are involved, be it

at zero/finite temperature) is much more difficult to tackle, as the theory now admits, in

addition to normal trilinear (scalar-photon-scalar) interaction contributions, quadrilinear

contributions (seagull insertions and tadpole diagrams) also. After proving the general-
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ization of Feynman identities holding true for thermal theory of scalars, we grouped the

trilinear and quadrilinear contributions into ‘circled vertices’, which helped us to coher-

ently manage the proliferation of numbers of diagrams at higher orders. We used the

technique of GY at finite temperature for scalar QED, to find out that all the virtual K

photon contribution gets factorized as an IR divergent contribution times the lower order

matrix element. The seagull and tadpole contributions played a crucial role to obtain this

exact factorization. They particularly cancel some IR finite terms linear and quadratic in

photon momentum. Without the exact cancellation of these terms (by virtue of seagull and

tadpole contributions) such a neat and exact factorization would be impossible to attain.

We found the virtual G photon contributions to be IR finite. The real K̃ photon contri-

butions also factorized out of the cross section. The G̃ photon contributions turned out

to be IR finite using the symmetric property of thermal part of the phase space. All the

IR divergences were found to be contained in virtual K photon and real K̃ photon contri-

butions. The IR divergences of these virtual and real contributions were found to cancel

among themselves while taking the soft limit for photons, to all orders in the theory.

After proving the IR finiteness of the thermal charged scalar QED, and noting down the

existing results on the IR finiteness of thermal fermionic QED [41] we proceeded to study

the IR finiteness of a theory of DM interacting with charged scalars and fermions at finite

temperature. This was motivated by the calculation to NLO of the thermal corrections to

the relevant cross sections for DM annihilation in a bino-like theory in Ref. [86]. This

is an important process since the experimental evidence in favor of the existence of dark

matter has only been perceived through the gravitational effects in different length scales.

Thus the estimation of theoretical predictions of relic density of present day DM content

in the cosmological scale is of utmost importance, and this has to be in conjunction with

the current experimental constraints. In this theory, the DM candidate freezes out after

the electro-weak transition (the temperature at freeze-out being of the order of mχ/20,

where mχ is the DM mass). At this scale, only electromagnetic interactions are of prime

importance in the inspection of the IR structure at finite temperature. Hence we studied
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the purely electro-magnetic all-order corrections to these DM scattering and annihilation

processes, thereby extending the IR-finiteness results obtained to NLO in Ref. [86] to all

orders in the theory. Some of the proof details are outlined as follows:

We used the extension of GY technique at finite temperature, to correctly identify the

hard vertex separating out the initial and final leg contributions. The GY reduction for the

theory of DM, provides us with similar results, where K and K̃ photon contributions get

factored out (respectively at matrix element and cross section level), and contain all the IR

divergent pieces. TheG and G̃ photon contributions again turn out to be IR finite. We have

to note here that, while performing the IR factorization of the K and K̃ photon contribu-

tions we found some non-trivial ‘double-cancellation’ among the sub-contributions; some

of which cannot by any means be predicted from the individual results of thermal pure

scalar or pure fermionic QED. We found these non-trivial ‘double-cancellation’ leading

to factorization and finally resummation of IR divergent pieces, to be blind to (and hence

independent of) the exact form of the scalar-DM-fermion interaction vertex (as in none of

the calculations in this thesis we have used any particular explicit form of the scalar-DM-

fermion interaction vertex to achieve IR factorization and cancellation). This implies the

exact nature of the factorization and exponentiation of IR divergent pieces are much more

general and can be applied to general classes of theories, such as the scalar be replaced

by a pseudo-scalar, or the DM interaction vertex in addition to CP even term may even

have CP odd factors also, there could have been more than one number of neutrals also

interacting with charged scalar/fermions in some models of non-renormalizable effective

theory of DM, etc. That is, the proof of factorization and resummation (and finally the can-

cellation) of IR divergent pieces is more generic and can be successfully applied to more

general theories, where neutrals, charged scalars, and charged fermions are interacting

among themselves. We will again mention here, that the seagull and tadpole contributions

for the theory of DM, were again indispensable to obtain the neat factorization and resum-

mations of IR divergent pieces. The IR divergent pieces of K and K̃ photon contributions

were found to cancel among themselves after taking the soft limit for photons. Both for
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the scalar QED and theory of DM at finite temperature, this cancellation of the IR diver-

gence could be only obtained after taking into account both the emission/absorption of

real photons with respect to the heat bath.

We have discussed about the intricate details of the proof regarding IR structure in the

paragraph above, and would like to summarize and list down the key findings of this

thesis below for the ease of access of readers.

• We have proved, and found the generic form of generalized Feynman identities

(Ward identities) that holds true at finite temperature for the theories involving

scalars. These generalized Feynman identities were further used to define ‘circled’

vertices which helped the grouping of trilinear and quadrilinear contributions in a

coherent fashion.

• For both the theory of scalar QED and theory of DM at finite temperature, the

quadrilinear seagull and tadpole contributions played a crucial role to factor out the

IR divergences leading to resummation. The seagull and tadpole contributions can-

celed some IR finite sub-contributions, which were respectively linear and quadratic

in photon momenta. Although these sub-contributions were IR finite, but without

obtaining an exact cancellation of these, IR factorization would become impossible.

Hence, in this thesis we discover the vital importance of quadrilinear contributions

to obtain the proof of all order IR finiteness for corresponding theories involving

scalars.

• For the theory of DM, we have found the IR factorization occurs via non-trivial

double-cancellations of sub-contributions. We found the process related to the fac-

torization of IR divergent contributions to be independent of the explicit form of

the DM-scalar-fermion interaction vertex. This implies, the final result of the cross-

section (which is symbolically written) is valid for a general theory of neutrals in-

teracting with charged scalars and fermions at finite temperature. We want to stress

here the fact that the IR finite part of the cross-section will certainly be dependent
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on the details of the particular theory, and also will depend on particular processes

of interest inside same theory. But, the IR divergent term factorization and resum-

mation (and finally cancellation) are universal at finite temperature.

• After using the GY prescription at finite temperature, we found all the leading linear

and sub-leading logarithmic IR divergences due to thermal fluctuation, and all the

leading logarithmic IR divergences from zero temperature quantum fluctuationwere

contained totally in K and K̃ photon contributions. The contributions of G and G̃

photon insertions were found to be IR finite.

• The closed form expression of the (symbolically written) final total cross-section

is an exact expression. That is, to obtain the expression no approximation (such

as Eikonal approximation etc) scheme were used. Hence, this expression can be

expanded order by order in perturbation theory to obtain higher orders of IR finite

pieces of cross-section at finite temperature.

• Both the real photon emission to and absorption from the heat bath played a crucial

role to cancel the IR divergent contributions between virtual and real (soft) photon

contributions. Therefore, the absorption of real photons must be included (in ad-

dition to emission of real photon) at finite temperature to obtain cancellation of IR

divergences.

• Due to the nature of IR factorization and presence of hard observable particle, the

virtual photon IR divergent contributions came out to be proportional to only (11)

component of the thermal photon propagator. The real photon contributions also

being proportional to only (11) component of the propagator, resulted in the can-

cellation of IR divergent pieces between virtual and real (soft) contribution.

• The IR divergences were found to exactly cancel, after taking the soft limit of the

total cross-section of the corresponding theory. At any resolvable photon momenta,

from the structure of cross-section, we find that the presence of the heat bath will
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be perceptible.

• The virtual and real photon contributions consisted of both the zero and finite tem-

perature pieces. Hence, with this explicit proof of IR finiteness of relevant theory

at finite temperature we also implicitly proved the IR finiteness of the same theory

at zero temperature.

This proof of IR finiteness was found to be independent of the details of the particular

interaction of the current model, and can be extended to other models at finite temperature

with presence of other abelian gauge theories (other than electromagnetic interaction).

7.1 Future Directions

Let us now discuss about the future prospects related to results obtained and to the related

formalism. We have already seen in the current thesis that the IR divergent pieces fac-

torize and exponentiate to finally cancel among the virtual and real (soft) contributions

providing us the IR finite cross-section for relevant theory at finite temperature. We will

be very much fascinated to compute the IR finite contributions to cross-section at finite

temperature using the current formalism. We are extremely intrigued to investigate the IR

finite higher order thermal corrections to the relic abundance of theory of bino (bino-like)

DM candidate. These thermal corrections have been already calculated to next-to-leading

(NLO) order by Beneke et al. Ref. [86]. As the formalism is quite general, we would

like to use it to predict the thermal effects related to other physically relevant quantities

in cosmology. We also like to mention here that, throughout the thesis it was considered

that the charged scalars and fermions are massive. This approximation is quite appro-

priate for practical purposes, as the quartic self-interaction which we discounted in the

discussions of scalars, always contribute to the scalar mass radiatively in higher orders

(making scalar massive); and all the known Standard Model fermions which do interact

electromagnetically are all massive (and for the theories of DM, the intermediate scalars
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are usually always massive). But, from a purely theoretical point of view, we would be

extremely curious to know, whether the current formalism of GY prescription can be ex-

tended to include massless charged scalars or fermions, taking care of the related collinear

divergences, having a soft-collinear factorization at finite temperature (using a further

generalization of the current formalism). These are some open questions that are beyond

the scope of this thesis.

We are also interested to investigate the IR structure of non-abelian gauge theories using

some generalization of current method. As it is already known that, the intricacies of

IR structure for the non-abelian gauge theories are rather nontrivial though; due to the

complicated group structure of such theories, along with the presence of self interactions.

Such theories can have additional collinear divergences in addition to the soft divergences.

A soft-collinear factorization is known to occur for non-abelian theories, particularly at

eikonal limit within the framework of soft collinear effective theory (SCET) Ref. [37,38].

A generalization of the similar factorization using an exact analysis (without going into

eikonal limit) for both zero and finite temperature is rather challenging and intriguing, but

again is beyond the scope of this thesis.
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Appendix A

Feynman rules at finite temperature

We list down the Feynman rules of the relevant theories at finite temperature, for ease of

accessibility here. All the Feynman rules have been written down using a metric conven-

tion, where gµν = η µν = diag(1,−1,−1,−1). We have used the real time formulation

of thermal field theory, with the symmetric choice of contour, to specify the concerned

Feynman rules. All the Feynman rules also have been expressed at zero chemical potential.

And, the factors ta, tb refer to the thermal types of particles at vertex a and b respectively,

thus ta, tb = (1, 2) depending on the particular thermal type.

A.1 Feynman rules for the propagators

The thermal scalar propagator for a particle of mass mϕ and momentum p is given by,

iS ta,tb(p,mϕ) =

 ∆(p) 0

0 ∆∗(p)

+2πδ(p2−m2
ϕ)NB(|p0|)

 1 e|p
0 |/(2T)

e|p
0 |/(2T) 1

 , (A.1)
where ∆(p) = i/(p2 − m2

ϕ + iϵ), and NB(|p0|) is the distribution function for bosons,

NB(|p0|) ≡ 1

exp{|p0|/T } − 1 . (A.2)
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The thermal photon propagator in the Feynman gauge can be written down as,

i[D µν] ta,tb(k) = −g µνiD ta,tb(k) (A.3)

where k is the photon momentum and

iD ti,t j(k) =

 ∆(k) 0

0 ∆∗(k)

 + 2πδ(k2)NB(|k0|)

 1 e|k
0 |/(2T)

e|k
0 |/(2T) 1

 . (A.4)

Here∆(k) = i/(k2+ iϵ) for the massless photons, and NB(|k0|) is the distribution function

for photons. Therefore,

i[D µν] ti,t j(k) = −g µνiD ti,t j(k) = −g µν iS ti,t j(k, 0) . (A.5)

The thermal propagators for fermions with mass m f and momentum p can be expressed

as,

iF ta,tb(p,m f ) =

 F 0

0 F∗

 − 2πF′δ(p2 − m2
f )NF(|p0|)

 1 ϵ(p0)e|p
0 |/(2T)

−ϵ(p0)e|p
0 |/(2T) 1

 ,
≡ (/p + m f )

 F−1p G−1p

−G−1p F∗−1p

 , (A.6)

where F = i/(/p−m f + iϵ), and F′ = (/p+m f ). From the above expression it can be noted

that the full fermion propagator is proportional to (/p + m f ). Here, NF(|p0|) corresponds

to the distribution function for the fermion,

NF(|p0|) ≡ 1

exp{|p0|/T }+ 1
. (A.7)
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A.2 The interaction vertex factors

All possible allowed insertion vertices for a theory of fermions and scalars interacting with

photons have been shown in Fig. A.1. For the fermions, only trilinear (fermion-photon-

fermion) insertion is allowed. For the theories involving scalars, in addition to trilin-

ear (scalar-photon-scalar) insertion vertices, quadrilinear seagull (scalar-scalar- photon-

photon) insertion vertices are also allowed.

p p′

µ

p p′

µ

p p′

µ ν

a. Trilinear Fermionic Vertex b. Trilinear Scalar Vertex c. Quadrliniear Seagull Vertex

Figure A.1: All possible allowed insertion vertices for fermions and scalars interacting
with photons.

We note that all particles at a given vertex must be of the same thermal type.

The fermion-photon-fermion trilinear insertion vertex has a contributing factor

(−ieγµ)(−1)tµ+1, where tµ = 1, 2 according to the thermal type (type 1 or 2) of vertices.

The scalar-photon-scalar trilinear insertion vertex has a contributing factor

[−ie(pµ + p′µ)](−1)tµ+1, where pµ and p′µ are the four momenta of the scalar entering and

leaving the insertion vertex.

The scalar-scalar-photon-photon quadrilinear seagull insertion vertex has a contributing

factor [+2ie2gµν](−1)tµ+1.

Note the difference in the overall relative sign of the trilinear and quadrilinear interaction

vertex contributions.
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Appendix B

Generalized Feynman’s Identities at

finite temperature

The propagator identities: From the propagators expressed in Eq. A.1, Eq. A.4, and

Eq. A.6, we observe that,

(/p − m f ) iF ta,tb(p,m f ) ≡ (/p − m f ) iF ta,tb
p = i(−1)(ta+1)δta,tb ,

(p2 − m2
ϕ) iS ta,tb(p,mϕ) ≡ (p2 − m2

ϕ) iS ta,tb
p = i(−1)(ta+1)δta,tb . (B.1)

We have written down the momentum dependence of the propagators in the subscript,

which is in accordance with all our previous discussions.

The generalized Feynman identities at finite temperature: We will start with the con-

tribution of nth order process in a relevant theory. According to the GY prescription, after

choosing uniquely the special hard vertex which separates out the initial and final leg, sup-

pose the outermost incoming particle on initial leg hasmomentum p and the outermost out-

going particle on final leg has momentum p′ associated with them. All the already existing

virtual photonmomenta on the p (p′) legs are considered to be all incoming(outgoing) with

momenta li(l′i). According to this notation, the momentum of propagator to the left of the
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qth vertex on the final p′ leg becomes (p′ + Σq
i=1 l′i) ≡ (p′ + Σq); and the momentum of

propagator to the right of the jth vertex on the initial p leg reads (p +Σ j
i=1 li) ≡ (p +Σ j).

Generalized Feynman identities for fermions : For insertion of µ vertex of K photon

having momentum k in between q − 1 and q vertices on final p′-leg, and of similar ν

vertex insertion between j − 1 and j vertices on initial p-leg for a fermionic theory we

have respectively the generalized Feynman identities

F tq−1,tµ
p′+Σq−1

/k F tµ,tq
p′+Σq−1+k =

(
− 1

)(tµ+1) [
δtµ, tq F tq−1,tq

p′+Σq−1
− δtµ, tq−1 F tq−1,tq

p′+Σq−1+k

]
.

F t j,tν
p+Σ j−1+k /k F tν,t j−1

p+Σ j−1
=

(
− 1

)(tν+1) [
δtν,t j F t j,t j−1

p+Σ j−1
− δtν,t j−1 F t j,t j−1

p+Σ j−1+k

]
. (B.2)

We produce the explicit derivation of the first generalized Feynman identity as shown

below after using Eq. B.1 for fermionic case,

F tq−1,tµ
p′+Σq−1

/kF tµ,tq
p′+Σq−1+k

= F tq−1,tµ
p′+Σq−1

[(
/p′ + /Σq−1 + /k − m f

)
−

(
/p′ + /Σq−1 − m f

)]
F tµ,tq

p′+Σq−1+k

= F tq−1,tµ
p′+Σq−1

(
/p′ + /Σq−1 + /k − m f

)
F tµ,tq

p′+Σq−1+k − F tq−1,tµ
p′+Σq−1

(
/p′ + /Σq−1 − m f

)
F tµ,tq

p′+Σq−1+k

= F tq−1,tµ
p′+Σq−1

(
− 1

)(tµ+1)
δtµ, tq −

(
− 1

)(tµ+1)
δtµ, tq−1F tµ,tq

p′+Σq−1+k

= F tq−1,tq
p′+Σq−1

(
− 1

)(tµ+1)
δtµ, tq −

(
− 1

)(tµ+1)
δtµ, tq−1F tq−1,tq

p′+Σq−1+k

=
(
− 1

)(tµ+1) [
δtµ, tq F tq−1,tq

p′+Σq−1
− δtµ, tq−1F tq−1,tq

p′+Σq−1+k

]
. (B.3)

The second identity of Eq. B.2 for insertion on initial p leg also can be evaluated similarly.

Now, for the cases of µ insertion being to the right of the vertex number ‘1’ on the final

p′-leg, and ν insertion being to the left of the vertex number ‘1’ on the initial p-leg for a

theory of fermion, we have,

u(p′)/kF tµ,t1
p′+k = (−1)(tµ+1)δtµ,t1 u(p′) ,

F t1,tν
p+k/ku(p) = (−1)(tν+1)δtν,t1 u(p) , (B.4)
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where in the above expression /p′u(p′) = m f u(p′), and /p u(p) = m f u(p) have been

applied to obtain the result.

Generalized Feynman identities for scalars : For insertion of µ vertex of K photon hav-

ing momenta k in between q − 1 and q vertices on final p′-leg, and of similar ν vertex

insertion between j − 1 and j vertices on initial p-leg for a scalar theory we have respec-

tively the generalized Feynman identities

S tq−1, tµ
p′+Σq−1

[(
2p′ + 2Σq−1 + k

)
. k

]
S tµ, tq

p′+Σq−1+k =
(
− 1

)(tµ+1) [
δtµ, tqS

tq−1, tq
p′+Σq−1

− δtµ, tq−1S tq−1, tq
p′+Σq−1+k

]
,

S t j, tν
p+Σ j−1+k

[(
2p + 2Σ j−1 + k

)
. k

]
S tν, t j−1

p+Σ j−1
=

(
− 1

)(tν+1) [
δtν, t j S t j, t j−1

p+Σ j−1
− δtν, t j−1 S t j, t j−1

p+Σ j−1+k

]
.

(B.5)

We produce the explicit derivation of the first generalized Feynman identity as shown

below after using Eq. B.1 for scalar case,

S tq−1, tµ
p′+Σq−1

[(
2p′ + 2Σq−1 + k

)
. k

]
S tµ, tq

p′+Σq−1+k

= S tq−1, tµ
p′+Σq−1

[(
p′ + Σq−1

)2
+ 2

(
p′ + Σq−1

)
. k + k2 − m2

ϕ −
(
p′ + Σq−1

)2
+ m2

ϕ

]
S tµ, tq

p′+Σq−1+k

= S tq−1, tµ
p′+Σq−1

[{(
p′ + Σq−1

)2
− m2

ϕ

}
−

{(
p′ + Σq−1

)2
− m2

ϕ

}]
S tµ, tq

p′+Σq−1+k

= S tq−1, tµ
p′+Σq−1

{(
p′ + Σq−1

)2
− m2

ϕ

}
S tµ, tq

p′+Σq−1+k − S tq−1, tµ
p′+Σq−1

{(
p′ + Σq−1

)2
− m2

ϕ

}
S tµ, tq

p′+Σq−1+k

= S tq−1, tµ
p′+Σq−1

(
− 1

)(tµ+1)
δtµ, tq −

(
− 1

)(tµ+1)
δtµ, tq−1S tµ, tq

p′+Σq−1+k

= S tq−1, tq
p′+Σq−1

(
− 1

)(tµ+1)
δtµ, tq −

(
− 1

)(tµ+1)
δtµ, tq−1S tq−1,tq

p′+Σq−1+k

=
(
− 1

)(tµ+1) [
δtµ, tqS

tq−1, tq
p′+Σq−1

− δtµ, tq−1S tq−1, tq
p′+Σq−1+k

]
. (B.6)

The second identity of Eq. B.5 for insertion on initial p leg also can be evaluated similarly.

Now, for the cases of µ insertion being to the right of the vertex number ‘1’ on the final

p′-leg, and ν insertion being to the left of the vertex number ‘1’ on the initial p-leg for a
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theory of scalar, we have,

[(2p′ + k) . k] S tµ,t1
p′+k = (−1)(tµ+1) δtµ,t1 ,

S t1,tν
p+k [(2p + k) . k] = (−1)(tν+1) δtν,t1 , (B.7)

where to obtain the above equation p′2 = p2 = m2
ϕ has been used.
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